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ABSTRACT 
Electroacoustic (EA) musicians require aural skills that exist beyond tonality and 
meter; however, specialized ear training courses for EA music are rare in university and 
college music programs that offer EA studies (EaSt) in their curricula. Since 2005, this 
researcher has been developing and teaching EA aural training at a Canadian university 
in that was inspired by concepts from Auditory Scene Analysis (ASA) studies, primarily 
integration and segregation. In the 2009/10 academic year, the researcher conducted an 
action study with his intact EA aural training class of 25 first year undergraduate students 
majoring in EaSt for the purposes of better understanding and improving the students' 
aural skill acquisition process. and of refining the teaching and learning sequence. The 
action study was organized into four cycles of observation, critical reflection, and action, 
and focused on optimizing and autonomizing the skill acquisition process within the 
large, varied group. Actions were designed in response to critical reflection on emerging 
problems, evaluations of students' views about the process, their moods and attitudes, 
and measurements of students' achievements-with specific attention to eight EA-
Vl 
oriented skills and seven tonal and metric skills. Qualitative and quantitative data 
gathered from questionnaires, in-class surveys and tests, homework, and competence 
tests provided evidence of skill acquisition, primarily in loudness discrimination, timbral 
discrimination, tonal awareness, interval discrimination, meter discrimination, and 
descriptive ability. The most notable emerging problems in the skill acquisition process 
were related to the group' s variety of ability levels, including imbalances in difficulty 
levels, in students' level of interest in the activities, and in the all-inclusive effectiveness 
of the training. The main transformational aspects of the action study were 
autonomization of the skill acquisition process at home through weekly reflective 
practice reports and developing a cooperative learning environment in the classroom 
through regular in-class discussion. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
Like all musicians, electroacoustic (EA) music composers/performers must be 
aurally skilled in order to produce and perform artistic work, yet dedicated courses in 
aural training for EA are rare in college and university music programs that include EA in 
their curricula (definitions of relevant terms relating to EA, perception, and audio are 
provided in Appendix A). Ear training research in the field of music education is 
abundant with quantitative and experimental studies that examine the influence of certain 
conditions, behaviors, and techniques on the success of students in sightsinging, pitch and 
rhythm error detection, and tonal melodic, harmonic, polyphonic, and rhythmic dictation. 
Most of these investigations have only indirect relevance to the aural skills specifically 
necessary for the EA musician because EA practice exists beyond the limitations of 
tonality, metric rhythm, equal temperament, pitched sound, notation; and acoustic 
instruments (Dean & Bailes, 2010; Cascone, 2011; Tsabary, 2009, 2012). EA musicians 
may design their own sound material and instruments, deal with aspects of space and 
acoustics, manipulate vocal content, and shape the overall sound of their works, and 
therefore also need to use specialized listening skills similar to those of instrument 
builders, acousticians, phoneticians, and sound producers, among others. Such skills can 
also benefit contemporary music making at large, especially considering the increasing 
inclusion of electronic music in the mainstream (Emmerson, 2007; Rudy, 2007; Park, 
2008; Reimann, 2012). 
Some methods such as Schafer's Ear Cleaning (1967), Schaeffer's Solfege 
(Schaeffer, Reibel, & Ferreya, 1967), Smalley's Spectromorphology (1986), and 
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Oliveros's Deep Listening (1995) addressed many of the aural needs of EA. However, 
examining research literature and course descriptions on EA programs' websites 
worldwide provides no evidence that these methods have been used regularly in 
dedicated aural training courses. Additionally, with the exception of Ear Cleaning, these 
methods were not primarily formed as ear training techniques, but as 
description/typification systems for composers and theorists (Solfege and 
Spectromorphology) or as a philosophical approach to meditation and creation (Deep 
Listening). While aural training methods designed for sound engineers, such as Moulton, 
Hodge, and Alhadeffs Golden Ears (1995) and Everest's Critical Listening Skills for 
Audio Professionals (2005) offer useful ear training exercises for the audio technician, 
they are not designed to train composers and performers. Many EA educators introduce 
specialized aural skills within compositional or analytical contexts in settings that are not 
designed for the methodical, rigorous, repetitive practicing necessary for acquiring skills. 
Practically, EA aural training occurs only in isolation in small groups around the world, 
therefore there have been no studies to test the efficacy of the training methods, nor are 
there any relevant standardized pedagogical approaches or goals. 
A Course in EA Aural Training 
In 2005, the undergraduate Electroacoustic Studies (EaSt) major at a Canadian 
University in the province of Quebec (henceforth, the University) spearheaded a new 
aural training course with its undergraduate EA majors, influenced by fundamental 
concepts from studies of Auditory Scene Analysis (ASA), primarily integration and 
segregation (definitions of ASA terminology are provided in Appendix A). Following 
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premises and goals provided by a senior professor at the University, I designed and 
taught this course; in 2006 this new aural training method was incorporated into two 
year-long, twice-weekly aural training courses, which were established as the 
foundational core of the major in EA Studies (EaSt). Consequently, these courses 
replaced the then-mandatory traditional aural training for EA students. The design of the 
courses in the first and ~econd years, as well as other courses in the EA curriculum, was 
based on Jerome Bruner's spiral curriculum (Bruner, 1961), in which all courses 
concurrently followed the same thematic scheme but with more depth in the higher-level 
courses and different foci when appropriate. Although traditional (tonal and metric) aural 
skills are not always necessary for composing EA music, the majority of which is non-
tonal and non-metric, they may be beneficial in EA compositions that involve acoustic 
instruments, and in using EA in popular culture, such as creating popular electronic 
music or video game music. For these reasons and others, the course was designed to train 
both EA and traditional aural skills. Additional information about these courses is 
available later in this chapter. 
Rationale for the Study 
The present study was necessary for the purpose of understanding and 
transforming the ear training courses in the EaSt major at the University, which replaced 
the previously mandatory traditional aural training courses only four years prior to the 
present study. The reason for this curricular change was the assumption that traditional 
aural training could not provide appropriate training in the main aural needs of the EA 
musician-primarily sound-based skills such as frequency identification, amplitude 
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discrimination, and skills related to signal processing (Tsabary, 2012). These assumptions 
were confirmed in a preliminary study I conducted with a purposive sample of 15 experts 
in the field of EA designed to discover the most necessary aural skills for EA music and 
to evaluate their teachability by traditional aural training (Tsabary, 2009). While the 
preliminary study provided guidelines for the ear training courses' pedagogy and content, 
the students' skill acquisition environment (the courses) needed to be evaluated and 
optimized in situ for the purpose of providing skill acquisition. The present study was 
therefore established with the purpose of understanding the emerging issues related to 
students' skill acquisition in the context of these courses, and to transform the skill 
acquisition environment and process by addressing these issues. 
While the study's main rationale was relevant locally at the University, th~ topic it 
addressed-acquisition of aural skills necessary for EA music-may have wider 
implications. Numerous higher education music programs around the world significantly 
incorporate some aspects of EA into their undergraduate and graduate programs. In 
searching university and college music programs in North America, I discovered 58 
institutions that offer EA majors or specializations (such as EA composition, music 
technology, computer music, electronic media, and others), including 21 that offer only 
undergraduate degrees, 19 institutions that offer only graduate degrees, and 18 that offer 
graduate and undergraduate degrees (see Appendix B). Numerous other universities offer 
mandatory or elective courses in EA as part of other music majors and/or allow graduate 
students to focus their research on EA topics. 
With a strong dependence on technology, EA musicians endeavor to remain 
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technologically updated and to explore new artistic possibilities (timbres, textures, 
processes, settings, media, genres, etc.) that become possible with technological 
advancement, including audio innovations, electronic instrument design, laptop 
orchestras, network music, and multidisciplinary collaborations with new media. While 
the technological aspects ofEA music may seem an obvious necessity in designing 
educational processes in the field, hearing remains at the foundation of music making, or 
as Spencer (1947) eloquently put it "[the] ability to hear is the essence of music, the core 
of education in music is ear training" (p. 44). In order to understand musical processes, 
students need to form appropriate aural representations-or schemas-of stimuli. These 
schemas may be genre-specific (Hallam, 2001 ), and in EA, they may be changing as 
rapidly as technology (and its effect on artistic innovations). Aural skilf acquisition in EA 
requires ongoing study for the purpose of understanding its needs, its emerging issues, 
and its transformation. Although the present study is not generalizable to other situations 
(as is commonly the case in action studies), its fmdings may be transferable to similar and 
related future studies dealing with aural skill acquisition in EA. 
Research Purpose 
The purpose of this study was to better understand and improve the aural skill 
acquisition process of first-year EA students in the context of a new ear training method 
designed for the needs of the EA musician. The observational purpose (better 
understanding) and the transformational purpose (improving) were interrelated in a 
circular manner. The transformation depended on data collection (observation) and 
critical reflection; and observing the effects of the designed actions (transformation) 
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provided a better understanding of the process. 
The observational aspect was focused primarily on evaluating students' views 
about the process, their moods, and attitudes, discovering emerging problems, and 
measuring students' achievements, with specific attention to eight EA -oriented skills-
chosen by following a preliminary study by this author (Tsabary, 2009}--and seven tonal 
and metric skills specified in Colwell's Music Achievement Tests 1 and 2 (1968). The 
transformational aspect of the study was focused primarily on optimizing and 
autonomizing of the skill acquisition process within the large group. 
Research Questions 
The following research questions guided data collection and analysis for this 
study: 
Observational Questions 
1. How did the students' abilities in EA aural skills progress in the context 
of a new ear training method specialized for EA? 
2. How did the students' abilities in traditional aural skills progress in the 
context of a new ear training method specialized for EA? 
Transformational Questions 
3. What problems emerged in students' moods and attitudes in the context 
of a new ear training method specialized for EA, and how could they be 
addressed? 
4. What modifications to the aural-skill acquisition process could drive 
students of varying skills and provide them the means to acquire aural 
skills within a unified group setting in the context of a new ear training 
method specialized for EA? 
5. What modifications to the aural-skill acquisition process could drive 
students and provide them the means to take responsibility over their 
own skill development in the context of a new ear training method 
specialized for EA? 
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6. What other substantive problems in the skill acquisition process emerged 
throughout the study in the context of a new ear training method 
specialized for EA and what modifications to the process could address 
them? 
Action Research in the Context of this Study 
I chose an action research approach to examine the effectiveness of the new ear 
training curriculum for EA students. Action research methodology was the most suitable 
approach to address the researcher-instructor duality, because it is a type of study 
specifically designed to be carried out in situ by the practitioner in order to improve and 
better understand his practice (Zeichner, 2009). Additionally, while the small sample-an 
intact class of 25 students-would have been problematic in the context of experimental 
research, and particularly in light of irregular attendance throughout the year, action 
research allowed the :methodological flexibility to extract valuable information from the 
available data. Furthermore, as an educator, instructors are likely to make modifications 
to class activities, home assignments, exams, etc. as a result of the ongoing studying of 
new data (grades, difficulties with specific aspects of the course, attitudes, and so on). 
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While such modifications might have been problematic in an experimental model or even 
in a descriptive model, they were in fact an integral part of the action study and provided 
the central aspects of the study's purpose-the deeper understanding and transformation 
of the students' skill acquisition process. 
Data in this Study 
The study was arranged into four cycles of data collection, analysis, and action, 
and included large amounts of ongoing qualitative and quantitative data collection. 
Qualitative data included students' responses to open-ended questions in questionnaires, 
practice reports, discussions, and correspondences, and quantitative data included in-class 
regular testing, homework assignments, responses on rating scales in questionnaires, and 
repeated achievement tests-Electroacoustic Aural Competence Test (EA-ACT), 
designed by this researcher, and Colwell's (1968) MAT 1 and 2. While the qualitative 
data gathering provided flexibility and depth for discovering and better understanding 
emerging problems, quantitative data complemented these findings with ongoing 
measurements of students' performance in various aural exercises. Due to the small and 
constantly varying sample size, these findings had limited validity on their own, but 
assisted in, and sometimes guided, the ongoing critical reflection and action design. 
Quantitative findings were viewed in the context of eight aural skills related to EA and 
seven traditional (tonal and metric) aural skills (see Table 1.1). 
Table 1.1 
15 Aural Skills Discussed in This Study 
Skill# Skill Name and Description 
1 Simultaneous Segregation-segregation of sounds from a mixture 
2 Sequential Segregation-segregation of sounds from a sequence 
3 Timbral Discrimination-identification of minute timbral variations 
4 Microtemporal Discrimination-identification of minute variations that occur 
in microtemporal measures (usually measured in milliseconds or smaller units) 
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5 Macro temporal Discrimination-identification of minute variations that happen 
in the organizational aspects 6f time-such as tempo 
6 Loudness Discrimination-identification of minute variations in loudness 
7 Spatial Discrimination and Memory-spatial location identification and 
memory 
8 Descriptive Ability--coherent description of complex timbres and musical, 
sonic, and timbral textures, using appropriate vocabulary 
9 Pitch Discrimination-the ability to tell pitches apart 
1 0 Interval Discrimination/Identification- the ability to tell intervals apart/the 
ability to name intervals 
11 Meter Discrimination/ Identification-the ability to tell meters apart/the ability 
to name meters 
12 Rhythmic Ability-the combined abilities of rhythmic error detection, 
transcription (dictation), and sightsinging 
13 Melodic Ability--the combined abilities of melodic error detection and 
transcription 
14 Tonal Awareness-feeling for tonal center 
10 
15 Mode Discrimination/Identification-the combined abilities to tell modes apart 
and to identify them 
History of EA Aural Training 
To situate the present study within the history of aural training for EA, this 
section reviews several existing aural training methods and theories that deal with aural 
perception in EA and an alternative aural training approach for instrumental music, 
developed at the University of Kentucky in the 1990s by Kate Covington, which has 
strong relevance to EA due to its comprehensiveness in dealing with acoustics and 
timbre. This section also includes an overview of EA aural training pedagogy at the 
University. 
Pierre Schaeffer's Solfege and Typomorphology 
In Traite des objets musicaux (1966) Schaeffer described a new type oflistening 
he termed ecoute reduite (reduced listening), in which sounds are perceived through their 
sonic traits alone without relation to their sources, consequences, or semantics. Schaeffer 
described the individual sounds, now separated from their physical sources, as objets 
sonores (sound objects), which he considered as the basic units for electroacoustic 
composition (similar to notes in pitched music). Schaeffer devised a descriptive system to 
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analyze and typify the sound objects into a coherent system that would allow a Solfege de 
!'objet sonore (solfege of sound objects) (1967). His typology was based on 
morphological traits of sound through examining two criteria: (a) matter (what we would 
hear ifwe could freeze the sound) and (b) shape (the temporal evolution ofthis matter). 
Schaeffer defmed seven morphological perceptual criteria as subcategories. "Matter" 
criteria included mass (pitch and spectral distribution), harmonic timbre, and grain 
(microstructural aspects of sound matter); "shape" criteria included dynamics (the 
temporal evolution of energy) and allure (modulation of amplitude or frequency); and 
"variation" criteria included melodic profile (a variation of the whole mass), and mass 
profile (variation within the mass). Schaeffer's concept of solfege is the ability to hear 
sound objects and classify them through this typomorphological system. The primary 
aural skill that Schaeffer emphasized is the ability to hear, label, and categorize sound 
objects' timbres, small-scale morphologies, and transformations. 
Denis Smalley's Spectro-morphology 
Similar to Schaeffer's ideas, Denis Smalley's Spectra-morphology provides a 
large terminological and conceptual basis for describing the sound' s spectrum and 
morphology. It was created primarily to provide listeners of EA music "a perceptual 
affinity with its materials and structure" and to reassert the "primacy of aural experience 
' . 
in music" (Smalley, 1986, p. 63), by providing a number of scales-or continua-
descriptive ofthe sounds' spectrum, temporal shaping, motion, organization into larger 
structures, and space in great specificity and detail. Although spectra-morphology 
emphasizes the ability to hear, identify, and label sonic phenomena, transformations, and 
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relationships on all structural levels, its strength is primarily as a comprehensive labeling 
system, not as a perceptual training method. In other words, Smalley's system is not an 
aural training method, though it could serve as a theoretical framework for devising one. 
R. Murray Schafer's Ear Cleaning 
R. Murray Schafer's Ear Cleaning (1967) is a practice geared at increasing sonic 
awareness, with specific attention to environmental sounds, and to some extent internal 
(body) sounds. It is taught through a series of exercises, which include soundwalks-a 
walking meditation with high level of sonic awareness-and highly participatory 
classroom activities that address acoustic aspects of sound, noise, and music. In Sound 
Education (1992) Schafer suggested "100 exercises in listening and sound making" (p. 3) 
to "help students to listen more effectively" (p. 7). Schafer divided the exercises in the 
book into three types: (a) exercises concerning aural perception and imagination, (b) 
exercises related to "the making of sounds" (p. 12), and (c) exercises that address "sound 
in society" (p. 12). The exercises include activities such as sound identification and 
categorization, vocal imitation of environmental sounds, sound recording for the purpose 
of focusing the aural awareness and investigating specific sounds, searching for 
variations of the same sound, and many exercises that address space and acoustics, 
among others. 
Pauline Oliveros's Deep Listening 
Pauline Oliveros's Deep Listening practice is also geared at developing a 
heightened level of aural awareness of global (environmental) and focal (internal) sounds 
and distinguishes between involuntary hearing and the voluntary act of listening. The 
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practice, however, is far removed from being simply an aural training method. It has 
evolved into a lifestyle practice shared by many certified deep listening instructors, 
artists, and practitioners, in which one becomes re-sensitized to the sonic environment 
(external and internal) through daily creative activities such as composition of deep 
listening exercises, maintaining sound, movement, and dream journals. Among other 
activities, the Deep Listening institute arranges workshops and summer retreats in which 
the members of the deep listening community meet and collaborate (Deep Listening 
Institute). Similar to Ear Cleaning, Oliveros's method involves attention, active listening, 
recognition of acoustic phenomena, and the ability to segregate individual sounds among 
others. However, the practice of Deep Listening is concerned primarily with sound as a 
means for heightened environmental and body awareness, devoid of analytical thought 
processes. 
Moulton's Golden Ears 
David Moulton created a collection of audio ear training courses titled Golden 
Ears (Moulton et al., 1995) based on years of practical and teaching experience in 
recording engineering. Moulton designed the courses to "condense years of hands-on 
experience into a matter of weeks" (Moulton et al., 1995, p. 4). The purpose of these 
courses, which contain a collection of audio CDs and a written manual, was to develop 
critical listening skills, sensitivity, and awareness necessary for high quality sound 
production in the recording studio. Moulton designed a collection of drills to sharpen 
spectral and temporal hearing and the ability to identify specific signal processing 
(effects). Moulton also emphasized the importance of being able to accurately describe 
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what one hears, since "the ability to effectively articulate audio issues are priceless in our 
field" (Moulton et al., 1995, p. 49). In a section titled "A Few Warnings" in the manual, 
Moulton warned about motivational lapses, loss of confidence, and feeling stuck and 
recommended to "stick to it" (Moulton et al., 1995, p. 51) and not be concerned about 
scoring lower as the difficulty level rises. Moulton also encouraged awareness of 
potential limitations, including irregularities in the monitoring system or in our hearing 
and warned about common effects of this training, including tired ears (lower attention 
span, reduced ability to discriminate among varying loudness levels, boredom, confusion, 
and impatience). 
The Golden Ear course is arranged in four volumes, each focusing on a different 
aural skill and format of exercises. In volume 1, Moulton created a series of drills in 
which the listener needs to identify the frequencies of 12 dB octave-wide boosts and 
attenuations between 31 Hz and 16 kHz. These identification drills were created with 
pink noise signals and with musical recordings. In volume 2, Moulton created a series of 
"AlB drills" in which examples of musical excerpts were played twice, the second 
example potentially altered in some fashion. The alterations included amplitude 
(loudness) changes, distortion, compression, equalization, phase shifting and alterations 
to the stereo image, and time-domain alterations such as delaying a single channel or 
gating the reverb signal. Volume 3 is completely dedicated to time-domain drills 
including identifying short delays (0-170 milliseconds) of a single channel, predelay 
times (0-100 milliseconds), and reverb duration (0.3-5 seconds). In volume 4 Moulton 
created frequency identification drills designed to sharpen the students' frequency 
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discrimination and identification skill further by reducing the bandwidth of the identified 
frequencies to a third of an octave. Additionally, this volume contains drills that require 
identification of t:wo simultaneous frequency band boosts and attenuations. 
The aural skills that Golden Ears trains are extremely relevant and useful for EA 
musicians and are quite similar to the skills targeted in many of the drills practiced by 
students in the EA aural training course at the University, as evident in the collection of 
exercises in the EA-ACT instrument I designed. However, similar to tonal and metric ear 
training, Golden Ear's relevance toEA is contextually limited, because its drills are 
primarily designed to develop hearing skills that are related to technical aspects of sound 
production issues, and therefore may be very limited in their ability to train the EA 
composer. Additionally, the musical examples used in Moulton's program are taken from 
the domains of classical, jazz, and pop music, which lack many of the characteristic 
features of EA music, such as unconventional synthesis and sound design, innovative 
signal processing, non-metric and non-tonal structures, textural constructs, and extremely 
wide dynamic range, among others. 
Everest's Critical Listening Skills for Audio Professionals 
Everest comes from many years of experience in audio production and audiology, 
and similar to Moulton, designed a critical listening program for audio professionals-
primarily sound recording engineers. Everest released two packages (including manuals 
and audio cassettes) titled the Critical Listening Package (1982) and the Auditory 
Perception Package (1986) which were designed to train the critical listening skills of 
audio recording students "through subjection to scores of listening experiences similar to 
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those that trained the [experienced] sound engineer's ears" (Everest, 2007, p. viii). These 
two packages were published in a single book and CD titled Critical Listening Skills for 
Audio Professionals (2007). Everest's program includes much more theory and 
explanatory material in the book and CDs than Moulton's Golden Ears but no 
measurable ear training tests. Everest took the approach of developing the ear through 
providing knowledge about hearing in the context of sound production and demonstrating 
this knowledge's practicality through audio examples. He organized his Critical listening 
package into 10 lessons around the following topics: (a) frequency estimation, (b) sound 
level changes estimation, (c) estimating frequency band limitation, (d) estimating . 
frequency response irregularities, (e) sound quality judgment, (f) distortion detection, (g) 
reverberation, (h) signal to noise ratio, (i) voice colorations, and G) listening with 
discernment-identifying the type of problem in a recording. In the Auditory perception 
package, Everest arranged the material into 8 units around the following topics: (a) 
loudness, pitch, and timbre; (b) masking; (c) how the ear analyzes sound; (d) non-
linearities in the auditory system; (e) perception of delayed sound; (f) why some sounds 
are pleasant; (g) localization of sound; and (h) binaural listening. 
Like Moulton's program, Everest's Critical listening and Auditory perception 
packages are extremely beneficial for the EA musician in understanding issues related to 
hearing and sound production. In providing a thorough theoretical framework for audio 
listening skills, Everest compliments Golden Ears quite effectively, while also raising 
awareness to many additional auditory features, though without the thorough, practical 
ear training methodology designed by Moulton. The importance of these issues to the EA 
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musician is unquestionable, since detailed hearing and understanding of related acoustic 
and sound production issues are essential skills for EA music making. Similar to Golden 
Ears, nonetheless, Everest's system is contextually narrow, since its focus is on common, 
popular music recording issues, and it does not train hearing skills related specifically to 
EA composition and sophisticated sound design and processing. 
Covington's Alternative Approach to Aural Training 
At the University of Kentucky, Covington ,O 992) developed an alternative 
approach to aural training that has strong relevance to all types of music. Covington 
criticized traditional aural training's focus on pitch and rhythm, and complete disregard 
to other important aspects of the musical experience, including timbre, dynamics, 
register, articulation, expression, flow, and intonation. Covington also noted that aural 
training is not strongly related to real musical experience. The researcher classified three 
types of musicians that should be able to benefit directly from a more comprehensive 
approach to aural training: (a) music creators-composers; (b) music recreators-
performers and conductors; and (c) listeners-scholars, critics, and music fans. 
Covington made three basic assumptions: (a) that aural acuity is necessary for musicians, 
(b) that it can be developed and refmed, and (c) that a dedicated aural training course is 
necessary. Paraphrasing Rogers (1984), Covington subdivided the process of aural 
training into three stages: (a) perception, (b) labeling, and (c) comprehension of structural 
relationships-only the first two significantly covered by traditional aural training. Her 
analysis of musicians' aural needs emphasized the awareness of structure on small- and 
large-scale levels. This included the ability to hear and identify rhythm, texture and 
density, vertical/horizontal organization of pitches, timbres, dynamics, and formal 
segmentation and to understand their interactivity with the overall structure. Her 
comprehensive sound-related approach to aural training is extremely relevant to EA 
must c. 
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In an article written with Lord (1994) Covington built upon these concepts while 
further emphasizing the importance of teaching aural skills in context. The researcher 
criticized the consensual objectivist approach to aural training, in which skills-for 
instance, interval identification-were taught in isolation with the assumption that the 
student would be able to transfer them to real musical situations. This assumption has 
little practical support, according to Covington and Lord. As an alternative, they offered 
what they termed a constructivist approach to aural training, in which all skills were to be 
taught in context. Multiple aural skills may be taught in a single authentic musical 
situation, allowing the students to interrelate varying aspects of the aural experience, 
form patterns and build upon existing knowledge, activities that are important features of 
Jerome Bruner's (1961) Discovery Learning Theory and Leslie Hart's (1983) Brain-
Compatible Learning. 
The approaches to ear training and aural perception proposed by Schaeffer, 
Smalley, Schafer, Oliveros, Moulton, Everest, and Covington were extremely useful in 
providing inspiration and material for the design ofEA aural training at the University. 
However, neither one of these approaches provides a comprehensive ear training method 
for EA due to various reasons: Schaeffer and Smalley' s approaches were designed as 
descriptive systems of perceptual constructs for EA composers, primarily in the Musique 
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Concrete and acousmatic traditions, not as ear training methods or exercises. Schafer's 
Ear Cleaning provided a stockpile of exercises designed to focus the aural awareness on 
timbre, space, acoustics, and social aspects, among other elements, which have been very 
useful for EA ear training at the University, primarily in the context of soundwalks and 
soundscapes-fields in which Schafer was a pioneer (Glandien, 2000; Werner, 2002). 
While these exercises touch upon key aspects of EA hearing, they were not optimized for 
EA composition and were not designed to train audio related skills. Ear Cleaning 
exercises also lack a methodical graduation of difficulty level in their design. The 
practice of Oliveros's Deep Listening is concerned primarily with sound as a means for 
heightened environmental and body awareness rather than analytical aural skills for EA 
composition and performance. While Moulton and Everest's approaches could be used to 
train audio related aural skills that are useful for EA, they are contextually limited 
because of their music-industry sound-production orientation and their lack of focus on 
music-making elements. Covington's approach offers useful insights for EA ear training, 
including the attention to sound parameters and the emphasis on ear training in context; 
however, it was not designed for EA musicians. 
The aural needs of musicians in a rapidly evolving field such as EA need to be . 
regularly researched and revisited. In addition to being incomprehensive for EA aural 
training, the approaches described above may therefore also be outdated. Additionally, 
the present study was concerned primarily with aural training as process (skill acquisition 
and transformation), not content (exercises, ear training methods, pedagogical 
approaches, etc.). The ear training and aural perception approaches described above 
therefore served only as a reservoir of ideas for the new EA aural training at the 
University and a contextual background to its evolution. 
EA aural training at the University 
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The background and pedagogical premises of the ear training courses at the 
University have been described in a chapter titled Electroacoustic Ear training (Tsabary, 
2012) in the book Sound Musicianship (Brown, ed., 2012). The book chapter provides (a) 
an overview of the historical and ideological background leading to the addition of an EA 
ear training course into the EA curriculum at the University, (b) a summary of ASA 
concepts and literature relevant to the course design, (c) a detailed description of the 
pedagogical model, and (e) a description and rationale of the educational approaches in 
teaching and m~difying the course through action research. 
Background 
The mismatch between the aural skills necessary for EA and the tonal and metric 
aural training available in traditional ear training courses was raised by a senior professor 
at the University, and eventually lead, after many years, to the creation of an aural 
training course dedicated to EA students and to making it a mandatory part of the 
curriculum. The course was ~esigned to combine a new type of training, described by the 
senior professor as "psychoacoustic ear training" (Tsabary, 2012, p. 293) and traditional 
(tonal and metric) ear training in a manner most suitable for the needs ofEA musicians. 
Entitling the EA ear training method "psychoacoustic" was not meant to indicate that 
traditional aural training i~ not psychoacoustic in nature, but to distinguish the EA ear 
training drills from drills that are governed by tonal and metric "grammars" as described 
by Lidov (1999). The survey conducted by this author (Tsabary, 2009) assisted in 
deciding which skills to focus the psychoacoustic ear training on, and the design of the 
drills was inspired by precepts from ASA studies, primarily integration and segregation 
(more on ASA later in this chapter). 
The pedagogical model. 
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The aural skill most notably described qualitatively by participants in the survey 
conducted by this author was "flexibility of aural focus" (Tsabary, 2009, p. 305). The 
pedagogical model of the ear training course was designed around the development of 
such flexibility through a year-long scan from microstructural to macrostructural hearing. 
This process was organized loosely into three stages: (a) segregation (or segmentation) of 
sonic content for the purpose of improving the ability to perceive aural detail; (b) 
integration of sound components into higher-level formations (sequences and 
simultaneous groups); and (c) analysis, description, remembering, and organizing 
multiple auditory streams into larger structures and textures as well as deriving musical 
meanings from them. These three stages are roughly correlated with the increasingly 
sophisticated activation patterns observed with EEG in the three concentrically organized 
areas of the auditory cortex: (a) the primary area being involved with perceiving 
fundamental elements of sound, namely pitch and loudness; (b) the secondary area being 
involved with a low level perceptual integration and pattern recognition; and (c) the 
tertiary area being connected with processing complex auditory patterns (Altenmiiller, 
Gruhn, Parlitz, & Liebert, 2000). The training therefore begins with perception of small 
sonic details, which are then gradually incorporated into larger structures in their musical 
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context. Training tonal and metric aural skills was also incorporated into the course in 
order to broaden the students' skill set and aural flexibility. 
The exercise design was built around six dimensions of sound and three 
organizational units. The six dimensions of sound are (a) amplitude and dynamics; (b) 
frequency and pitch; (c) spectral profile and timbre; (d) microtime, including transients, 
envelopes, and articulation; (e) macrotime, including pace, rhythm, meter, and tempo; 
and (f) space and reverberation. The three organizational units are (a) gesture; (b) texture; 
and (c) structure, or form. Ten types of attentional tasks were used in the exercise design, 
as seen in Table 1.2, which lists the tasks loosely in increasing level of expertise. 
Table 1.2 
I 0 Attentional Task Types Used in the Exercise Design 
# Task type 
Streaming 
2 Discrimination 
3 Ordering by value 
4 Hunting 
5 Error detection 
6 Matching 
7 Naming 
8 Dictation 
9 Multitasking 
10 Performing 
Description 
Isolating sounds from a mixture 
Telling whether two or more items are identical or different 
Putting two or more items in order by a certain feature 
Recognizing or counting specific items within a series of items 
IdentifYing inaccuracies in a visual representation (notation, 
spectrogram) of an aural input 
Selecting the correct visual representation of aural content, or 
pairing different aural stimuli based on certain features 
Specifically identifYing items by name or features 
IdentifYing and notating a sequence of items 
Performing two or more tasks simultaneously 
Singing, clapping, playing music or sound from, or in response 
to, visual, aural, or theoretical stimuli 
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Difficulty level adjustments of the designed exercises were done by moving to 
higher task types, using subtler differences (within the same task types), or increasing the 
number of answer choices (Tsabary, 2012). 
Summary 
The needs that inspired the present study were to understand and improve the 
aural skill acquisition process of EA majors in the context of a new method designed at 
the University for EA ear training. The study was designed around observational 
questions aimed at evaluating the students' EA and tonal/metric aural skill acquisition 
and around transformational questions aimed at discovering emerging problems and 
exploring transformational processes to address these problems. 
Chapter 1 provided context for this study with a historical summary of EA ear 
training, including Schafer's Ear Cleaning (1967), Schaeffer's Solfege (1967); Smalley's 
Spectromorphology (1986), Oliveros's Deep Listening (1995), Moulton's Golden Ears 
(Moulton et al., 1995), Everest's Critical Listening Skills for Audio Professionals (2005), 
and Covington's Alternative Approach to Ear Training .(1992); and a description ofEA 
ear training at the University (Tsabary, 2012). 
Chapter 1 included a rationale for action research as the methodological choice 
for this study, i.e. allowing the researcher to study and transform the skill acquisition 
process in situ. It also included a brief description of data types collected in this study: 
qualitative data (students' responses to open-ended questions in questionnaires, practice 
reports, discussions, and correspondences) and quantitative data (in-class regular testing, 
homework assignments, responses on rating scales in questionnaires, and repeated 
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achievement tests-EA-ACT and MAT 1 and 2). The quantitative data in this study were 
viewed in the context of eight aural skills related toEA and seven traditional (tonal and 
metric) aural skills (see Table 1.1). 
A summary of the following chapters can serve as a map for this document. 
Chapter 2 provides a review of literature relevant to this study and is organized in two 
large sections: ear training literature in music education and literature about practicing-a 
topic that was central in the transformation of the skill acquisition process in the present 
study. Chapter 3 describes the methodology and organization of the study, the 
participants, the instruments, issues of validity, the reasoning behind methodological 
decisions, and related literature. Chapter 4 includes observational results in relation 
primarily to Research Questions 1 and 2, namely how the students' abilities in EA and 
tonal aural skills progressed in the context of the new ear training method specialized for 
EA as well as a detailed description of the collected data. Chapter 5 includes fmdings 
related to Questions 3-6, namely a description of emerging problems and the ensuing 
transformational processes of the students' skill acquisition environment, conditions, and 
behaviors. Chapter 6 includes a discussion of the results and emerging issues of this study 
in the context of the reviewed literature and possible further research. 
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CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
While the present study focused on skill acquisition process in a new context, 
which had not been studied previously, it did not occur in isolation. Music education 
research relating to aural learning and educational and psychological studies related to 
practice strategies and motivational issues provided direction and evidence for the present 
study and situate~ it in a wider research context. This chapter is organized in two large 
sections: ear training literature in music education and practicing. The first section 
includes a wide variety of topics and research approaches, and among them a large 
number of experiments focused at evaluating the effectiveness of certain aural training 
techniques, approaches, and conditions in improving specific practical aural skills. The 
second section is focused on several topics related to practice, including strategy use, 
individual differences, perception, and motivation. 
Ear training Research in Music Education 
The researched topics in this section include (a) pitch and tonality-primarily 
referring to recognition of tonal patterns and relationships and the effects of harmonic 
context on melodic dictation and sightsinging; (b) pitch recognition and pitch matching; 
(c) conditions, behaviors, traits, and cognitive skills that improve aural skills and 
sightsinging; (d) accuracy in pitch and rhythm error detection by future conductors, 
ensemble leaders, and music teachers; (e) the effects of texture and timbre on error 
detection; (f) playing by ear and audiation; and (g) one study by the present author about 
the necessary skills for EA aural training and their teachability by traditional aural 
training methods. With the exception of this latter study, all of the studies reviewed in 
this section focus primarily on traditional (tonal and metric) ear training. 
Pitch and Tonality 
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Recognition of tonal patterns and relationships has been a prevalent approach in 
ear training and sightsinging instruction· and research in the last two decades or so. Henry 
(2004) conducted an experimental study with novice high school students which spanned 
12 weeks between the pre- and post-tests in order to determine the effectiveness of 
sightsinging instruction, which used 15 specific pitch skills, including repeating pitches, 
singing parts of a scale, arpeggiating chords melodically, and a few other tonally-based 
melodic assignments. The experiment included two treatment groups-one learning 
familiar melodies and the other unfamiliar ones (a solfege drill). Both groups received the 
same treatment and both showed significant improvement in their sightsinging ability "(t 
= 3.55, 40 df,p < .0005 for Group A: Solfege Drill; t = 2.66, 25 df,p < .013 for Group B: 
Familiar Melodies)" (Henry, 2004, p. 213). This study did not use control groups (who 
did not receive special pitch skills instruction), which weakens its results' internal 
validity. 
Frances (1985) reported several experiments (1971, 1972, 1974, and 1981) that 
demonstrated the effectiveness of teaching tonal structures in sight reading, which 
involved learning melodic patterns from the major scale between the pre- and post-tests. 
Frances described experiments with both musicians and nonmusicians, demonstrating 
that, "both benefitted from training" (Frances, 1985, p. 389). In the latest study Frances 
reported that university nonmusician students in an experimental group demonstrated 
significant improvement in sightsinging post-tests (Zenatti, 1969)-interestingly both 
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tonal (t=3.85,p < 0.001) and atonal (t=3.43,p < 0.001)--when trained specifically in 
tonal orientation for four months. Among this group of nonmusicians "the greatest 
amount of progress was made by subjects who initially had minimal capacity for 
sightsinging" (Frances, 1985, p. 396), measured by their pre-test scores. Frances 
suggested that within the context of tonal training, these results could be interpreted as 
"demonstrating an interaction between the effects of a teaching program ... and individual 
differences in initial capacities" (Frances, 1985, p. 396). 
Some studies have shown that providing a harmonic context for sightsinging 
melodies improved student performance, more significantly for beginners (Boyle & 
Lucas, 1990). Lucas (1994) studied the effect of providing harmonic context to 
sightsinging with middle school choral singing students and discovered that both 
instruction and testing of sightsinging were positively affected by harmonic context. A 
study by Guilbault (2004) showed that kindergarten and first grade children maintained a 
better sense of pitch and tonality in improvising melodies when receiving song 
instruction with root melody accompaniment. Through these studies, the researchers 
provided evidence that contextual tonal training such as learning parts of scales, tonal 
structures, melodic patterns, and arpeggiated harmony could improve students' 
performance in tonal sight singing. 
Pitch matching 
Pitch matching-"a prerequisite for even the most casual musical participation" 
(Demorest & Clements, 2007, p. 190)-has been the topic of several studies. Demorest 
and Clements (2007) suggested "the possibility that perceptual ability precedes vocal 
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matching ability" (p. 199). The study examined pitch matching performance of 60 boys 
in grades 6-9 from three middle schools through various stages of voice change in order 
to observe the effects of perception and vocal deficits on accurate singing. The 
researchers chose to conduct this study with adolescent boys because of the possible 
complications to pitch matching introduced by "the register shift [the adolescent boys] 
experience while going through the voice change" (p. 191). 
The participants' pitch matching abilities were tested in two conditions: (a) single-
pitch matching (four test items), in which the students were to repeat a sung or played 
pitch, and (b) context-pitch matching (four test items), in which the students were to 
repeat the last note of a sung or played tonal phrase. The students had to match pitches 
vocally (production pitch matching) and by dial-tuning a pitch generator (perceptual pitch 
matching). A deviation of up to 50 cents was considered a match. The sample was 
divided into three groups, organized by test scores: certain (7-8 correct pitches, mean= 
7.91 , n = 36), uncertain (0-1 correct pitches, mean= 0.67, n = 12), and inconsistent (2-6 
correct pitches, mean= 4.42, n = 12) singers. Significant differences were found in 
perceptual pitch matching performance of the uncertain group (mean= 1.75) and the 
other two groups, but not among the certain (mean= 3.89) and inconsistent (mean= 
3.83) groups, demonstrating that perceptual pitch matching could precede production 
pitch matching. The subjects' scores were significantly higher in context-pitch matching 
in the uncertain and inconsistent groups. 
Byo, Schlegel, and Clark (20 11) tested the effects octave and timbre have on 
tuning accuracy of high school wind players (n = 72). The wind instruments were equally 
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distributed among all available pitch ranges. All participants tuned to four stimuli-B-flat 
4 sounding by flute, oboe, and clarinet, and B-flat 2 played by tuba. The musicians 
playing the stimuli played the notes while looking at a tuner. The results showed 
equivalent accuracy in tuning to the three higher octave stimuli, with the following mean 
cent deviations: oboe (mean= 6.68), clarinet (mean= 6.53), and flute (mean= 5.74). 
Higher inaccuracies in tuning were observed when using the tuba as reference, with a 
mean deviation of9.02 cents. Most participants (82%) reported tuba as the prevalent 
tuning reference in their bands. It is unclear from the study whether the effect was 
primarily due to timbre or octave, but octave may be likely because timbre differences 
among the three high stimuli did not seem to have an effect on the results (p > .05). 
Two studies examined the effects of language on pitch matching abilities. 
Trollinger (2004) tested whether children in Cantonese-immersion schools in three areas 
of the United States were more capable in pitch matching than monolingual English 
students of the same age and sex. The study demonstrated better pitch matching ability in 
the bilingual (Cantonese and English) students (p < .001), and that the longer the students 
were involved in the Cantonese immersion program, the better they became in pitch 
matching. The students' background-specifically whether they were exposed to 
Cantonese at home-did not produce a significant difference in their pitch matching 
~ 
performance (p > .05) While noting the tonal nature of Cantonese, the author 
hypothesized that bilingualism-regardless of the specific language-may have had an 
effect on pitch matching due to greater perceptual demands for correct intonation in two 
different languages. 
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Mang (2006) conducted a similar study in Hong Kong elementary schools 
comparing the singing ability of Cantonese monolinguals and English bilinguals, both 
boys and girls seven and nine years old. The researcher tested age, sex, and language 
differences; an analysis of variance (ANOVA) test indicated statistically significant 
effects (p < .05) of gender and language, but not age. Girls sang a melody ("Happy 
Birthday") more accurately than boys, and Cantonese monolinguals matched pitches 
more accurately than English bilinguals. This conclusion somewhat weakens Trollinger's 
(2004) assumption that bilingualism (and not being a tone-language speaker) improves 
pitch matching. 
Walker (2010) conducted a study aimed at helping aural skills teachers to teach 
vocal intonation skills. The researcher explained intonation from the perceptual and 
performative aspects, including pitch perception, pitch matching, audiation, and pitch 
memory. Walker explained the difference between aural perception (perceiving while the 
sound physically sounds) and audiation (hearing in the mind's ear) (Gordon, 2007) and 
pointed out a similar distinction between pitch matching (the ability to match a performed 
pitch to another sounding pitch), and pitch memory (matching a performed pitch to a 
remembered, or audiated pitch) (Karpinski, 2000). Walker summarized several existing 
techniques that had been used to teach accurate intonation in singing, among them (a) 
approaching the training through various modalities, including aural (working with a 
chordal accompaniment), visual (using a stroboscopic device to detect pitch deviation), 
and conventional (teaching the theory of pitch in vocal, instrumental, and musical 
contexts (Graves, 1963); (b) four types of instructor feedback as proposed by Salzberg 
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(1980), including contingent verbal feedback, tape-recorder playback, model 
performance, and free practice; and (c) positive reinforcement paired with successive 
approximation (or in other words rewarding students also for getting closer to the correct 
answer), shown to be effective by Dennis (1975), among others. Walker listed several 
factors that have been found to have an effect on the perception of intonation, such as: (a) 
musical context, intonation of sequential intervals being perceived more accurately within 
a musical context than in isolated instances (Wapnick, Bourassa, & Sampson, 1982; 
Rakowski, 1990); (b) accompaniment, as studies (Geringer, 1978; Madsen, Geringer, & 
Heller, 1991) have shown a tendency for listeners to accept "bad" intonation in 
accompanied musical scales more than in unaccompanied ones; (c) melodic contour and 
scale direction, musicians demonstrating more intonation accuracy in performing 
ascending scales and intervals than descending ones (Edmonson, 1972; Yarbrough & 
Ballard, 1990); and (d) tempo, slower tempo being perceived as lower in pitch, though to 
a lesser extent among musicians than non-musician listeners, among other factors. 
In the concluding chapter Walker maintained that in order to solve students' 
intonation problem, the instructor must diagnose the problems correctly through 
gathering information about the students' perceptions of their problems and about their 
musical backgrounds. Is a problem' s source perceptual, performative, or a mixture of 
both? Before a problem can be addressed it must be understood correctly. For example, 
Walker suggested that students who play non-pitched or fixed-pitch instruments are 
likely to have perceptual intonation problems, and therefore it would make sense to train 
their pitch perception before tackling vocalization techniques. The process Walker offers 
in which problems are identified, data gathered and reflected upon, and working 
assumptions made and acted upon is extremely relevant to action research. 
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In summary, pitch matching ability can be affected by many conditions, including 
tonal context, octave range, accompaniment, melodic contour and direction, tempo, and 
linguistic background-primarily speaking a tonal language. Additionally, production 
pitch matching problems do not necessarily indicate perceptual pitch matching problems. 
Error Detection 
Several studies were concerned with the ability to detect errors in listening to 
performance, a necessary skill for conductors, band leaders, instrumental teachers, as 
well as instrumental players. Sheldon (2004) conducted a study among 90 music 
education undergraduate students which was aimed to discover the effect of repeated 
listening on the accuracy of error detection in a multitimbral, multivoice setting. The 
participants had the correct written score in front of them, heard the referent (the correct 
version) and then the repetitions. They were instructed to rely on audiation (internal 
hearing). The greatest number of correct error identifications was during the first 
listening (mean= 28 .59, SD = 9.96), and correct error detection decreased in the second 
(mean= 22.26, SD = 7.99) and third (mean= 18.25, SD = 13.54) listenings. The number 
of incorrect responses (which was about the same as correct ones in the first listening) 
outgrew the correct responses in repeated listening. The most correct findings were in the 
two upper voices. Timbre changes did not seem to make a difference in the accuracy of 
detection and labeling. 
The same researcher conducted a study (Sheldon, 1998) that involved an 
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experimental group and a control group which received instruction in instrumental and 
conducting techniques, for the purpose of examining the usefulness of ear training in 
improving the students' accuracy in pitch and rhythm error detection. The experimental 
group received weekly ear training through sightsinging of band repertoire. The subjects' 
error detection acuity was examined in homorhythmic and polyrhythrnic textures, with 
one, two, and three part examples. Overall, the experimental group was more accurate 
(mean= 20.00 of a possible 36) than the control group (mean= 15.73 of a possible 36) in 
error detection of both pitch and rhythm errors. Rhythm errors (mean= 10.23) were 
significantly (p < .01) better detected than pitch errors (mean= 7.97) in both groups. In 
both groups, the participants detected errors significantly (p < .01) more accurately in 
one-part textures (mean= 7.10) than two-part (mean= 5.20) and three-part textures 
(mean= 4.60). Sheldon suggested that, "contextual sight-singing and aural skills 
training" might have contributed to short-term improvement in error detection of the 
students in the experimental group (Sheldon, 1998, p. 393). 
Crowe (1996) examined the types of score studying of music by beginning 
conducting students in relation to their ability to detect pitch and rhythm errors. The 
researcher compared four piece-study styles: (a) study without a score, (b) study with the 
score alone, (c) study with score accompanied by aural example, and (d) score study at 
the keyboard. The findings of the study indicated that the students who studied with score 
and a correct aural example had the most success in accurately detecting pitch and 
rhythm errors. There was no significant advantage to any of the other study styles. The 
students detected rhythmic errors more successfully than pitch errors, and their 
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performance deteriorated with an increased number of parts. 
Several other studies conducted to explore the relationship between texture and 
error detection and supported the findings of Sheldon and Crowe. Byo (1997) tested pitch 
and rhythm error-detection accuracy of undergraduate and graduate music majors (n = 
150) in different,textural settings (homorhythm and polyrhythm) with a varying number 
of parts (one, two, and three part examples). The students listened to musical examples 
while circling any errors they heard in their correct locations in the scores. Overall, 
graduate students detected errors significantly (p = .0001) more accurately than did 
undergraduate students. Both undergraduate and graduate students displayed more 
accuracy (a) in detecting rhythmic errors than pitch errors (p = .0001), (b) in detecting 
errors in examples with a lower number of voices (p = .0001), and (c) in error detection 
within homorhythmic than within polyrhythmic settings (p = .01). These results are in 
line with Sheldon (1998) and Crowe's (1996) study discussed previously. 
While researchers have shown the effects of texture on error detection accuracy, 
others were interested to explore the effects of timbre on error detection. Using two 
instrumental sounds of distinctly contrasting timbral complexity-piano (more complex) 
and guitar (simpler)-Loh (2007) examined whether psychoacoustic complexity had an 
effect on the aural pitch discrimination ability of 65 first-year college music majors. The 
experiment was conducted on a web-based pitch discrimination testing module, which 
allowed each student to take the test individually at different times. After the pretest, the 
students were allowed two weeks of preparation to learn pitch discrimination of four 
melodic intervals using a web-based instructional module, which then concluded with a 
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post-test. All ofthe students' online activities were logged in the web-based module. The 
participants were randomly assigned one of the two instruments. All of the students 
showed a statistically significant improvement (guitar, p < .001; piano,p < .005) after 
training. A greater positive effect was found among the students who were trained with 
guitar sounds. In fact, the pre~esting results of the students who used piano were initially 
better but the training reversed this trend. 
Waggoner (20 11) tested the effects of two listening conditions (recorded music 
vs. live performance conducted by the participants) on error detection accuracy in pitch 
and rhythm by undergraduate music education students (n = 18). The researcher also 
examined the influences of texture (single section monophonic excerpts vs. full ensemble 
polyphonic excerpts) on the error detection accuracy. Waggoner used authentic band-
music examples of medium level of difficulty for a grade-three ensemble. The inserted 
errors were authentic errors by band players from the author's previous experience with 
these excerpts, and were confmed to a maximum of one error per measure. The 
participants received the notation and correct recordings of the excerpts 10 days prior to 
the test, but were not told which excerpt they would conduct. Each excerpt was played 
three times in the testing. Rhythm errors were identified significantly (p = .001) more 
successfully in the monophonic single-section excerpts (mean= 78.06%) than in the full 
ensemble polyphonic excerpts (mean= 19.42%), and pitch errors were identified 
significantly (p = .001) more successfully in the polyphonic (mean= 37.75%) than in the 
monophonic excerpts (mean= 19.92%). The results also demonstrated greater success in 
error detection when listening to musical recordings than in conducting a live ensemble 
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(p = .01). Waggoner suggested that bandleaders' error detection might also benefit from 
training away from the conductor's podium. The sample of this study was small; 
therefore the results of the study are not strongly generalizable. Nonetheless, the 
interrelation between error types (rhythm/pitch) and texture (monophonic/polyphonic) is 
noteworthy. The author' s assumption was that success in the pitch error detection in the 
polyphonic examples was related to the resulting change in harmonic relationships. In the 
monophonic excerpts, on the other hand, all instruments of the ensemble played the error 
m uruson. 
In summary, evidence from Sheldon (1998), Crowe (1996), Byo (1997), and 
Waggoner (20 11) indicated that rhythmic error detection was more accurate than melodic 
error detection and that a higher number of parts decreased error detection accuracy. 
Training in contextual sight singing and aural skills (Sheldon, 1998) and preparation with 
a score and recording (Crowe, 1996; Waggoner, 2011) improved accuracy in error 
detection testing. In other studies researchers demonstrated reduced accuracy of error 
detection possibly as a result of repeated listening, detecting errors while conducting a 
live ensemble, and timbral differences. 
Playing by Ear 
Woody and Lehmann (2010) conducted a study to explore the differences in "ear-
musicianship" (p.l 02) between classically trained musicians and musicians with 
vernacular music experience at the college level (n = 24). The sample had an equal 
number of vernacular and formally trained musicians of matching instruments. 
Participants were asked to repeat two melodies they heard, one by singing and the other 
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by playing on their instruments. The cycles of listen-then-perform that each participant 
needed for accurate performance were counted, and qualitative data were collected from 
the students' about their thoughts, their biographies, and information related to their 
vernacular music experience. The quantitative measurements showed that vernacular 
musicians needed significantly (p < .001) fewer trials (mean= 3.42) than the classically 
trained musicians (mean= 8.5) and that singing (mean= 4.71) required significantly (p < 
.001) fewer trials than playing the melodies back instrumentally (mean= 7.21). The 
discrepancy between singing and playing, however, was large only among the formally 
trained musicians. The qualitative data showed that various strategies were used to 
encode the melodies, with the vernacular musicians using more efficient strategies, 
primarily musical pattern identification, than the classically trained musicians who 
commonly analyzed the melodies in terms of melodic intervals. Formally trained 
musicians also devoted more conscious attention to producing the melodies on their 
instruments, including thinking about fingerings, slide positions, mallet strokes, etc. The 
instrumental reproduction seemed to be much more automatic by vernacular musicians. 
According to the authors, ear-playing relies on aural representation ability, which they 
link to practicing transcription and improvisation (being much more common practices 
among the vernacular musicians according to their reports). 
Aural Skills Necessary for EA 
In 2008 I conducted a survey (Tsabary, 2009) that, through the views of experts in 
the field of EA (composers, educators, and researchers with many years of involvement 
in the field) from USA, Canada, UK, and Australia, was designed to discover which aural 
skills were considered the most necessary for the EA musician, and to determine the 
extent that traditional ear training was equipped to teach those skills. Using two five-
degree rating scales (one for necessity and another for teachability by traditional 
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training), the participants evaluated a list of 50 potentially-necessary aural skills, which 
were gathered from skills described in existing, but not widely applied, aural training and 
theoretical methods related to aural perception in EA. Additionally, the participants 
provided skills they found necessary for EA in the survey's qualitative (open-ended 
question) section. A moderately strong inverse correlation between the necessity and 
teachability variables (r = -.6,p < .0001) revealed that the aural skills regarded as the 
most necessary for EA were generally not considered sufficiently teachable by traditional 
aural training and that the majority of the skills teachable by traditional aural training 
were not considered significantly necessary for the EA musician. This trend is shown 
effectively in Figure 2.1, in which the skills are arranged by order of necessity. The most 
visible feature is the clustering of skills that were considered very teachable by traditional 
aural training at the lowest necessity area on the right hand side of the chart. These 
results, therefore, further supported the need for a specialized aural training method. 
Figure 2.1 
The Necessity of the 50 Listed Aural Skills and their Teachability by Traditional Aural Training 
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Analysis of the data showed that the participants considered 46% of the skills 
listed in the questionnaire as at least very necessary (mean 2: 4) and less than somewhat 
capable (mean< 3) in the teachability scale. Of the listed skills, only 28% were thought 
to be very teachable by traditional aural training (mean 2: 4). These skills collectively 
scored less thanfairly necessary for EA on average (mean= 2.84). Tables 2.1 and 2.2 
provide a mo~e detailed evidence for the general trend described above by Jisting the 
skills considered most and least necessary for EA. While among the ten most necessary 
skills, the majority may be beneficial for all musicians, they are not typically addressed in 
traditional aural training. With the exception of#7, and to a lesser extent #3, the ten 
lowest scoring skills are strongly related to traditional aural training. 
Table 2.1 
The I 0 Skills Considered Most Necessary for EA 
# 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Skill Name and Description 
The ability to discriminate among levels of spectral complexity 
Stream segregation: the ability to discriminate among 
simultaneous sounds 
Recognition and description of amplitude envelopes 
Identification of digital and analogue noise types 
Discrimination among dynamic levels 
Spatial definition 
Sound typification 
Strong auditory memory 
Recognition of frequency ranges 
Recognizing contour and movement of simultaneous streams 
Score (mean) 
4.86 
4.86 
4.8 
4.8 
4.67 
4.67 
4.6 
4.6 
4.53 
4.53 
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Table 2.2 
The 10 Skills Considered Least Necessary for EA 
# Skill Name and Description Score (mean) 
1 Melodic dictation 2.06 
2 Recognition of scale degree notes 2.13 
3 Identification of ornaments 2.2 
4 Sightsinging in a polyphonic setting 2.2 
5 Harmonic progression dictation 2.2 
6 Identification of chord types 2.26 
7 Knowledge of the International Phonetic Alphabet 2.35 
8 Sightsinging melodies 2.4 
9 Rhythmic dictation 2.46 
10 Sightsinging rhythms 2.53 
Moreover, the participants' insights in the open-ended section ofthe survey 
provided useful guidelines for improving the design of such a method. Specifically, the 
aural skill most notably described by participants-and indeed those with the most 
experience in EA and in (traditional) ear training-was "a flexibility of aural focus" 
(Tsabary, 2009)-the ability to aurally segregate the details of any sonic information and 
to integrate them into their larger structures. Consequentially, the present author 
redesigned the two year-long EA aural training courses with this very skill as their 
macrostructural framework. 
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Practicing 
The study of home practice of aural skills in music education research has been 
conducted primarily in the context of instrumental practice-not ear training courses-
including the practicing of sight-reading, intonation, rhythmic evenness, tonal awareness, 
and improvisation, among others. At this point, there are no studies focused on home 
practice of EA atrral skills. While intuitively the amount of time spent practicing should 
have a positive effect on skill acquisition, and indeed some studies provide such evidence 
in relation to practicing instruments (Ericsson, Tesch-Romer, &Krampe, 1990; Sloboda, 
Davidson, Howe, & Moore 1996; Sosniak, 1990), other studies indicate that the issues of 
practice are complex and multifaceted and that development of skills depends also on 
strategy use, contextual interference, individual differences, and motivation to practice, 
among others. These issues are very relevant to EA aural training practice and it was 
expected that they would resonate with many of the emerging issues of the present study. 
Strategy Use 
The three studies summarized in this section provide evidence that practicing an 
instrument with an appropriate strategy may have a more substantial effect on skill 
acquisition than the amount of time practiced. Various practice strategies were discovered 
in a study by Duke, Simmons, and Cash (2009), most notably the adjustment of tempo 
during practice and quick error detection and correction. Townsend (2012) provided a 
mnemonic device to help the participants understand practice as a concept rather than a 
fixed routine in order to encourage their self-regulated problem identification and 
solution. Hallam (200 1) also demonstrate.d the effectiveness of strategy use in 
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instrumental practice and also discussed the complexity of the issues related to strategy 
use. 
Duke et al. (2009) conducted a study with 17 graduate and advanced 
undergraduate piano students to "test the extent to which the quality of advanced pianists' 
performances of a difficult passage approximately 24 hours after it was introduced could 
be predicted based on what the pianists did during practice on the passage ... [and to] 
describe practice behaviors of the most effective learners in [their] sample" (Duke et al., 
2009, p. 312). The students were given a three measure passage from Dmitri 
Shostakovich' s Concerto No. 1 for Piano, Trumpet and String Orchestra, Op. 35, and 
were instructed to take as much time as needed to practice it to the point of being able to 
play it confidently at a tempo of 120 BPM without metronome. The students were told to 
come the next day to play the excerpt again for the purpose of describing "the changes 
that occur[ed] in [their] playing ... between today and tomorrow" (Duke et al. , 2009, p. 
312). When they came back the next day, the students were instructed to play through the 
excerpt 15 times at 120 BPM, and to not stop at any of the performance trials. The data 
collected included video and MIDI recordings ofthe practice sessions and retention tests 
from which numerical information was compiled about practice time, numbers and 
percentages of complete and incomplete performance trials, and numbers and percentages 
of correct, near-correct, and incorrect performance trials. Additionally, the retention tests 
were scored on tone, character, and expressiveness. 
The results indicated no significant relationships between the pianists ' retention 
tests scores and practice time, number of practice trials, and number of completed 
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practice trials. There were significant correlations between the retention tests scores and 
the percentage of all complete trials that were performed correctly (r = -. 71, p = .001 ), 
the percentage of complete trials that were correct or near-correct (r = -.64, p = .006), 
and the percentage of total correct performance trials (including incomplete trials) (r = -
.51, p < . 04). There was also a significant correlation between the retention tests scores 
and the number oftrials performed incorrectly during practice (r = .48,p = .05). These 
results showed that the nature of practice was more influential on the quality of 
performance in the retention tests than the amount and duration of practice. 
The retention tests' scores of three pianists were substantially higher than the rest 
of the sample, and their practice sessions were used to identify the elements of their 
practice strategies. Eight elements were identified in consensus among the researchers of 
this study, seven of which were present in the practice sessions of all three pianists, and 
the remaining element in the practice sessions of two of the three pianists. The 
combination of these strategies was clearly absent among the 14 lower ranking pianists, 
though some of these elements existed individually among them. These strategies were: 
1. Playing hands-together early in the practice. 
2. Practice was with inflection early on. 
3. Practice was thoughtful, evidenced by silent pauses while looking at the 
music, humming, or making notes on the page. -
4. Errors were anticipated by stopping. 
5. Errors were addressed immediately when appeared. 
6. Each error's location was identified accurately, and the errors were 
rehearsed and corrected. 
7. The tempo of performance trials was varied systematically. 
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8. Target passages were repeated until a stabilization of error correction, as 
evidenced by the subsequent trials. 
These results showed that among the sample of this study, "the strategies 
employed during practice were more determinative of their retention test performances 
than was how much or how long they practiced ... [and that] the top-ranked pianists 
learned the excerpt differently from the other pianists" (Duke et al., 2009, p. 318), 
particularly in their handling of errors. The top ranking pianists did not make a smaller 
number of errors than the lower ranking pianists initially, but they seemed much more 
able to correct them and prevent them from recurring, most notably by varying the tempo 
of their practice. These findings point towards "the importance of developing in young 
musicians effective approaches to correcting errors" (Duke et al., 2009, p. 319). 
Townsend (2012) attributed ineffective practice to misconceptions about the 
nature of practice, mainly the idea that "simply following a series of steps and assuming 
that the result will follow" (Townsend, 2012, p. 399). The researcher conducted a case 
study with three cello players based on findings of previous studies, among them a study 
by Ericsson, Tesch-Romer, and Krampe (1993), which proposed that because "the current 
definition of practice is vague" (Ericsson et al., 1993, p. 336), only a weak to moderate 
relationship was found between instrumental expertise and amount of time spent 
practicing. Townsend developed a mnemonic device-Preparation of Relevant Activities 
Causes Technical Improvement and Correct Execution (PRACTICE)-to help his 
students understand that, "practice is a concept rather than a series of routines" 
(Townsend, 2012, p. 399). 
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Townsend's case study involved three cello students, who were initially 
videotaped practicing their own routines for 30 minutes alone in a practice room. A week 
later the participants were engaged individually with the author in a lengthy discussion 
about PRACTICE and were instructed to apply the discussed strategies in another 30 
minute videotaped session with the researcher in the room, who occasionally offered 
suggestions about how to apply these strategies. The students were offered further 
suggestions by the researcher for applying in their practice and a week later the students 
provided a diary describing their practice, strategies, goals, and self-assessments. A third 
vi,deotaped session followed, which included the researcher in the room, but without 
providing any suggestions. Eventually the researcher met with all three students to 
discuss the analysis of the three videotaped sessions in light of the discussions. 
The philosophy behind PRACTICE is the relationship between technique, musical 
understanding, and performance. In order to choose an effective practice strategy, 
students need to be able to identify the problems correctly. Townsend discovered that this 
task was the biggest challenge for students-especially the inexperienced ones and 
particularly relating to technical problems (Townsend, 2012). The researcher suggested 
that students needed to be involved in the seeking of solutions and be taught to "self-
regulate problems" (p. 404). The three students in Townsend's case study reported that, 
"they felt that having the freedom to search for their own solution to addressing a 
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particular technical challenge made practicing more enjoyable" (p. 405). The students 
also showed an improved ability to cross-reference activities and solve problems by 
effectively applying techniques from other contexts-an ability Townsend considered as 
"at the heart of the mnemonic" (p. 405). Townsend concluded by stating, "the importance 
of developing a system whereby students can self-diagnose and correct problems, 
develop their skills, and advance their creative learning, is paramount" (p. 406). 
Hallam (200 1) examined the relationship between strategy use and the 
development of expertise, taking individual differences into account. The study involved 
55 string players ranging from beginners to music college entrants aged 6-18. The 
subjects were recorded for a period of 10 minutes while practicing a short piece of 
appropriate difficulty level, which they then performed. This type of activity was familiar 
to the students and they were graded for this performance as part of the Instrumental 
Music Service they were taught. Two independent judges g~aded the students' 
performance on overall impression, rhythmical accuracy, intonation, sense of tonality, 
and observation of expression marks. The students were also interviewed about their 
approaches to interpretation, practice, memorization and performance, and external 
influences on their practice. The evidence indicated a moderately strong correlation 
between strategy use during practice and developing expertise (r = .69,p = .001) but 
only a moderate correlation between strategy use and overall performance marks (r = .44, 
p = .01). 
The core of Hallam's findings, however, was qualitative in nature and highlighted 
the complexity of the issues related to strategy use in practicing sight reading on string 
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instruments and "the need for multi-dimensional rather than uni-dimensional 
explanations" (Hallam, 2001, p. 22). For example, in comparing student behavior during 
practice with data from the interviews, Hallam found that, "students may report the use of 
strategies while not actually implementing them consistently" (Hallam, 2001, p. 20), a 
phenomenon known as production deficit (Flavell, Beach, & Chinsky, 1966). Hallam 
measured a low correlation (r = .36, p :== .007) between reporting practicing in sections 
and actually doing so and a moderate correlation (r = .41, p = .002) between reporting 
practicing sections slowly and doing so. According to Hallam, the meaning of this 
fmding is that "teachers cannot assume that their pupils are actually using the strategies in 
their practice at home that they have learnt about in their lessons" (Hallam, 2001, p. 20) 
and that teachers may speed the implementation process by modeling the usage of 
effective strategies during the lessons, so that they become part of the (unconscious) 
routine practice. 
Contextual interference. 
Blocked vs. random practice strategies are broadly researched in skill acquisition 
studies. Practice sessions can be organized in blocks, where all practice trials of same 
task are completed before moving to the next task, or randomly, where the learner 
constantly switches among tasks, and may return to a previous task multiple times. 
Studies of the effectiveness of blocked and random practice strategies extend beyond 
musical practice to practice of motor skills and other fields (Stambaugh, 2011). In 
laboratory settings, blocked practice supported immediate performance, while random 
practice was more effective for longer-term retention (Brady, 2004; Lee & Magill, 1983; 
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Shea, Kohl, & Ind~rmill, 1990; Shea & Morgan, 1979). 
The blocked and random practice approaches are commonly defined in the 
literature by their level of contextual interference-the amount of cognitive disruption 
that is present during practice. In blocked practice, contextual interference is low because 
the learner is focused on one type of task. In random interference, the switches in focus 
among different tasks involve more cognitive disruption due to variation in the perceptual 
representa~ions of each task (Stambaugh, 2011 ). 
Studies that examine the effectiveness of blocked vs. random practice commonly 
measure the contextual interference effects on acquisition (at the final practice trial), 
retention (performance at a later time-at least of a 1 0 minute latency-), and on transfer 
tasks (tasks similar to the one practiced, but with purposefully altered parameters). The 
contextual interference hypothesis (Shea & Morg~, 1979), which assumes that higher 
contextual interference is more effective at retention cimd less effective at acquisition, can 
be explained by several theories. The theory of reconstruction explains that the constant 
switching of cognitive tasks in random practice demands reconstruction of the cognitive 
moving-plans at every trial, which strengthens the representation of each task (Lee & 
Magill, 1983, 1985). The theory of elaboration explains the effectiveness of random 
practice in retention by the fact that multiple tasks and representations exist 
simultaneously in the working memory, allowing comparisons and elaborations to occur 
among the different tasks (Battig, 1966; Shea & Morgan, 1979; Shea & Zimny, 1983). 
Stambaugh (20 11) conducted a study to test the contextual hypothesis with a 
group of beginning clarinet players (n = 41) from 16 elementary schools in the US. The 
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performance measures for acquisition,. retention, and transfer task were speed, pitch 
accuracy, and temporal evenness. The researcher added attitude towards practice as a 
fourth dependent variable, measured by a six-statement questionnaire. Students . 
completed three practice session and a fourth retention session within a week. The 
blocked practice group (n = 22) played 18 trials of one example on each day, and the 
random practice group (n = 19) played 6 trials of each of the 3 examples in a random 
order in each day. The acquisition was measured in the fmal three practice trials of each 
example. Retention was tested 24 hours after acquisition and then three trials of three 
transfer tasks. At the conclusion of this process students filled up the practice 
questionnaires. There were no performance differences at acquisition between the 
blocked practice and random practice groups, but the latter group performed at a higher 
speed in the retention test (Stambaugh, 2011). All other parameters-pitch accuracy, 
temporal evenness, and attitudes towards practice-were similar among the two groups. 
These findings support the hypothesis of improved retention with random practice but do 
not support the hypothesis of improved acquisition with blocked practice. 
Other studies suggested that while reliable in laboratory settings, the contextual 
interference hypothesis is less reliable in applied studies (Brady, 2004) and when the 
participants are children (Brady, 2004; Pigott & Shapiro, 1984; Ray, Whitehurst, & 
Wood, 1983). Similarly to Stambaugh (2011), in some studies, groups demonstrated 
similar acquisition with random practice as with blocked practice but improved 
performance at retention with random practice (Pollock & Lee, 1997; Ste-Marie, Clark, 
Findlay, & Latimer, 2004). Stambaugh proposed that, "repetitive practice may not always 
be the most effective strategy for beginning musicians" (Stambaugh, 2011 , p. 3 79) and 
"invite[d] researchers to examine random practice schedules [also] in other musical 
contexts" (Stambaugh, 2011, p. 380). 
Individual Differences 
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Hallam (2001) raised several additional issues that highlighted the complexity of 
instrumental practice, taking individual differences into consideration. Evidence from 
interviews with participants revealed that similarly low performance scores were 
connected to various problems and behavioral patterns in different individuals including 
inadequate motor coordination, undeveloped reading skills, concentration problems, 
insufficient aural skills, lack of regular practice, inadequate-or no-strategy use, 
motivational problems, and negative attitudes towards playing. 
The findings indicated that, "effective strategy use in practice depended on the 
acquisition of appropriate aural schemata to facilitate the monitoring of progress and 
correction of mistakes" (Hallam, 2001, p. 7). In other words, students must develop 
correct aural representations in order to be able to identify errors and develop an 
appropriate strategy to address these errors in practice. Hallam suggested that, "one of the 
roles of teachers is to ensure that pupils have acquired the relevant aural schemata for the 
particular music that they are required to learn" (Hallam, 2001, p. 20). This task is 
complicated by the fact that most students "when they begin instrumental lessons, will 
have well-developed musical schemata for the particular types of music to which they 
have been exposed ... the nature of these schemata will vary enormously from child to 
child" (Hallam, 2001, p. 20). The lack of shared knowledge of musical genres and 
specific pieces "means that [even] the sound of the major scale can no longer be 
assumed" (Hallam, 2001, p. 20). 
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In addition to varying music schemata, learning strategies-not confined to 
music-are affected by individual choices and affect performance. In two experiments 
conducted with 55 first grade students, Siegler (1988) found "consistent individual 
differences" (p. 833) in the participants' choices of strategy in learning addition, 
subtraction, and reading. Through cluster analysis Siegler classified three groups-"good 
students, not-so-good students, and perfectionists" (p. 833)-which were identified by 
their knowledge of problems and by their stringency in stating retrieved answers. 
Perfectionists had very good knowledge of problems and set very high thresholds for 
stating retrieved answers, good students had very good knowledge of problems but set 
lower thresholds for stating retrieved answers, and not-so-good students had less 
knowledge of problems and set lower thresholds. Performances on standardized 
achievement tests that were conducted four months later were consistent with the 
experimental analysis. 
The process of stating a retrieved answer begins with the child setting a 
confidence criterion-"a threshold that must be exceeded by the associative strength of a 
retrieved answer for that answer to be stated" (Siegler, 1988, p. 834). The probability 
ratio between the correct answer and other possible answers decreases with problems of 
higher difficulty levels, resulting in a lesser "peakedness of distribution" among the 
possible answers (p. 834). In problems of higher difficulty levels the associative strength 
of any answer may not exceed the confidence criterion, which may result in the student 
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retrieving a different answer to test whether it exceeds the confidence criterion, or 
"abandon[ing] effort to retrieve and instead us[ing] a backup strategy to solve the 
problem" (Siegler, 1988, p. 835). A backup strategy is an alternative, non-associative 
way of retrieving an answer to a problem, for example counting fmgers to solve an 
addition problem or, in music, identifying a certain interval by associating it to a known 
song. 
Siegler suggested that, "one likely contributor to differences in peakedness 
[among the children] is accuracy of execution of backup strategies" (p. 850). In the two 
experiments, children's correct execution of backup strategies correlated positively and 
significantly with retrieval accuracy of addition problems (r = .43 in experiment 1; r = 
.42 in experiment 2), subtraction problems (r = .55 in experiment 1; r = .47 in 
experiment 2), and reading (r = .57 in experiment 1; r = .52 in experiment 2). 
Significance p values were not specified. Not-so-good students also demonstrated the 
least ability to accurately utilize backup strategies. The acquisition of peaked 
distribution--or stronger associative responses-therefore seems likely influenced 
positively by accurate execution of backup strategies(Siegler, 1988). An educational 
iJ?plication of this view is that it may be useful to teach children to execute backup 
strategies accurately.-
According to Siegler, "less is known about the development of confidence 
criteria" (Siegler, 1988, p. 850), but he offers that it may be affected positively by 
previous successful experiences of using backup strategies. The reasons for the individual 
differences among the three groups are not clear in this study, though Siegler (1988) 
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intuitively suggests that they may be related to the reflectivity-impulsivity individual-
difference construct (Kagan, Rosman, Day, Albert, & Phillips, 1964), a suggestion that is 
also supported by Salkind and Wright's (1977) hypothesis that reflective and impulsive 
children differ on their efficiency of information processing and their impulsivity (similar 
to Siegler's parameters of knowledge level and threshold for stating retrieved answers). 
In summary, individual differences among the students affected their performance 
in simple math and language tests. These individual differences describe learning 
attitudes and behavior patterns that extend beyond specific fields of study and may 
therefore be relevant to ear training problems, particularly those students face while 
practicing on their own. Individual differences were observed in the following 
parameters: (a) the level ofknowledge ofthe problems, (b) the stringiness ofthreshold in 
stating retrieved answers, (c) the peakedness distribution of associative strengths of 
possible answers to a problem, (d) the confidence criterion, and (e) the ability to 
accurately execute backup strategies for retrieving the correct answers to the problems. 
Perceptual Blocks and Perceptual Guides 
It was expected that students' home practice would undergo an autonomization 
process, in which the students would reflect critically on the emerging issues in their 
home practice and design actions to fix problems or to observe these issues more closely. 
As part of this reflection and action process, students would identify perceptual blocks-
confusions, attention problems, interfering learned perceptual patterns, and other 
obstacles in discrimination, segregation, and identification that might prevent them from 
succeeding in specific exercises-and find or create perceptual guides-perceptual 
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reference points that would assist them in overcoming these obstacles. 
These concepts may be related to the issues of practice discussed previously, 
including strategy use, self-regulated problem identification and solution, and possibly 
the appropriate use of aural schemata and backup strategies, as will be discussed further 
in Chapter 6. Our knowledge of these concepts is very limited and there is very little 
literature that specifically deals with them. Bringing these topics up to other researchers, 
personally and via the A.lJDITORY list-"an email list for the discussion of 
organizational aspects of auditory perception ... created in 1992 by Professor Albert S. 
Bregman of the McGill University Department of Psychology" 
(http://www.auditory.org/), yielded a small number of responses, such as "an important 
topic that I have not found addressed almost anywhere" (Austin, 2012); "the problem is 
quite difficult, as you know, and much research is still ahead of us. It would surprise me 
if you got very good answers to your questions" (Mont-Reynaud, B. , personal 
comniunications, November 26, 2012); and "your ideas sound very plausible, and 
amenable to experimental study. I can't think of any literature that relates to these ideas at 
present, so this field seems to be wide open" (Deutsch, D. , personal communications, 
' 
December 28. 2012). These communications supported the shortage of research literature 
of these concepts. 
A response on the AUDITORY list from Warren (2012) suggested that these 
concepts "may be an example of a general perceptual effect described in [his 1985] 
article 'Criterion Shift Rule and Perceptual Homeostasis'" (Warren, 2012), an article 
which indeed described a specific type of perceptual block. Warren coined the term 
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criterion shift rule (Warren, 1985) to describe a phenomenon in which "if we are exposed 
to a stimulus having a particular level along a continuum of possible values, then the 
internal standards or criteria used for subsequent evaluations of other stimuli within this 
continuum are shifted in the direction ofthe exposure level" (Warren, 1985, p. 574). In 
other words, in assessing a value on a scale of values, our perception tends to gravitate 
towards the previous value perceived on that scale. This rule "seems to apply at levels 
ranging from simple sensory estimates through complex perceptual judgments, and even 
to evaluation of social and political conditions" (Warren, 1985, p. 574). 
This rule has been "repeatedly discovered, forgotten, and rediscovered" (Warren, 
1985, p. 574) in various perceptual studies throughout history, and has been called the 
diabetic effect (Cathcart & Dawson, 1927-1928, 1928-1929), adaptation with negative 
aftereffects (Gibson, 1933), attunement (Fliigel, 1920-1921), and the law of contrast (Von 
Kries, 191 0/1962), among others. In the context of aural perception, this effect has been 
observed in the perception oftempo (Cathcart & Dawson, 1927-1928, 1928-1929), 
spatial perception (Fliigel, 1920-1921; Bartlett & Mark, 1922-1923; Pattie, 1929-1930), 
and pitch (Cathcart & Dawson, 1928-1929). While the criterion shift rule was generally 
considered a disruption of normal function, Warren suggested that it "may correspond to 
corrective adjustments or perceptual calibrations of sensory input that normally act to 
maintain the accuracy ofperception ... a perceptual homeostasis" (Warren, 1985, p. 582). 
This perceptual recalibration mechanism may need to adjust to changing conditions, for 
example changes in the shape of the head as a result of growing up or injury. Though 
very relevant to EA ear training, the criterion shift rule serves as one type of perceptual 
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· block among many others in the process of acquiring aural skills. The process of 
identifying perceptual blocks and discovering perceptual guides to overcome these blocks 
in the context of ear training requires further research. 
Motivation to Practice 
The term "skill" is defmed in the Collins English Dictionary (2012) as "a special 
ability ... especially ability acquired by training" or "a trade or technique, requiring special 
training or manual proficiency." Training the ear is commonly achieved by a combination 
of instruction and practice. As seen previously, effective practice requires a clear 
strategy, including problem identification andsolution, choice of blocked or random 
practice, "practice on consistent task components" (Myers & Fisk, 1987, p. 255),' or 
allowing a self-paced practice accompanied by constant instructional feedback (Swezey 
& Llaneras, 1997), among others. It has been shown that motivated students generally 
practice more regularly and feel more competent (Macintyre, Potter, & Bums, 2012), 
therefore a study of motivational sources is beneficial for understanding what drives 
students to practice and to address motivational problems. 
Motivation is defined as "a desire to do ... an interest or drive" and as "the process 
that arouses, sustains and regulates human and animal behavior" (Collins English 
Dictionary, 2012). This desire, interest, drive, or process of arousal is multifaceted and 
has been observed, described, and explained in many motivational theories, some of 
which specifically within the context of music making-mostly focusing on instrumental 
practice. 
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Intrinsic and extrinsic sources of motivation. 
There are many sources of motivation in the life of a musician. One simple 
dichotomy that can be used to categorize these sources is to classify them as either 
intrinsic or extrinsic (Lehmann, Sloboda, & Woody, 2007). Intrinsic motivation comes 
from the joy the activity itself provides, and extrinsic motivation is driven by external 
rewards such as being appreciated, graded, or paid, etc. Musicians often draw on several 
simultaneous intrinsic and extrinsic sources of motivation in their musical activities. The 
development of skills requires effort, and "in music the effort can include a lot of 
concentrated time repeating musical exercises that are not intrinsically enjoyable" 
(Lehmann et al., 2007, p. 46). 
The love of music making and intrinsic sources of motivation to music activities 
are often connected to having enjoyable and playful experiences with music in early 
childhood (Bloom, 1985; Sloboda, 1990) as well as strongly memorable musical 
experiences "characterized by feelings of wonder, awe, or surrender" (Lehmann et al., 
2007, p. 47). Sloboda (1990) also found that such "peak experiences" are more likely to 
happen to children in environments they perceive as unthreatening, and that the pleasure 
the children receive from these experiences lead many of them to pursue musical training. 
Fascination with music is also a powerful motivator for more advanced music students 
(McPherson & Renwick, 2001) and adult musicians (Green, 2002). 
· While making and listening to music can be extremely enjoyable activities, ear 
training exercises, and especially those that train skills outside of their musical context 
(such as interval or chord identification, and spectral-band boosts and attenuations 
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identification in a pink noise signal, etc.) provide little immediate musical meaning, and 
may therefore become uninteresting on their own and ineffective as intrinsic motivators. 
Additional extrinsic sources of motivation can drive students to maintain healthy, regular 
practice habits. 
The teacher-student relationship is among the most important sources of extrinsic 
motivation, especially in teaching the students how to practice. "The teacher is an integral 
cog in a motivational cycle of practice, reward, and achievement" (Lehmann et al., 2007, 
p. 51). More efficient practice leads to more rapid skill development, which serves as an 
important reward for ear training students. Peer relationship can also provide a source of 
extrinsic motivation for ear training skill acquisition, primarily through the level of 
achievement in the shared classroom activities. "Proficient young musicians are often 
motivated to practice in order to maintain their standing among their peers" (Lehmann et 
al., 2007, p. 52). However, judgmental peer pressure can be harmful to students' self-
esteem and motivation in a conservatory environment (Kingsbury, 1988). While 
competition can serve as extrinsic motivational source to students, especially elite 
performers who believe they can win it, it has a discouraging effect on most other 
students. Cooperative learning environments, on the other hand, have been shown to be at 
least as effective as competitive environments in motivating students, and its effects 
extend to students of all ability levels (Austin, 1991). 
Beliefs and values that affect motivation. 
Motivation is driven by beliefs and values and is manifested in certain behaviors. 
Teachers, peers, and parents' support may strengthen certain beliefs and values that fuel 
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motivation (both intrinsic and extrinsic). "Beliefs and values influence what people think 
they can do and why they can do it" (Lehmann et al., 2007, p. 54). For example the belief 
of being talented may be a strong motivating factor. Students who feel talented may give 
less weight to failures and work harder to fulfill their potential (as they perceive it to be 
seen by others). 
Bandura (1986) defmed self-efficacy as students' beliefs about what they are able 
to achieve. McCormick and McPherson (2003) studied the relationship between self-
efficacy and achievement with 332 instrumentalists, 9-18 years of age, who were 
completing music performance examinations. Self-efficacy was assessed by asking the 
students to comment about how well they had mastered the music they were to play in an 
instrumental achievement exam, to assess their expected grades, and to give an appraisal 
of their general musicianship in comparison to their peers'. The students with the highest 
confidence (self-efficacy) levels received the highest scores in the exams. 
Attribution tlteory. 
High self-efficacy needs to be supported by factual achievement. "Generally 
speaking, success breeds more success" (Lehmann et al., 2007, p. 55). Failures may lead 
to discouragement, especially in young children. However, according to attribution 
theory, how the students explain these successes and failures has a strong influence on 
their motivation as well. The primary causal attributions given by students are ability and 
effort (Asmus, 1986). As students mature, they increasingly attribute talent (ability) more 
commonly as cause for failure (Asmus, 1986; Austin & Vispoel, 1998). Believing that a 
lack of success is caused by something that is out oftheir control (talent) affects 
motivation negatively. 
Expectancy-value theory. 
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Expectancy-value theory is a motivational theory that is based on the importance 
of personal values regarding an activity and the expectations of what would be involved 
in carrying it out (Lehmann et al., 2007). It has been applied to music by several 
researchers (e.g. O'Neill & McPherson, 2002; Wigfield, O'Neill, & Eccles, 1999). This 
framework consists of four components: attainment value, intrinsic motivation, extrinsic 
utility value, and perceived cost. Attainment value is the importance a person places on 
doing an activity (which depends on the person's perception of the consequences of 
success). Intrinsic motivation is the extent to which the person expects the activity to be 
pleasurable or rewarding. Extrinsic utility value reflects the person's expectations 
regarding the usefulness of success in the activity for achieving future goals. Perceived 
cost is the amount of effort or practice the person expects to be necessary for succeeding 
in the activity (Lehmann et al., 2007). 
Interviewing 157 beginning instrumentalists, 7-9 years of age, McPherson (2000) 
found that most children expressed an intrinsic expectancy value in learning their 
instrument. Among the participants, The 38 (29%) who envisioned music as an important 
part of their long-term ongoing education (extrinsic utility value) practiced more through 
their first year and achieved higher skill levels. 
Goals as motivators. 
Concrete goals (such as a scheduled performance or a test) help students in 
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organizing their learning activities (Lehmann et al., 2007). The type of attitude a 
musician has towards a goal has a significant effect on motivation. Students with a 
mastery orientation tend to persist through difficulties in learning something and achieve 
their learning goals. According to Bloom (1985), students acquire this orientation from 
their parents in childhood, tend to set attainable goals, and persist until they succeed in 
achieving them. Students with helpless patterns tend to avoid challenges and are usually 
unable to identify attainable goals. Among students with mastery orientation a further 
categorization is possible: task involved and ego involved mastery orientation (Maehr, 
Pintrich, & Linnenbrink, 2002). Students with task involved mastery orientation set goals 
for themselves that are geared at improving their skills to match their own standards. Ego 
involved students set goals to match others' standards, or to outperform others. They are 
less likely to be driven by intrinsic motivation. 
Gardner's socio-educational model of learning motivation. 
Macintyre et al. (2012) conducted a study on music motivation with 107 high 
school band students ( 14-18 years old) intended to explore "the relationships among 
motivation, attitudes, anxiety, support from others, perceived competence, and 
achievement" (Macintyre et al., 2012, p. 129). They tested the relevance of Gardner's 
(1985) well-established socio-educationall!lodel of second language learning motivation 
to instrumental music learning motivation and concluded that the model fit very well in 
the context of instrumental music learning motivation. 
Gardner's model has four major divisions: (a) the social milieu, (b) individual 
differences, (c) acquisition contexts, and (d) outcomes. The social milieu includes 
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relevant internalized beliefs affected by peers, teachers, and parents, among others, such 
as encouragement from parents and from teacher, peer support, and supervision of 
practice time. Individual differences include four groups: (a) attitudes toward the 
learning situation (ALS), (b) integrativeness, (c) motivation, and (d) anxiety. ALS refers 
· to "affective reactions to any aspect of the class and could be assessed in terms of the 
'atmosphere' in the class, the quality ofthe materials, availability of materials, the 
curriculum, the teacher, etc." (Gardner, 2006, p. 248). Integrativeness refers to the 
affective reaction to a target group or community and a willingness to adopt attributes of 
that community (Gardner & Macintyre, 1993), and an interest in, and positive attitude 
towards, learning. Gardner (1985) defined true motivation using three variables: (a) a 
desire to learn, (b) positive attitudes towards the learning process, and a (c) direct effort 
towards learning. Anxiety is divided into two types: (a) classroom anxiety-anxiety in 
the sheltered classroom environment, and (b) use anxiety-anxiety towards using the skill 
(language or music) outside the classroom. 
Acquisition contexts describe learning opportunities (both structured and 
unstructured) and how they affect motivation. Outcomes in Gardner's (1985) model refer 
to either linguistic (vocabulary, grammar, communicative ability) or non-linguistic 
(career advancement, relationships, etc.) categories. Macintyre et al.' (20 12) described 
musical outcomes in this context as music theory knowledge, technical skills, and the 
ability to perform music. The non-musical outcome and related experiences (such as new 
abilities, successful performance, new relationships, career advancement, etc.) "feed back 
into the attitude/motivation system" (Macintyre et al., 2012, p. 134). 
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The participants of the study conducted by Macintyre et al. (2012) scored items 
on seven-degree scales (from strongly disagree to strongly agree) in relation to 103 
specific positively and negatively worded statements related to the following categories: 
integrativeness, ALS, motivation, anxiety, supportive others, perceived competence, and 
pragmatic orientation. Through a path analysis of questionnaire responses the researchers 
found that, "the key support for motivation to learn was supplied by integrativeness (an 
interest in taking on the characteristics of musicians, positive attitudes toward learning 
instruments, and an interest in music learning), plus attitudes towards the learning 
situation (music teacher and course)" (Macintyre et al., 2012, p. 129). In other words, the 
strongest motivational sources are the students' interest in becoming musicians and their 
(positive) attitudes towards the classroom environment and the teacher. According to 
Macintyre et al: (2012) it seems sensible that students who appreciate the course and the 
teacher-his expertise, his ability to teach, etc.-"rnight also feel a stronger sense of 
integrativeness with musicians and their music" (p. 139). 
The researchers also indicated that, "motivation predicted both students' 
perceived competence and the reported number of minutes of practice" per week (p. 138). 
In other words, motivated students practiced more and felt more competent. On the other 
hand, the results suggested that, "the measure of anxiety significantly (negatively) 
predicted both perceived competence and the students' reported level of achievement" (p. 
139). 
The literature reviewed in the Practicing section covered several topics that have 
relevance to home practice Qf EA aural skills in the context of this study, including 
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strategy use, problem identification and correction, perceptual blocks and guides, 
contextual interference, and individual differences and their effects on the effectiveness 
of home practice. In the second part of the Practicing section I explored motivational 
theories in the context of music practice, covering topics such as intrinsic and extrinsic 
motivation, peer support, goal setting, competition, self-efficacy, cooperative learning, 
expectancy-value theory, and an adaptation of Gardner's socio-educational motivational 
model to a musical context. A more detailed summary of the literature is available in the 
following chapter's summary. 
Summary 
This chapter is organized in two major sections, the first reviewing music 
education research of topics relevant to ear training and the second reviewing research 
related to practicing musical skills (including aural skills). The topics covered in the first 
section include pitch and tonality, pitch matching, error detection, the effects of texture 
and timbre thereon, playing by ear, and the aural skills necessary for EA. The topics 
covered in the section dealing with musical practice include strategy use, contextual 
interference, individual differences, perceptual blocks and perceptual guides, and 
motivation to practice. 
Summary of Ear Training Research in Music Education 
The literature reviewed in this chapter includes mainly experiments that explored 
the nature of various aural skills and conditions that affected their acquisition. While the 
results of these studies provide preliminary data regarding certain conditions that may 
affect acquisition of various aural skills, they are not necessarily transferable to the 
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present study, because these studies were conducted in isolated settings with a variety of 
populations-none of which were EA majors-including kindergarten students, school 
students of various grade levels, undergraduate and graduate music majors, and 
nonmusicians. The studied topics and conditions are, nonetheless, of strong relevance to 
the present study and they provided inspiration and guidance for critical reflection on 
emerging problems in the present study. For this reason, the following summary of the 
reviewed literature focuses on the studied conditions, rather than the studies' results. 
Several researchers studied conditions that may have affected the sense of pitch 
and tonality in sightsinging or improvising students, including learning/singing parts of a 
scale (Frances, 1985; Henry, 2004) and providing a harmonic context (Lucas, 1994; 
Guilbault, 2004 ). In other studies, researchers explored various effects on performative 
and perceptual pitch matching accuracy, including vocal deficiencies (Demorest & 
Clements, 2007); timbre and octave (Byo et al. , 2011); learning a tonal language 
(Trollinger, 2004; Mang, 2006); and musical context, accompaniment, melodic contour, 
scale direction, and tempo (Walker, 2010). 
Other researchers studied behaviors and strategies that may have affected aural 
ability (sightsinging, error detection, and dictation), including vocally establishing the 
key, using hand signs, singing out loud, isolating trouble spots, skipping easy parts, 
setting a steady tempo by keeping the beat in the body, and completing the entire melody 
during the preparation time (Henry, 2008); and musical aptitude, academic ability, and 
motivation (Harrison, Asmus, & Serpe, 1994). 
Many studies were focused on error detection-a necessary skill for conductors 
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and band leaders-and possible conditions that could affect its accuracy, including 
repeated listening (Sheldon, 2004), ear training (Sheldon, 1998), type of score studying 
(Crowe, 1996), grade level and playing experience (Thornton, 2008), texture and number 
ofvoices (Byo, 1997; Waggoner, 2011), timbre (Loh, 2007), and listening conditions 
(live or recorded music) (Thornton, 2008; Waggoner, 2011). 
The survey conducted with a purposive sample of 15 EA experts (Tsabary, 2009) 
revealed that the aural skills regarded as the most necessary for EA were generally not 
considered sufficiently teachable by traditional aural training and that the majority of the 
skills teachable by traditional aural training were not considered significantly necessary 
for the EA musician, supporting the need for a specialized ear training method for EA 
and therefore the rationale for the present study. 
Summary of Research Related to Practicing Musical Skills 
The topic of aural-skill-practicing has been studied in music education research 
primarily in the context of instrumental practice, not ear training courses. Most of the 
reviewed literature related to skill practicing includes settings and populations that are 
different from those of the present study, and therefore the results of these studies may 
not be directly transferable. Nonetheless, many of the emerging issues in these studies 
resonate with the issues that emerged in critical reflection in the present study and are 
likely relevant to ear training practice at large. The following summary will focus on the 
issues that are most relevant to the present study. 
Several researchers demonstrated that issues other than practice duration, 
including strategy use, contextual interference, individual differences, and motivation to 
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practice, may have a strong effect on skill acquisition and expertise. Among the strategies 
studied in the reviewed literature, the strategies characterized by an ability to quickly and 
accurately identify and correct problem areas were prevalent (Duke et al., 2009; 
Townsend, 2012). According to Hallam (2001), the correction of errors depends on 
acquiring "appropriate aural schemata" (p. 7)-correct perceptual representations of the 
aural stimuli. Individual differences may influence the effectiveness of problem-
identification-and-correction because students come with various "well-developed 
musical schemata" that they have acquired by listening to various types of music 
(Hallam, 2001, p. 20). 
Error identification and correction may also depend on individual differences in 
(theoretical) knowledge of problems, stringency in stating retrieved answers, the 
peakedness-distribution of associative strengths of possible answers to a problem, 
confidence, and the ability to accurately execute backup strategies for retrieving the 
correct answers to problems (Siegler, 1988). 
Many researchers examined the effects of blocked practice (low contextual 
interference) vs. random practice (high contextual interference) on acquisition, retention, 
and transfer tasks. The hypothesis that blocked practice supports better acquisition, while 
random practice supports better retention-known as the contextual interference 
hypothesis (Shea & Morgan, 1979)-was confirmed in studies conducted in laboratory 
settings (Brady, 2004; Lee & Magill, 1983; Shea et al., 1990; Shea & Morgan, 1979). 
However, studies conducted in real-life settings (schools) confirmed only the positive 
effect of random practice on retention (Stambaugh, 2011; Pollock & Lee, 1997; Ste-
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Marie et al., 2004). 
Self-regulated problem detection and correction in the present study involved the 
students identifying perceptual blocks-a process that possibly depended on knowledge 
of problems and acquisition of appropriate aural schemata-and designing perceptual 
guides-a process which may have depended on effective backup strategy design. The 
reviewed literature included an example of one perceptual block type, known as the 
criterion shift rule (Warren, 1985), describing a perceptual gravitational pull towards a 
previously perceived value when assessing a value on a scale. 
The last part of the literature review explored motivational theories in the context 
of music practice. Students are driven to practice by both intrinsic and extrinsic 
motivational sources, and an effective combination of both can be extremely beneficial 
for developing regular practice patterns (Lehmann et al., 2007). Both types of motivation 
can be fueled by support from teacher and peers (Lehmann et al., 2007). While 
competition can motivate gifted students, it may do so primarily through extrinsic 
motives, which may focus these students on "showoff'' goals (ego involved mastery 
orientation) rather than musical, practical skill-improvement goals (task involved mastery 
orientation) (Maehr et al., 2002). The ability to set attainable goals and to persist through 
difficulties in achieving them is described as mastery orientation, an ability that is lacking 
among students with helpless patterns (Lehmann et al., 2007). Competition has been 
shown to have a discouraging effect on most non-elite students (Austin, 1991; Kingsbury, 
1988) and may result in anxiety, low self-efficacy, and eventually helplessness. 
Contrarily, cooperative learning environment has been shown to be effective in 
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motivating students of all levels (Austin, 1991 ). 
What students expect from an activity affects their motivation in various ways. 
Expectancy-value theory defines these expectations in four categories: (a) attainment 
value-the importance a person places on doing an activity, (b) intrinsic motivation-an 
expectation of the activity to be pleasurable, (c) extrinsic utility value-expectations 
regarding the usefulness of success in the activity in achieving future goals, and (d) 
perceived cost-the expected amount of necessary effort. Intrinsic expectancy value is 
effective in generating interest in the activity, but extrinsic utility value fosters long-term 
commitment (McPherson, 2000), therefore being convinced that an activity is both fun 
and useful can generate a strong drive to do it. 
Macintyre et al. (2012) successfully adopted Gardner's (1985) well-established 
socio-educational model for second-language learning into music learning motivation, 
which is divided into four milieus: (a) the social milieu-internalized beliefs affected by 
peers, teachers, and parents; (b) individual differences-including attitudes towards the 
learning situation, integrativeness, motivation, and anxiety; (c) the acquisition context-
attitudes towards the learning environment and opportunities; and (d) outcomes-
including musical and non-musical gains. From a study they conducted, Macintyre et al. 
(20 12) concluded that the strongest motivational sources were integrativeness-the 
interest to take on the characteristics of musicians-and positive attitudes towards the 
learning situation. 
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CHAPTER THREE: DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
This action study was organized in four cycles, which included action, data 
collection, analysis, critical reflection, and formation of potential explanations and 
working assumptions. The participants of the study were 25 students from an intact EA 
aural training class taught by the researcher at the University. Qualitative data were 
collected using anonymous questionnaires, home-practice reports, and in-class surveys, 
and quantitative data were collected using achievement tests, in-class drills, exams, and 
homework assignments. Class activities were recorded in class activity logs and 
transformational processes were recorded in researcher logs. This chapter provides 
detailed descriptions ofthe participants' selection and demography, an overview of the 
methodological choice, data collection, the cycles of inquiry, analysis, quality criteria, 
methodological literature, and the study's timeline. 
Participants 
The participants of this study were an intact group of students taking a first-year 
EA aural training class at the University. The group consisted of25 students-21 male 
and 4 female-{)fwhich 23 were EA majors in the music department at the University 
and two were international-exchange students from Britain. English was not the first 
language of 10 of the students, a demographic fact that affected the level of writing in 
some of the questionnaires and home-practice reports. 
The music department at the University belongs to a very large Fine Arts Faculty 
(with approximately 3500 students enrolled), and the EA curriculum focuses accordingly 
on art making-not music technology; therefore, admitted students have to demonstrate a 
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compositional ability with sound as a medium. However, as is generally observed in the 
department, students majoring in EA come with various goals and backgrounds, most 
commonly EA composition, (beat-based) electronic music making, multimedia 
performance and installation, and audio production (music recording, film and game 
sound design, and others). Moreover, EA students at the University come with varying 
aural ability levels in the various aspects of hearing, most noticeably tonal hearing, as 
preliminary ability-testing in both EA and tonal aural skills demonstrated. 
Overview of Methodological Choice 
Since this researcher was also the instructor of the studied EA aural training 
course, an action research methodology was the most suitable approach, because it is a 
type of study specifically designed to be carried out in situ by the practitioner, sometimes 
with a collaborative team (McKernan, 1996). Furthermore, the instructor of this course, 
who is also the researcher of the study, is likely to make modifications to the class 
activities, homework assignments, exams, etc. in response to new data (grades, 
difficulties with specific aspects of the course, and so on). These modifications would be 
problematic in an experimental model or even in a descriptive model, as they would 
require a constant updating of the research plan, data collection, and research questions, 
and because using untested data-collection instruments will reduce the internal validity of 
such a study. On the other hand, ongoing modifications are in fact an integral part of an 
action research model and provide a central aspect of its eventual findings and 
presentation. Furthermore, an experimental or a quasi-experimental study would have 
low external validity as a result of the small sample. Small samples are perfectly 
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appropriate in action research for studying a specific process in depth for the purpose of 
improving it, as long as the data collection is rigorous and flexible (McKernan, 1996; 
Sagor, 2000). 
Addressing external validity, Lincoln and Guba (1985) used the term 
transferability, rather than generalizability, to describe the manner in which other 
researchers can use findings from studies that occur in their natural environment. They 
suggested that the burden of proving transferability in such studies is on the readers who 
wish to use them, rather than on the researchers, but that the main work of the naturalistic 
researcher is to provide a sufficient amount of data to allow it. 
Descriptions of Action Research 
Action research uses a continuous cycli~al process of data collection, critical 
reflection, interpretation, and action designed, among other purposes, to improve and to 
better understand a practice, or a particular aspect thereof (Zeichner, 2009). Elliott (1991) 
described action research as "the study of social situation with the view to improving the 
quality of action within it" (p. 67). Ebbutt (1985) described it as "the systematic study of 
attempts to improve educational practice by groups of participants by means of their own 
practical actions and by means of their own reflection upon the effects of those actions" 
(p. 152). According to Carr and Kemmis (1986), action research is 
A form of self-reflective enquiry undertaken by participants iri social (including 
educational) situations in order to improve the rationality and justice of (a) their 
own social or educational practices, (b) their understanding of these practices, and 
(c) the situations in which the practices are carried out. (p. 162) 
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Many action research models have been designed and proposed by researchers, almost 
always in some way variations of the original action research model offered by Kurt 
Lewin in 194 7, considered by many researchers as "the actual cornerstone of action 
research" (Tomal, 2003, p.14). Tomal (2003) describes Lewin's 1947 model in the 
following six steps: (a) problem statement, (b) data collection, (c) analysis and feedback, 
(d) action planning, (e) taking action, and (f) evaluation and follow up. Perhaps not 
sufficiently clear in Tomal's list is how the objectives are determined in this process. 
According to Lewin (1947), planning in action research often begins from a vague idea, 
which turns into a "general plan" once the objective, its path, and the strategy for 
achieving it are determined (Lewin, 1947, p. 147). The circular aspect of these steps, 
which is central in achieving the designed goals, is also quite important to note. Lewin 
explains this circular process effectively by comparing it metaphorically to the operation 
of smart guided missiles, which were used in World War II with great accuracy. He 
explains this operation as dependent on three parts: (a) a kind of a sense organ-perhaps 
a radar-which constantly identifies the missile's position in relation to the target, (b) an 
action organ-a steering mechanism, and (c) the position of the target programmed into 
the guidance system. The target is reached accurately because "the action organ is 
continuously steered toward the goal with the help ofthe sense organ which 'seeks' to 
eliminate divergences between action and goal" (Lewin, 1947, p. 148). 
A simplified description by Kemmis and McTaggart (1988) offers that the stages 
of action research are made of cycles in which the researcher plans, acts, observes, 
reflects, and then revises the plan before acting again. Hopkins (1985) described four 
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steps of action research: (a) data collection, in which data are collected and preliminary 
hypotheses are formed; (b) validation, in which large amounts of data from various 
collection methods are compared and triangulated for further hypothesizing; (c) 
interpretation, in which the data and hypotheses are examined and refmed in light of an 
external theory; and (d) action, in which action is planned and taken to test the 
hypotheses. Schmuck (2006) identified two main types of action research: (a) proactive, 
in which the researcher studies a new practice by acting first and collecting data later and 
(b) responsive, in which the researcher collects diagnostic data before trying a new 
practice. 
Action Research in the Present Study 
The process of studying an existing course falls to a certain extent into Schmuck's 
responsive model, because the researcher has already gathered a substantial amount of 
data by having designed and taught the studied course for a few years. However, since 
this ear training method is quite new, the present study also made use of several aspects 
of critical trialing, a type of proactive action research model that McKernan (1996) 
described as "an ongoing monitoring of a curriculum project during its development 
stage ... [or a model that] can be used to monitor a course of action during its 
implementation phase" (p. 211). Through this model, "informed data" is gathered through 
trials in field-testing of an innovative method for the purpose of improving the irmovatory 
process. A primary belief of this model is that an irmovation in education must be used 
critically. This model is not a fixed type of methodology, and it can include many types 
of data and analyses, as the present study did. It may be best described as a research 
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strategy, in which planned action should be designed and conducted as critical trials. 
Some of the procedural principles of critical trialing, as offered by McKernan ( 1996), 
were considered in the design of this study: (a) providing sufficient time for innovation to 
settle down in order to prove itself before being discarded, (b) allowing more than one 
trial for each innovation, (c) gathering evidence from all affected actors, and (d) 
respecting confidentiality as a working principle. Additional details about action research 
principles and methodology are available in the following sections. 
Data Collection 
The aural training course at the University consists of two 13-week semesters, 
with two 90-minute classes every week. Data collection was ongoing and extensive and 
included practically every activity related to the class within or without the classroom. As 
one of the major uses of qualitative data is to gain more experience with the studied 
phenomena (Trochim, 2006), it was suitable as the main type of data used to accomplish 
the research purposes-to better understand and to improve the students' skill acquisition 
process. Qualitative data were therefore collected extensively throughout the study in 
several forms from questionnaires, freely formed reports, and occasionally from class 
discussions, email correspondences and hallway chats. While qualitative data provided 
depth by allowing students to freely express their thoughts, feelings, ideas, concerns, 
insights, etc., quantitative data were also extensively collected from tests and rating 
scales. Although the small sample-size could not allow for generalizable quantitative 
findings, quantitative data provided a constant flow of information about the 
performances of individuals and of the group in specific tests, which generated thoughts, 
feelings, and ideas about skill acquisition, improvement, the effectiveness of certain 
practices, perceptual patterns, problems in specific skills, hypotheses about causes, and 
possible actions. It could be said, perhaps, that qualitative data generated deep 
understanding about the process, while quantitative measurements gave the students 
focus and more to write about. 
Qualitative data were collected primarily from open questions in five 
questionnaires in weeks 1, 7, 13, 20, and 26, from all the weekly practice reports in 
weeks 15-26, and from other more incidental sources such as class discussions, four 
focused short surveys, and any other relevant communication. Quantitative data were 
collected from testing ofElectroacoustic Aural Competence Test (EA-ACT) and 
Colwell's Music Achievement Tests (MAT) 1 and 2 in the same weeks as the 
questionnaires, from the rating scales in the five questionnaires, from the eight graded 
course assignments, from two course exams, and from 32 in-class tests of specific 
exercises. 
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The data collection, validation, interpretation, and action were organized in four 
cycles throughout the study; however, modifications to the process were ongoing in 
response to data collection, validation and interpretation as it unfolded through the year. 
At any point during the study, once new data shed light on a certain problem, it was 
reflected upon and acted upon as soon as possible during the cycles of data collection. 
Nonetheless, the end of each cycle still yielded additional meaningfulness-usually 
larger in scope-because of the new end-of-cycle data from the questionnaires and EA-
ACT and MAT testing, and also due to having more time for critical reflection, especially 
at the end of Cycle 2 that lead to the winter break. In the following section, the data-
collection instruments are described with more detail. 
Instruments 
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The data collection instruments and method transformed throughout the course as 
a result of the emerging needs of the study. Most notably, the open questions in the 
questionnaires changed in format from one questionnaire to the next, and in the second 
semester (Cycles 3 and 4), home practice reports were added to the students' ongoing 
work. 
Questionnair-es. 
Five anonymous questionnaires provided qualitative data on important issues 
throughout the study and quantitative data, using rating scales, on the students' skills, 
sense of improvement, and views about the effectiveness of the course. Though the 
anonymity ofthe questionnaires did not allow comparing individual students' responses 
to other data specific to them, it was designed to increase the students' honesty in the 
quantitative evaluation and their expressive freedom in the qualitative part, as described 
in McKernan's (1996) critical trialing principles. 
Questionnaire 1 was given at the beginning of the study, right after initial MAT 
and EA-ACT testing, and provided data about students' views oftheir own skills, their 
(yet uneducated) views about the effectiveness of the testing, and their expectations. In 
addition to providing initial observational data to begin the study's transformation 
process, it was also intended for setting a tone of student participation and involvement in 
transforming the course, and forcing the students to begin thinking about the skill 
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acquisition process. Questionnaires 2-5 were specifically designed to provide data that 
emerged as necessary by the end of each cycle and therefore to address the 
transformational research questions. These four end-of-cycle questionnaires shared an 
identical quantitative section-five-degree rating scales ranging from no improvement to 
extreme improvement for students to assess their progress in15 individual aural skills and 
similar five-degree-scales from ineffective to extremely effective for students to assess the 
course's effectiveness in teaching these skills. For both types of scales a no opinion 
option was added to reduce the possibility of random selections when a student was 
indecisive (see Appendix C). 
The qualitative sections of the questionnaires ~ere tailored to address emerging 
problems and included questions about the course design, the students' level of 
participation, their experience, thoughts, and feelings about specific aspects of the course, 
and invited suggestions from the students on how to resolve major problems in the course 
(see Appendix D). The reasoning behind these modified qualitative sections was recorded 
in the researcher logs and will be discussed in Chapter 5. 
Throughout the study, all the students' responses to the qualitative sections were 
transcribed and coded incident-by-incident (Charmaz, 2006) into codes, and then bundled 
into emerging categories. This process was followed by a critical reflection stage, in 
which problems were identified, potential explanations regarding their causes were 
formed, and actions were designed to address them. 
Weekly home-practice reports. 
In Cycles 3 and 4 (the second semester of the course) a new weekly assignment 
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was added in which the students were required to choose a skill to practice individually 
for at least one hour during the week according to their observations about their 
performance levels in the various activities of the course. The students were to write a 
short informal report about this activity. This assignment was designed primarily to 
address the needs described in the transformational research questions: (a) allowing 
students of different skill levels and interests to acquire aural skills within the unified 
group setting of the course; (b) driving the students and providing them the means to take 
responsibility over their own skill acquisition; and (c) discovering emerging problems, in 
this case individually within the students' skill acquisition patterns. 
These practice reports were graded for completion only without being given a 
score in order to allow the students the option to challenge their abilities without 
worrying about grade implications. However, the reports demandedaccuracy, clarity, and 
responsibility from the students in reporting (a) the details of the practice (choice of 
exercise, time practiced, difficulty level, etc.); (b) observations (insights about method 
and perception); and (c) action (methods of respond~ng to these observations and plans 
for the near future). 
The instructor responded weekly to the students' reports and practice choices with 
constructive comments and emphases, therefore using this instrument more like a 
semester-long interactive dialogue with the students rather than a one-way data flow. In 
fact, incorporating this instrument into the study was in itself a result of student feedback, 
following requests by several students in questionnaires 2 and 3. This instrument quickly 
became the main source of ongoing qualitative data collection and, similarly to the 
questionnaires, all the comments in it were transcribed and coded incident-by-incident 
(Charmaz, 2006) into codes, and then bundled into emerging categories. 
Electroacoustic aural competence test (EA-ACT). 
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To allow some insights about improvements in certain skills, a repeated, fixed-
difficulty-level testing of some kind was necessary. All the quantifiable homework 
assignments and in-class tests, though analyzed and reflected upon throughout the course, 
had varying difficulty levels and therefore could not be compared to each other. EA-ACT 
(see Appendix E) was created to measure the students' abilities in the eight aural skills 
deemed necessary for EA as part of the course design. The test contains 1 7 drills, which 
include sound examples played on a computer through a stereo sound system in the 
classroom, and it takes approximately 90 minutes to complete. This testing instrument 
was previously piloted on six occasions in a class similar to the one studied in order to 
determine its appropriate length and the coherence of its instructions and requirements. 
Tests 2-9 consist of purely quantitative questions that have acoustically 
measurable correct/incorrect answers. Tests 1 and 10, on the other hand, are open-ended 
in nature and require the students to describe the sounds and textures they hear in their 
own words. Quantification of these responses was carried out using several five-degree 
rating scales, as described in the individual tests' descriptions below. To increase 
reliability, these quantifications were carried out by two additional raters, both professors 
in the University's music department with many years of substantial research in ear 
training, perception, and music education. One rater was the EA area curricular 
coordinator and the other was the head of (tonal) theory and ear training in the 
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performance and composition area. 
To address the testing effect, this instrument was slightly modified in each 
repeated testing while maintaining an equivalent difficulty level. In the quantitative tests 
(Tests 2-9) the examples within each individual drill were randomly reordered in each 
repeated testing. The sounds were not changed in order to avoid the possibility that 
different timbral qualities could affect the difficulty level of the aural tasks themselves. 
The repeated open-ended parts of the test (Tests 1 and 10) included various sound 
examples of similar sonic textures and equivalent aural complexities. Moreover, being 
open-ended (and therefore not strictly correct or incorrect), allowed a more flexible 
handling of difficulty levels in the repeated redesigns. 
Test 1 required the students to list all the individual sounds they could hear in 
their immediate environment within a period of four minutes and provide a description of 
their nature/characteristics. This researcher and the two additional evaluators quantified 
students' descriptions on five different parameters from novice to expert (on a five-degree 
rating scale). The parameters included: (a) simultaneous stream segregation, (b) 
sequential segregation, (c) detail of description, (d) descriptive coherence, and (e) 
idiomatic vocabulary. 
The task in Test 2 was to identify 12dB attenuations in one of four spectral bands. 
The students heard a series of eight spectral-band attenuations in a musical excerpt and 
were required to identify which spectral bands were attenuated. 
In Test 3, three examples of the same musical excerpts in 3dB level increments 
were played in a random order. The students were required to identify the loudest and 
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softest examples (which were therefore 6dB apart). 
Test 4 examined the students' ability to identify minute microtemporal 
variations-namely 10 to 50 ms differences in attack and decay times of a pink noise 
burst. The second part of Test 4 included examples of very short pink noise bursts of 
varying length (of 10 to 50 ms differences), which the students had to order by duration. 
Test 5 utilized a phonetic setting in which the students were required to recognize 
a specific consonant in a series of similar consonants from the International Phonetic 
Alphabet (IP A). 
Test 6 included several tests related to reverberation, which required several aural 
skills to be achieved correctly: Test 6a examined the students' ability to identify subtle 
variations in the delay time between a sound source and its reflections, therefore 
demanded sequential segregation and microtemporal discrimination. Test 6b--
discriminating between two different reverberation durations-was similar in its 
microtemporal discrimination demands but did not require sequential segregation, as the 
reverb tail proceeds directly from the source. Test 6c required segregating the reflections 
from the source and identifying minute timbral variations created through different filters 
with different cutoff frequencies. 
Test 7 was designed specifically for skill 7 (identification and memorization of 
spatial sequences) by including sequences of noise bursts that propagated from two 
different speakers in gradually longer series and a gradually faster pace. 
Test 8a was designed to examine the students' ability to differentiate and identify 
minute variations in tempo. Two identical musical excerpts were played with slightly 
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different tempi and the students had to determine the faster one. 
In Test 8b, the students were required to perform two very different tasks 
simultaneously-a combination of test 8a and test 3 (loudness discrimination). This test 
was intended to measure the students' ability to segregate simultaneous streams and hear 
each one with sufficient depth to obtain multiple information from them--one at the 
macrotemporal domain (tempo), and the other in the spectral domain (loudness). 
In Test 9a the students counted the recurrences of a specific pitch in a sequence of 
eighth notes with random pitches, which unfolded simultaneously with a distracting noise 
sequence. The test included three sequences of increasing length, and the level ratio 
between the pitched sequence and distracting noise gradually decreased. The task in test 
9b was similar to the one in 9a but without the noise distraction. However, this time, each 
of the pitches randomly emanated from a different loudspeaker and the students were 
required to count only the pitch recurrences coming from the one to their right. Test 9c 
added the noise distraction to test 9b and therefore also required stream segregation. 
Similarly to Test 1, Test 10 examined the coherence and descriptive abilities of 
the students. However, differently from Test 1, the students listened to musical excerpts 
with complex textures. As in test 1, the students' descriptions were quantified by the 
researcher and two additional evaluators on five-degree rating scales ranging from novice 
to expert in examining (a) stream segregation, (b) sequential segregation, (c) level of 
descriptive detail, (d) level of descriptive coherence, and (e) usage of idiomatic 
vocabulary. Additionally, the students were scored for their (f) level of understanding 
texture and sound organization. As in all rating scales in this study, a not.applicable 
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option was added. 
The seemingly haphazard organization of the tests in the instrument was intended 
for isolating each tested skill and to increase the contextual interference, in essence 
preventing the students from using one test as a preparation for the other. In Table 3.1 the 
EA-ACT tests are listed in relation to the skills they require. 
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Colwell's Music Achievement Tests (MAT) 1 and 2. 
Since the EaSt area at the University is situated inside a music department, a 
substantial part of the EaSt curriculum contains training in tonal and metric music theory 
and aural skills. A large part of the students' work in class and at home revolved around 
developing tonal and metric aural skills. Musical (tonal and metric) achievement testing 
complemented EA aural skill testing and provided a comprehensive view of the students' 
aural skill levels and their transformation. In the process of critical reflection, MAT 
results could point towards problem areas and inspire transformative actions in the 
classroom and at home. 
MAT 1 and 2 are a collection oftests created by Colwell (1968) to test students' 
abilities in several specific aural skills. They include musical examples on an LP record 
(1968) or CD (2007), student test-sheets and an extremely detailed an~ accurate set of 
instructions about the manner in which the tests should be administered. Colwell 
constructed the test while examining dght existing elementary music textbooks that 
provided an initially strong content validity (Phelps, 1971). Reliability as measured by 
Kendall Rank was .88 for Test 1 (n = 7710, SD = 10.41) and .935 for Test 2 (n = 7894, 
SD = 18.94) (Bailey, 1969). 
The duration ofTest 1 is approximately 18 minutes. In its first part, the students 
listened to 15 pairs of notes a semi tone apart and indicated whether the second pitch was 
higher or lower. Next, they listened to 13 examples of 3-note sequences and indicated 
which note had the lowest pitch. This part of the test measures pitch discrimination 
ability. 
In the second part of Test 1, the students listened to 1 0 examples of 3-note 
sequences and indicated whether they moved stepwise or in leaps. In the following 18 
examples the students heard musical passages and had to similarly decide whether they 
moved in conjunct or disjunct motion. This part of the test measured interval 
discrimination. 
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In the third part of the test, the students were presented with 15 musical passages 
of various meters and had to decide whether they were in duple or triple meter. 
Test 2 is comprised of three parts and is approximately 28 minutes in duration. In 
the first part the students heard 15 chords and had to identify whether they were major or 
minor chords. Additionally, they heard 13 melodic passages and identified whether they 
were in major, minor, or a changing modality. 
In the second part of Test 2, the students were tested for their tonal awareness, by . 
having to select the tonic of 10 chord sequences and 10 passages out of three possible 
optional notes. 
The last part of the test is designed to measure the students' rhythmic and melodic 
error detection abilities by providing 10 four-bar examples of each. The students circled 
the errors in the provided scores. 
Homework assignments and exams. 
In addition to the home-practice reports that were graded for completion only, the 
grade of the course also depended on the scores of eight homework assignments and two 
exams. The homework assignments consisted of two parts: tonal/metric ear training and 
EA aural techniques. Tonal/metric ear training assignments included primarily dictation 
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material prepared at the University, which were made available online for the students to 
download and complete. The specific tasks in each assignment were given in response to 
difficulties observed in the ongoing reflection on collected data, and included some of the 
following: (a) interval identification and notation, (b) rhythmic dictation-in one and two 
voices, (c) chords (triads) identification and notation, (d) unmetered melodic dictation, (e) 
harmonic progression dictation, and (f) melodic dictation. Difficulty levels were 
increased from one assignment to the next. 
Like with tonal aural skills, the EA homework exercises were designed 
throughout the study· to address emerging problems and observed weaknesses. They 
included exercises such as (a) identification of spectral band attenuations; (b) pitch count; 
(c) amplitude and frequency envelope matching; (d) attack, decay, and click length 
ordering; (e) arpeggio-note ordering; and (f) tempo discrimination. Difficulty levels were 
increased from one assignment to the next by increasing the number of options to choose 
from, by making the differences between the tested examples subtler, and/or by requiring 
several tasks to be carried out simultaneously. 
The two graded exams of the course consisted of the same types of exercises 
given in the homework assignments with the addition of an individual rhythmic solfege 
exercise. The students received preparatory material a week before the exam, which 
included 12 exercises similar to the ones they routinely received in their homework 
assign.nlents. A random choice of 5 out of these 12 exercises was included in the exam. 
The students were also assigned a page of rhythmic solfege exercises, of which they had 
to perform a randomly chosen line by singing mnemonics over a metronome beat. 
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These homework exercises and exams allowed the instructor to assess the 
difficulty level of the various activities they included and the variance of skill level 
among the students. As such, these measurements were useful primarily for small-scale, 
ongoing adjustments ofthe course activities and their difficulty level, but were not usable 
for assessing large-scale trends of improvement. Data from these assignments that 
affected ongoing modifications to the course, primarily those dealing with skill-level 
variation among the students, are presented with some detail in Chapter 5. 
Ungraded in-class Activities. 
The course consisted of 52 classes, 13 of which were used for EA-ACT, MAT, 
and course-exam testing, and therefore did not include interactive training activities. In 
the remaining 39 classes, 32 training activities were measured quantitatively, analyzed, 
evaluated, and critically reflected upon as part of the ongoing transformation process. 
These activities included interval discrimination, identification, and hunting, either in 
isolated instances or in parallel motion, spectral bands discrimination and identification, 
articulation dictation, envelope discrimination, tempo discrimination, scales 
identification, level discrimination, microtonal discrimination, microtemporal arpeggio-
note-ordering, chords identification, chord voicing, and chord progression. These 
exercises were much more freely formed in method and focus and encompassed a much 
b~oader variety of skills than any of the other instruments. 
Class-Activity Log 
The studied course was 26 weeks long and included 52 ninety-minute classes. A 
substantive part of the skill training, therefore, occurred during classes and keeping a 
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record of class activities throughout the study allowed further insights into emerging 
trends and problems. With a few exceptions, all classes began with a warm-up routine 
that included interval and mode singing in a group setting, which developed throughout 
the academic year from singing perfect fifths and octaves to all of the chromatic intervals 
and from singing the major and natural minor modes to the seven diatonic modes as well 
as the harmonic and melodic minor modes. The specific format of these warm-up 
routines was constantly modified. The remaining parts of the classes included a variety of 
activities-some similar to the ones in the assignments and many others that were more 
suitable for group work, including performing several aural training tasks simultaneously, 
part-singing, discussion, and explanations of techniques. 
Class activities were recorded in detail in the class activity log (Appendix F), 
which allowed a careful and detailed monitoring of the actual events in class throughout 
the course. The log included date, class #, number of participants, activities and their 
durations, and additional comments. This log was extremely useful in providing 
important, concrete data that was used in ongoing reflection and action planning, as well 
as for additional analysis at the end of data collection. It allowed reflection on the 
students' progress in relation to the specific foci in classes. 
Researcher Log 
Additionally, each designed action during the year, in relation to its relevant data 
and potential explanations, was recorded in a researcher log (Appendix G). The log 
included information regarding all modifications to the teaching process resulting from 
ongoing data analysis as well as follow-up data. Each individual log included the 
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following information: (a) cycle and date, (b) a description of the relevant analyzed data, 
(c) a potential explanation--or a working assumption-regarding a possible cause of the 
finding, (d) a suggested course of action to address the findings, and (e) follow-up data 
relevant to testing the potential explanation or working assumption and success of the 
action. Paired with the class activity log, the researcher log was extremely useful in 
compiling the final study report. 
Cycles of Inquiry 
As described previously, the study was organized into four cycles of data 
collection, analysis, and action. The plan for data collection is listed chronologically by 
cycle, by week, and by type in Appendix H. Questionnaires and surveys are positioned 
first on the left-hand side, followed by skill tests (EA-ACT and MAT), graded course 
work (assignments, exams, and home practice reports), and quantitative testing of in-class 
activities. The most noticeable characteristics of data collection throughout the study, as 
visible in Appendix H, are the regularity of the questionnaires, repeated quantitative tests, 
and homework assignments, the incorporation of the weekly practice reports in Cycles 3 
and 4, and the extensive amount of ongoing quantitative data collection about in-class 
activities. Observing the distribution of the in-class activities testing, one can note that 
these tests were substantially reduced in number in Cycle 4. This resulted from having a 
lesser need to modify the course, as it was nearing its end, and since many of the previous 
modifications were working as intended. The reduction in in-class quantitative data 
gathering was also reduced after discovering that qualitative data, coming from the home-
practice reports, generated more insights about the process and its issues than the 
· quantitative tests. 
Analysis 
This section outlines and describes the analytical techniques utilized throughout 
the study including the critical reflection process in the context of this action study, 
qualitative analysis, coding, and categorization, and descriptive quantitative analysis. 
Action 
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Analysis and data collection in action research are practically inseparable because 
the data analysis and the actions taken affect each other on an ongoing basis. The main 
analytical aspect of the process is the connection made between data and action through a 
critical reflective process. It is impossible to predict the specific design of the reflective 
process because by its nature it strongly depends on place, time, and situation, and on the 
preliminary (qualitative I quantitative) data analysis. Moreover, "reflection-in-action" as 
described by Schon (1983) is by nature a creative process that involves the practitioner as 
a co-learner, not an expert, and therefore requires open-mindedness, not predesigned 
analytical patterns. 
This analytical stage consists of (a) a reflexive critique, a critical reflection on the 
gathered factual information, with acknowledgment of biases, interpretations, 
assumptions, etc.; (b) a dialectical critique, an acknowledgment of the limitations of 
shared language; and in some way (c) a collaborative resource, in which the participants 
also have a say (Winter, 1987). 
Within the four steps of action research devised by Hopkins (1985), namely 
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collection, validation, interpretation, and action, action analysis occurs in all four. 
1. In the data collection stage, a preliminary analysis of the data is used to 
form potential explanations relating to the descriptive nature of the data. 
2. In the validation stage, different types of data are examined, compared, 
and triangulated in order to suggest potential relationships in different 
aspects ofthe data. 
3. The interpretation stage involves external theories, such as studies of 
perception, to shed additional light on the potential explanations and fme 
tune them. 
4. The action stage, in which the analytical mind is already set to examine 
and analyze the results of the action. 
The critical reflection process is described in further detail in the context of process 
validity in the Quality Criteria section of this chapter. 
Qualitative 
In a study, such as this one, that seeks to better understand and improve an 
ongoing educational process, qualitative data are essential for achieving the study's 
purpose. The large amounts of qualitative data collected are often too many for an 
ongoing thorough examination and analysis during the course of the studied process. 
Nonetheless, the success of the action study depends on the study's ability to examine the 
incoming data, generate insights, and design ensuing actions to achieve more efficient 
results and further understanding of the process. This paradoxical aspect of action 
research demands a balanced approach in arranging the data for both quick (but effective) 
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and thorough levels of examination. 
Additionally, the nature of the ongoing data in the context of this transformative 
study is unpredictable, and many of the instruments, including the home practice reports 
and open questions in the questionnaires, are freely formed and therefore produce data of 
unpredictable depth and foci. The analytical framework for such content must therefore 
be independent from a-priori assumptions and hypotheses and should be sufficiently 
flexible to deal with knowledge that may appear in unknown formats and in unexpected 
topics. The task of the researcher is to extract sufficient knowledge from the data during 
the course of the study in order to evaluate its relevance in the context of the research 
purpose and to prioritize the fmdings for designing ensuing actions. 
Throughout the study, all the incoming qualitative data were transcribed, parsed 
incident-by-incident, and then reduced into codes-the basic units of analysis-which 
were formed around the actions or processes in the incidents (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). 
These codes were organized into categories, which provided an initial framework for 
discovering emerging trends and relationships among the data. These findings were then 
further explored in ongoing and end-of-cycle critical reflection stages. At the conclusion 
of the study, the codes and initial categorization underwent a further, more-thorough 
analysis for the purpose of producing a deeper understanding about the studied process. 
Put simply, the ongoing analysis was primarily designed to generate action, while the 
eventual analysis was designed to extract additional meanings and a deeper 
understanding. 
Though this analytical scheme is based on grounded theory concepts, the study as 
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a whole is not a grounded theory study because action research-being an insider-
research-has many additional considerations of bias, quality criteria, and particularly 
time constraints in the ongoing analysis. Nonetheless, the initial coding process of 
grounded theory seemed the most suitable for analysis of the free-form qualitative data of 
this study due to its reductive and thorough organizational nature, namely the process of 
breaking large amounts of qualitative data incident-by-incident, coding each incident in a 
manner descriptive of its processes and actions, and by including all codes in categories. 
This process assures that all statements, no matter how insignificant they may seem to the 
researcher, are included in the analytical process. Moreover, similar to action research, 
this type of coding is designed to extract knowledge inductively from the studied 
phenomenon without depending on a-priori knowledge or assumptions and the validation 
of extracted knowledge depends on further data gathering (Glaser & Strauss, 1967, p. 
1 02); the cyclical organization of action research is therefore well-suited to provide 
further relevant data on the studied phenomena. 
Focusing on processes and action-rather than topics-allows the researcher to 
stick to the data-not his own assumptions and interpretations (Glaser, 1978). The 
process of initial coding, as described by Charmaz (2006), is designed to provide the 
participants' perspective unaffected (or minimally affected) by the researcher's views. 
Charmaz suggests remaining open to what the data may suggest and staying close to the 
data. Charmaz explains that the researcher must initially search for the essential action or 
process in the data rather than try to place it in an existing category. The codes must be 
simple and precise and as short as possible. Charmaz suggests not overthinking the 
coding process and running through it quickly and flowingly. The coding is the process 
ofturning the participants' views into usable data, uncolored by the researcher's views. 
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The emergent processes and actions in the codes guided the process of 
categorization. In essence, the analysis itself was a process of negotiation with the 
ongoing data. Every new piece of information allowed further, deeper observation into 
the existing data, and through the cyclical process of critical reflection, action, and further 
data gathering, the categorization scheme took shape throughout the entire study and was 
eventually refme~ at its conclusion. This process is described in detail in Chapter 4. 
Quantitative 
Extensive quantitative data were secondary to the qualitative data in this study 
due to limited internal and external validity, as the intact class was too small a sample to 
provide sufficient data for inferences or generalizations. Nonetheless, the quantitative 
data were observed and thoroughly analyzed using descriptive statistics, namely 
measurements of central tendency (mean, median, and mode), measurements of 
variability (standard deviation, and range) and differences (including t-testing). Simple 
correlations among scores, differences, questionnaire responses, and class activities were 
examined using Pearson correlation matrices, either to support qualitative data or to 
provide potential directions for further exploration. For numerical uniformity, all 
quantitative data from all tests, assignments, and rating scales were scaled to numbers · 
between 0 and 1. 
The ongoing quantitative data were viewed in light of the class activities, working 
assumptions, and actions as recorded in the class activity log and researcher log and 
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provided insights about the level of performance by the students in certain skills and 
potential relationships with the training. For both the researcher and the students, 
quantitative data provided objects of critical reflection-some things to think about-and 
they helped in identifying problematic exercises, areas of focus, specific class-wide 
confusions, and ideas about what needed to be trained or improved in the training 
process. It provided very accessible information during the course of the study that could 
be connected with qualitative observations, and with corrective action design. 
With the exception ofEA-ACT, MAT tests, and questionnaire rating scales, most 
of the collected data, was not usable for cross-temporal analysis of student progress, 
because the scores of the individual exercises were based on exercises of constantly 
increasing difficulty level. Nonetheless, at any given moment, simple descriptive 
analyses provided information about specific areas of the course that needed to be 
addressed-either by changing the difficulty level, modifying the training method, or 
addressing problems in the measuring instruments. Repeated achievement tests, namely 
EA-ACT and Colwell's MAT 1 and 2 allowed analyses ofthe class's skill levels as a 
whole as well as each student's progress in specific exercises throughout the study. 
The quantitative parts of the student questionnaires were also analyzed similarly 
using descriptive statistics and provided information about the students' ideas about their 
abilities and progress. This type of quantitative measurement reflected on other aspects of 
the students' experience, such as self-confidence and comfort with the training. These 
parts of the questionnaires provided valuable ongoing data for hypotheses forming in the 
reflective stages. As mentioned previously, these questionnaires were anonymous for the 
' 
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purpose of providing honest responses from students about their sense of progress. As a 
result, most of the analysis of these responses was done on central tendencies and 
variability of the class as a whole, not individuals. 
Despite being secondary to the qualitative data, the large amounts of descriptive 
quantitative data provided a kind of saturation, as described by Hopkins (1985), which 
was necessary for the validation stage of the action study, in which the data were used in 
a reflective manner to form potential explanations and working assumptions before 
designing an action to test them. 
Quality Criteria 
In a chapter titled Quality criteria for action research: An ongoing conversation, 
Herr and Anderson (2005) noted that unlike in positivist or naturalist studies, quality 
assessment in action research must include the outcomes (actions) of the study, in 
addition to the knowledge gathered. Herr and Anderson (2005) listed a variety of terms 
used by researchers to address quality in action research, including "quality, goodness, 
validity, trustworthiness, credibility, and workability" (p. 49); however, rather than 
coining another term, the authors chose to keep the term validity while adding adjectives 
to specify action-research-related validities. This book chapter also addresses issues of 
bias and generalizability. Using the guidelines devised by Herr and Anderson, this section 
addresses quality criteria in the present study. 
Conventional Validity 
In positivistic language, the term validity usually refers to either internal validity, 
which evaluates the trustworthiness of inferences from the data, or external validity, 
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which evaluates how generalizable or transferable these inferences are (Herr & Anderson, 
2005). A larger variety of views about validity exists among qualitative researchers, but 
they generally reject the positivistic internal validity concept, which depends on isolating 
causes and effects. Similarly, the concept of generalizability is questionable in many 
qualitative studies. Moreover, both positivist and qualitative approaches to validity may 
not be suitable or sufficient for action research. Qualitative research is often conducted 
for the purpose of studying a phenomenon in its natural settings with as little 
"contamination" as necessary, and even ethnographic researchers seek to study 
phenomena from the inside while maintaining an outsider position (Herr & Anderson, 
2005). In action studies, on the other hand, it is the insider that researches the 
phenomena. 
Herr and Anderson (2005) suggest that action research "should not be judged by 
the same validity criteria with which we judge positivistic and naturalistic research" (p. 
53) because many of the outsider-research validity criteria are unsuitable for insider-
research. They offer alternative validity criteria for action research, which will be 
discussed in detail in the Action Research Validities section. Nonetheless, before delving 
into these criteria, it may be prudent to examine the relevance, even if limited, of the 
more conventional internal, external, and construct validity criteria, for strengthening the 
validity of this study. 
Internal validity. 
Trochim (2006) defmes internal validity as "the approximate truth about 
inferences regarding cause-effect or causal relationships." Since the purpose of this study 
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was to better understand and improve the process of the students' skill acquisition in the 
specific context of a new ear training method, its research questions were primarily 
observational and transformational in nature. While the quantitative data gathering and 
analysis in the present study were extensive, precise, rigorous, and at times provided 
statistically significant data, the relevance of internal validity to this study was reduced 
due to the fact that this study was not aimed at proving causal relationships between skill 
and intervention. 
Construct validity. 
Trochim (2006) defmes Construct validity as "the approximate truth of the 
conclusion th::~.t your operationalization accurately reflects its construct." He defmes it as 
a "labeling issue" and "pattern matching," by which he means that construct validity 
evaluates the accuracy of a study's definitions of its actual processes, measurements, 
interventions, programs, and practically everything that involves practical realization 
( operationalization) of a theoretical construct. It asks whether your constructs do, in 
reality, what you intend them to do. 
Trochirn (2006) describes a dichotomy between (a) face validity, which refers to 
the question whether "on its face" a construct seems valid, as evaluated by experts in the 
field, and (b) content validity, which checks the operationalization against similar 
constructs in the same domain. This study's constructs are built around the same concepts 
as many other teacher action studies, including a cyclical organization of data collection, 
critical reflection, and action design-all recorded continuously in a researcher log. 
These concepts are discussed in more specificity in the section about process validity-a 
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type of validity defmed by Herr and Anderson (2005) which was tailored to the needs of 
action research. 
External validity. 
External validity is defmed by Trochim (2006) as "the degree to which the 
conclusions in your study would hold for other persons in other places and at other 
times." Since action studies are not, by their transformational nature, duplicable, and 
since the research purposes of the current study are primarily observational and 
transformational within the study's specific context, generalizability is, at best, 
questionable. · 
While the present study's immediate value is its purpose-a better understanding, 
and an improvement of the students' skill acquisition process, its report (this dissertation) 
is created for the benefit of others. Therefore, although the results of this study are not 
directly generalizable,many aspects ofthis study, including its observational findings, 
transformational actions, and methodological considerations, are transferable to other 
settings. Lincoln and Guba (1985) propose that, "ifthere is to be transferability [in 
naturalistic studies], the burden of proof lies less with the original investigator than with 
the person seeking to make an application elsewhere" because the investigator cannot 
predict the situations in which his study may be applicable. In arguing transferability, the 
person wishing to make an application will have to provide empirical data to support the 
level of contextual similarity to the original study. The authors explicate that, "the 
responsibility of the original investigator ends in providing sufficient descriptive data to 
make such similarity judgments possible" (p. 298). The transferability of this study 
therefore depends on the amount of descriptive detail provided on all of its aspects. 
Action Research Validity 
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Herr and Anderson (2006) propose five validity criteria they devised through 
years of conducting action research which relate to five goals of action research: "(a) the 
generation of new knowledge, (b) the achievement of action-oriented outcomes, (c) the 
education ofboth researcher and participants, (d) results that are relevant to the local 
settings, and (e) a sound and appropriate research methodology" (p. 54). They propose 
five validity criteria--{}utcome, process, democratic, catalytic, and dialogic-"as an 
invitation to other action researchers and academics to sustain a dialogue regarding these 
issues across the whole continuum of action research" (p. 54). In the spirit of action 
research, therefore, they open these criteria for constant peer evaluation and updating. 
The following sections address these criteria as they relate to the present study. 
Outcome validity. 
Outcome validity is the extent to which actions that led to the resolution of the 
problems initially studied occur. Named differently by other researchers, this criterion 
has been addressed by Greenwood and Levin (1998), Watkins (1991), Brooks and 
Watkins (1994), and Jacobson (1998), among others. In essence, what this type of 
validity is meant to evaluate is whether the action study made a real difference to the 
studied phenomenon through its actions. The present study contained many ongoing 
modifications that addressed day-to-day emerging problems and also large-scale 
modifications that responded to the primary research questions. Both types of 
modifications transformed the aural training course, the format of its training methods, 
and the study ' s data gathering instruments and foci. These are discussed in detail in 
Chapter 5. 
Process validity. 
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Process validity evaluates the extent to which problems are framed and solved in 
a manner that allows studying phenomena in depth (Herr & Anderson, 2005). It questions 
the soundness of the process itself and its ability to generate outcome. This quality 
criterion depends on all aspects of the. action-research process, including (a) its cyclical 
organization, (b) problematization of the studied practice, (c) the effectiveness and depth 
of the reflective process, (d) questioning what counts as evidence in the specific study, 
and (e) evaluating the quality of relationships that develop with the participants. All of 
these aspects were fulfilled in this study, as described in the following sections. 
Cyclical organization. 
Arranged in four cycles, each seven to eight weeks long, the cyclical organization 
of this study was designed to provide sufficient opportunities for critical reflection and 
action to be carried out while also providing ample time to examine the effect of these 
actions. Additionally, the process of observation-hypothesis-action took place 
continuously on a much smaller scale, by collecting data in every class, reflecting on it 
between classes and making adjustments. At times, adjustments were made within the 
class setting itself, by conducting a certain test, reflecting on the results with the group, 
applying changes-many of which were suggested by the students-and observing their 
effects. All of these large and small transformations were recorded in the researcher log. 
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Problematization. 
The present study, by nature of its constant re-evaluation of process, method, 
perceptual patterns, data collection, and other aspects of the students' skill acquisition is 
based in its very core on the concept of problematization. The researcher logs (Appendix 
G)-where all the transformational data was recorded-were structured very similarly to 
Freire's (1974) three problematization stages, namely (a) description of a problem 
(related to Freire's listening stage), {b) forming potential explanations of causes, working 
assumptions, and possible solutions (related to Freire's reflection stage), and (c) action 
(related to Freire's action stage). 
The reflective process. 
The reflective process "should include looping back to re-examine underlying 
assumptions behind problem defmition" (Argyris, Putnam, & Smith, 1985). Essentially, 
every critical reflection manages data gathered about the process, including data about 
the success of actions that were initiated through previous critical reflections. In other 
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words, in the process of observing, hypothesizing, and acting, the action loops back into 
the observation stage. This process allows for solutions and improvements to build-up 
from previous findings. For this reason, the researcher logs filled throughout this study 
included related previous and future actions. Additionally, the open questions in the 
anonymous questionnaires were sometimes designed to clarify and provide more depth 
on previously asked questions and in some cases asked the students to suggest solutions 
for emerging problems. Another type of looping back that was prominent in this study 
was the constant feedback loop between the instructor and the students through the 
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weekly practice reports, which created a kind of continuous dialogue about issues related 
to skill acquisition, primarily within each individual's practice. 
The question of what constitutes evidence. 
In addressing the question of what constitutes evidence in an action study, one 
may borrow criteria from naturalistic inquiry, most prominently by incorporating 
triangulation and multiple perspectives. These criteria "guard ... against viewing events in 
a simplistic or self-serving way" (Herr & Anderson, 2005, p. 56). Denzin (1978) 
identifies four main types of triangulation: (a) data triangulation, which connects data 
from different persons, different times, and different locations; (b) investigator 
triangulation, involving data collection, analysis, and interpretation by multiple 
investigators; (c) theory triangulation, involving multiple theoretical schemes in 
interpreting the same data; and (d) methodological triangulation, involving multiple 
types of data gathering instruments. 
In the present study, all four types of triangulation were used. Data triangulation 
was utilized by repeating the same aptitude tests and rating-scale questionnaires five 
times throughout the study, and by collecting large amounts of qualitative data from 
students regarding their own home-practice reflective process through the weekly home 
practice reports. In fact, everything in the course was treated as data, from designed 
instruments to class work, homework, and in-class discussions, therefore generating a 
large amount of data for further observation and analysis after the action study was 
completed. This availability of data was necessary especially because of the time 
constraints posed on analysis and reflection during the study itself. 
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Investigator triangulation was utilized in several fashions throughout the study. 
First, as is common in democratic research, the participants themselves were part of the 
analytical and reflective process. At many points students were asked in the end-of-cycle 
questionnaires to reflect and comment on emerging problems and to suggest courses of 
actions. A substantial number of actions in the study resulted from students' ideas in 
these questionnaires and in the in-class surveys. 
Additionally, the initial qualitative data coding of the home practice reports, 
which was done incident-by-incident (Charmaz, 2006), was sent to the students for 
participant feedback to verify whether the codes defmed by this researcher captured the 
essence of their statements. Providing feedback on 786 out of the 966 codes (81.4%), this 
process yielded no major contradictions and the few additions and clarifications added by 
the students were incorporated into the analytical process. 
The third instance of investigator triangulation was utilized in quantifying the 
qualitative parts of the EA-ACT test, by using two faculty members at the University as 
raters in addition to this researcher. Using rating scales, this process involved 
quantification of students' descriptions of environmental sound and musical pieces on six 
different parameters-sequential segregation ability, simultaneous segregation ability, 
detail, coherence, idiomatic vocabulary, and understanding texture. The rater form is 
available in Appendix I. 
Theory triangulation was utilized in the qualitative data coding by organizing the 
emerging codes into 18 subcategories in 3 categories, while simultaneously using a 
polarity-tagging system that attached a positive, negative, or neutral tag to every code. In 
essence, this ailowed examining trends in the data on multiple levels: Organizing the 
codes into subcategories and categories allowed discovering specific trends, problems, 
and ideas within each topic or area, while the polarity tagging allowed exploring the 
students' attitudes across categories. 
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Utilizing methodological triangulation was simply a result of the emerging needs 
of the study. Qualitative data were used to provide depth and insight into the students' 
views about their skills, moods, attitudes, and the internal workings of their individual 
skill acquisition process (mostly from home practice reports), about the course's 
effectiveness, foci, and problems (mostly from anonymous questionnaires), and about 
specific class activities (questionnaires and in-class surveys). Quantitative data were also 
used to measure the students' views about their progress and about the course (through 
rating scales in the questionnaires) and to measure actual performance in certain exercises 
(through repeated MAT and EA-ACT testing). Additional quantitative data were 
collected through exercises performed in the classes, through homework assignments, 
and through exams, and generally provided ongoing data for small-scale modifications of 
practice and used to provide foci for the students' reflective processes. 
The quality of relationships. 
The last point listed by Herr and Anderson as a parameter of process validity-
evaluation of the quality of relationships developed with the participants-is of great 
importance because of the participatory nature of action study. The success of the study 
depended on the flow of accurate information between the researcher and participants and 
on the level of involvement the participants felt in the process of learning and improving 
the practice. At the same time, evaluating these relationships with accuracy was a 
challenge because of the researcher's own deep involvement in them. Some facts and 
data can provide the reader with some pointers to understanding the nature of these 
relationships. 
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First, by meeting twice weekly for a full academic year and by having weekly, 
individualized feedback from the instructor (in the second semester), the students and 
instructor were in constant contact about their skill acquisition and about improving the 
process. The quality of the relationships between students and instructor depended on the 
students' comfort in expressing their concerns without worry, which was the main reason 
for making the questionnaires anonymous, and on developing the students' trust by 
responding to their concerns with attention and respect and in a timely fashion. The 
constant data collection, critical reflection, and action design was designed to consider 
every incoming information as data to be reflected and acted upon, and as described in 
the Chapter 5, the majority of the actions taken in the process resulted from student 
concerns and suggestions. Designing the home practice reports to be scored only for 
completion, rather than achievement, was also designed to develop trust in the students 
and to allow them to feel safe in challenging themselves and reporting honestly about 
their results. 
Democratic validity. 
Democratic validity refers to the extent of the collaborative involvement of all the 
parties who have a stake in the success of the research (Herr & Anderson, 2005). It 
questions whether the students "are seen as part of the insider community that undertakes 
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this type of research" and what is the extent of their involvement-"how deep does it go 
and how wide does it extend?" Unlike process validity that is concerned primarily witli 
the ability of the process to generate outcome, in the context of democratic validity, 
collaboration is assessed from the point of view of "ethical and social justice" (Herr & 
Anderson, 2005, p. 56). It questions the relevancy or applicability (Watkins, 1991)-ofthe 
study to the specific group of participants. All students could benefit from a trained ear, 
but were their needs the same? Were the studied issues and transformations relevant to all 
the participants? 
The present study was designed to improve its democratic validity through 
maintaining a constant feedback loop between researcher and participants (via the 
anonymous questionnaires, in-class surveys, and home practice reports) and through the 
process of individualization and autonomization, characterized by allowing free choice of 
practice in the home practice sessions. This process will be discussed in Chapter 5. 
Catalytic validity. 
This quality criteria refers to "the degree to which the research process reorients, 
focuses, and energizes participants toward knowing reality in order to transform it" 
(Lather, 1986, p. 272). In other words, it refers to the ability of the process to transform 
the perception of the participants and researcher, to push them away from their old 
patterns while introducing new possibilities and understandings about their reality, which 
allow transformation in the process to occur. The researcher and students must develop 
flexibility in viewing their reality and their role in it in order to take actions to improve 
their reality. In designing the process of an action study, the researcher must question the 
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ability of the process to provide insights to the participants and to allow transformation to 
take place. 
The large amount of data, critical reflection, and the constant feedback loop 
between instructor and students provided opportunities for the instructor and students to 
acquire a deeper understanding of the skill acquisition process and to transform it. Many 
such insights, apparent in data from questionnaires and home practice reports, were coded 
into the Observations and Working Assumptions subcategory, as will be later described 
in chapters four and five. 
Dialogic validity. 
Peer review is utilized increasingly as a quality model for action research, and 
many action research communities are nowadays forming to provide action researchers a 
platform to share and discuss their research with others (Herr & Anderson, 2005). Some 
scholars have even insisted that action research must be done in collaboration with other 
researchers (Torbert, 1981; Carr & Kemmis, 1986; in Herr & Anderson 2005). By default 
working with a dissertation advisor brings another researcher into every step of the 
process, most importantly in providing an outsider view about the soundness of the 
reasoning involved in the process and to provide other potential explanations to the 
results. Additionally, this researcher regularly consulted with two other faculty members 
in the University who have a deep interest in this study. In addition to being raters in 
quantifying students' descriptions in the aptitude tests, these two professors were updated 
on the progress of the study by email on several occasions throughout the study and 
provided their views about the process and data they were given. While this process was 
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not formally defined in the methodology of this study, it was simply the right thing to do 
in the context of curriculum planning and management at the University. It was a result 
of the special characteristics of action research, being conducted by an insider in an 
institution that has a direct interest in the study. 
Addressing Bias 
In all research, issues of bias are an important component of quality assessment, 
because bias can compromise the soundness of the methods, the accuracy of the data, the 
validity of the data processing and analysis process, and the accuracy and generalizability 
(or transferability) of the conclusions. The action researcher is equally concerned, if not 
more so, with issues of bias as are the qualitative and quantitative researchers despite (or 
perhaps even because of) being an insider to the studied phenomena. 
As described by Bachrach and Newcomer (2002), sources of bias can come from 
the individual or from the institution in which the research is conducted. They may be 
driven by individual ideological or financial conflicts of interest, political views, and 
personal and professional background. Institutional bias can be motivated by research 
funding concerns, political sensitivities within the institution, institutional philosophies, 
and limitations posed by ethical or practical considerations (Bachrach & Newcomer, 
2002). 
Concerns of bias in action research are complicated by the fact that the researcher 
is also the person expected to drive the changes in the studied process, while 
simultaneously studying it. He is in effect both studying a process while being a part of 
his object of study, and it is therefore impossible for him to be objective. An alternative 
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approach to objectivity offered by Reason (1994) in conducting participatory research is 
"critical subjectivity," in which subjectivity is accepted and acknowledged but remains 
constantly under the scrutiny of critical reflection. The effects of subjectivity should be 
recorded, understood with depth through critical reflection, acknowledged, and when 
possible counteracted. The results of the study will have more value accompanied by a 
deep understanding of the relevant biases. The following paragraphs address some of the 
key biases related to the present study. 
Researcher's biases. 
In the context of an action research in the classroom with the instructor as 
researcher, his personal beliefs, values, goals, and personal and professional background 
are not "all bad." The instructor of a course is in fact expected to bring his expertise into 
the process of learning, to guide the students through the path of knowledge or skill 
acquisition he once walked, to assist the students in overcoming roadblocks, and perhaps 
help them to avoid mistakes he once made. Arguably, the instructor's personality and 
background may even be the reason he was hired to teach the course in question in the 
first place. Metaphorically, the researcher's biases are both the train's engine and the 
railroad switch. Handled with care, they can bring the train to a destination, but 
neglected, they can derail it to disaster. 
In a chapter titled "Designing the plane while flying it," Herr and Anderson 
(2005) suggest that all the roles ofthe researcher within the context ofthe study, 
including researcher, instructor, employee, facilitator, and so forth should be examined 
and described as contextual information to the study. They recommend writing a section 
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about the researcher's "positionality," in which one is to address the questions "Who is 
the researcher to the research process? What is the researcher bringing in terms of roles, 
values, beliefs, and experiences? Is the researcher an insider to the research? An outsider? 
Somewhere in the continuum? Who is the researcher in terms of hierarchy and status? 
How do these multiple positions impact the research design and process?" 
Roles, values, beliefs, and experiences. 
As in all action studies conducted by teachers in the classroom my role as 
instructor is tied to my role as researcher. I came to this study with a personal biography, 
which determined my values and beliefs in each of my roles. As instructor, I have been 
involved regularly in designing brand new courses in the field of electroacoustics, which 
is rapidly updating in technology and artistic trends, and as a result I have grown 
accustomed to a constantly changing classroom environment. I also have strong beliefs 
about my role as instructor and what constitutes real value in what is taught. I believe that 
as a teacher I can, at best, mentor the students in training their own aural skills, and in 
improving the efficiency of their own thought process, rather than give them knowledge 
or skill. I believe that more than the specific learned knowledge or skill, the real value 
gained in higher education courses is an improved learning ability that the students can 
take with them to other new and yet unknown situations. Whether these beliefs are 
philosophically valid is a question for another study, but for now, it is necessary to 
identify them as a foundational driving force behind many of the choices made in the 
course design and ongoing adjustments. 
As action-researcher in the context of this study, I was naturally influenced by my 
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beliefs and values as a teacher. It is likely that I was driven to design actions that 
corresponded well with my beliefs about real-value in education and perceptions of the 
EA classroom environment. To address this bias, the study involved a large amount of 
qualitative data collection from participants and a critical reflection process aimed at 
delving deeply into the emerging issues in the data and thinking outside one's own 
patterns (interpretations, predictions). Despite the limitations of any researcher to 
evaluate his success in thinking outside of himself, having such a goal increases the level 
of self-inquiry in every decision made. Using a researcher log to record reflections, 
ongoing hypotheses, and action design improved the ability to perform self-inquiry 
effectively. Involving many other thinkers in the cyclical process of the study, as 
discussed in the sections about democratic validity, catalytic validity, and dialogic 
validity, helped in reducing the insider-researcher's inherent biases. Nonetheless, perhaps 
only the eventual success of the study in achieving its purposes, namely a deeper 
understanding and improvement of the skill acquisition process, can be testimony to a 
sound handling of biases. 
In addition to the two obvious roles of teacher and researcher, I was also the 
creator of the specialized ear training method that was used in the studied course. As the 
primary person involved in researching and developing the philosophy, pedagogy, and 
goals of this ear training method since its inception as a course at the University in 2005, 
I naturally see value in its goals and method and to a certain extent I am invested in its 
success. This fact could raise serious bias concerns in a study designed to promote the 
success of the method. However, the focus of the current study was not the ear training 
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method's effectiveness, but an understanding and transformation of the students' skill 
acquisition process, which included the students' internal processes in the context of the 
method used. Moreover, this method was not conceived as a fixed set of processes and 
rules, but rather as a philosophy of training that focuses on the constantly varying needs 
of the field of electroacoustic music and its wide variety of student profiles. The method 
itself is defined by the constant search for better understanding and transformation of the 
skill acquisition process-the purposes of this study. The research design therefore 
became symbiotic with the method design. 
Timeline 
This study involved the following stages: (a) obtaining Boston University' s IRB 
approval; (b) obtaining the approval of the University's Research Ethics and Compliance 
Unit; (c) obtaining signed informed-consent forms from the participants; (d) conducting 
the study in four cycles of data collection, critical reflection, and action design, which 
included; (e) conducting five EA-ACT tests; (t) conducting five MAT 1 and 2 tests; (g) 
administering two graded course exams; (h) administering 8 graded course assignments; 
(i) administering five anonymous student questionnaires; G) receiving 12 home practice 
reports from the students and responding to them; (k) following the course with a detailed 
class by class activity log; (1) an ongoing analysis ofthe data; (m) taking action to 
improve the practice; (n) registering it in the researcher log; ( o) evaluating it with further 
data analysis; and (p) writing a descriptive report ofthe study. Table 3.2 summarizes the 
time line for the span of this study from its preliminary stages to its conclusion. The 
cycles of data collection, critical reflection, and action design are listed without detail 
since all data collection is listed week-by-week in Appendix H (Four cycles of data 
collection). 
Table 3.2 
Summary of Research Time line 
Activity Date 
IRB approval (Boston University) Aug. 2009 
Research and Compliance Unit approval (the University) May 2009 
Informed consent forms signed Sep. 2009 
Cycle 1 08 Sep.-22 Oct. 2009 
Cycle 2 27 Oct.-03 Dec. 2009 
Cycle 3 05 Jan.-18 Feb. 2010 
Cycle 4 02 Mar.-08 Apr. 2010 
Ongoing data analysis and action design Sep. 2009-Apr. 2010 
Class activity log items Sep. 2009-Apr. 2010 
Researcher log items Sep. 2009-Apr. 201 0 
Large-scale quantitative data analysis . Apr. 2010-Dec. 2011 
Large-scale qualitative data analysis Apr. 2010-Dec. 2011 
Completing fmal report Expected May 2013 
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS 
The purpose of this study was to better understand and improve the aural skill 
acquisition process of first-year EA students in the context of a new ear training method 
designed for the needs of EA musicians. The study gave special attention to 15 
predefined aural skills-8 ofwhichrelated to non-tonal, EA-oriented abilities, which 
were chosen by following a preliminary study by this author (Tsabary, 2009), and 7 were 
the skills specified in Colwell's Music Achievement Tests 1 and 2 (1968), tonal and 
metric in nature. 
. There were, in fact, two interrelated purposes in better understanding and 
improving the skill acquisition process, one was observational, and the other 
transformational. Improvement of the skill ac~uisition process could be described as 
increasing the process's effectiveness, efficiency, and value within the specific context of 
the study (undergraduate EA students learning a new EA ear training method) through 
action driven by observation and reflection. The critical reflection included observations 
about the acquired skills (Research Questions 1 and 2) and circular observations about 
the transformation process itself (which were related to Research Questions 3-6). 
For this reason, the results ofthis study are presented in two chapters: Chapter 4 
focuses on observational results in relation primarily to Research Questions 1· and 2, 
· namely how the students' abilities in EA and tonal aural skills progressed in the context 
of the new ear training method specialized for EA. Chapter 4 also includes a detailed 
description of the collected data. Chapter 5 focuses on the transformational results of the 
action study, including emerging problems related to the students' moods and attitudes 
(Research Question 3), other emerging problems (Research Question 6), and ensuing 
modifications to the process (Questions 4 and 5). 
Description of the Data 
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The study involved a substantive amount of ongoing qualitative and quantitative 
data collection and real-time analysis, which drove the reflective process and action 
design throughout the duration of the study. At the conclusion of the study, the data were 
analyzed in further depth for the purpose of obtaining additional insights into the nature 
of the skill acquisition process. 
Qualitative Data Coding 
Questionnaires 1-5 and weekly home-practice reports from Weeks 15-26 were 
first coded into 1418 codes, 966 from the weekly practice reports and 452 from the 
anonymous questionnaires, using incident-by-incident coding (Charmaz, 2006). In this 
method, codes were formed around the action or process in the data (Glaser, 1978) and 
represented the participants' perspectives (not the researcher's) as much as possible. For 
example, a student's comment noting "I went over the same process again (all the 
exercises, one shot), but this time, being more concentrated: I could have the right 
answers for the 10 fusts" (Student 13, Week 23 report) was coded as "Increasing level of 
concentration and seeing results." At the conclusion of the coding, students assessed 786 
out ofthe 966 codes (81.4%) from their own weekly practice reports, by commenting on 
the codes' accuracy in describing the essence of their written incidents. Among the 786 
codes, only 5 were modified based on this participant feedback. The 452 codes from the 
questionnaires did not go through such a process, because the data were-collected 
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anonymously. 
The focus on action and the uniform grammatical format of all the codes provided 
the basis for the categorization process to emerge. Following this initial coding, all codes 
were organized into three categories and 18 emergent subcategories (see Table 4.1). Out 
of the total 1418 codes, 125 were coded simultaneously into two subcategories, yielding 
1543 codes overall-1 041 in the practice reports and 502 in the questionnaires. In 
addition to being organized into 18 subcategories, all codes were given positive, negative, 
or neutral tags, according to guidelines specific for each category, as described below, in 
order to allow insights in.to the year-long attitude changes within and across categories, 
and to discover emergent problems. As a general guideline, codes tagged as positive 
consisted of incidents that demonstrated satisfaction, growth, and constructive attitude, 
while codes tagged as negative included incidents that demonstrated dissatisfaction, a 
lack of growth, stagnation, and frustration. Neutral statements demonstrated neither 
positive nor negative traits, and could be factual in a manner unrelated to the skill 
acquisition process, ambiguous, unsure, or in some cases demonstrating both positive and 
negative traits. The categories listed in Table 4.1 are defined in some detail in the 
following paragraphs accompanied by the specific parameters that determined the 
positive, negative, or neutral nature of their codes. 
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Table 4.1 
18 Subcategories in 3 Categories 
Category 1: Transformation 
1.1 Self evaluation 
1.2 Gain 
1.3 Observations and working assumptions 
1.4 Technique and action 
1.5 Planning 
Category 2: Emotional and Mental Responses 
2.1 Confidence 
2.2 Motivation 
2.3 SelfManagement 
2.4 Emotional Response 
2.5 Expectations 
Category 3: The Skill Acquisition Environment 
3.1 Effectiveness and Balance 
3.2 Difficulty Level 
3.3 Individual Practice 
3.4 Dialogue 
3.5 Participation 
3.6 Group 
3.7 Usefulness 
3.8 Vibe 
Description of categories and their polarity tagging. 
The following paragraphs describe the parameters that define each of the 18 
subcategories as well as the guidelines for the codes' polarity tagging. 
Category 1: Transformation. 
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The Transformation category is focused around the students' individualized 
transformation, and includes all codes relating to it. The action research model (namely 
cyclical observation, critical reflection, and action design) .was the main transformative 
driving force in this study on all its levels, including the course design, the data 
collection, and the students' autonomized learning. For this reason, the codes in this 
category were organized around observation, reflection and action. 
Subcategory 1.1-Self Evaluation-contains evaluative data collected by the 
students about their own skill acquisition process. All incidents that described 
improvement or identified and measured specific strengths, weaknesses, recurring 
patterns, specific problems, etc. for the purpose of focusing the practice and improving 
the skills were tagged as positive codes. On the other hand, evaluative comments that 
focused on problems as a cause for losing confidence, an excuse for unsuccessful 
performance, and generally not in the process of forming practice but as a cause of 
stagnation were tagged as negative. 
Subcategory 1.2-Gain-contains coded comments relating to acquiring and 
improving skills. Any benefit was tagged as positive while a lack of benefit was tagged as 
negative. 
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Subcategory 1.3-0bservations and Working Assumptions--contains coded 
student insights and understandings about the nature of perception in the context of aural 
skill acquisition. These include understandings that may explain the students' level of 
performance and ensuing actions designed to improve practice. Comments that placed 
such insights within the context of optimizing practice and solving problems were tagged 
as positive. Negative comments focused on descriptions of problems that were presented 
as dead-ends-not leading to any action design-or seemingly insightful excuses for 
inability and stagnation. 
Subcategory 1.4-Technique and Action--contains coded student comments that 
describes their practice choices, practical decisions, and designed actions. Positive 
comments described choices made with the purpose of acquiring a skill or improving 
performance in it. Comments tagged as negative were those that demonstrated 
indecisiveness or randomness in designing and choosing actions. 
Subcategory 1.5-Planning-is similar to subcategory 1.4 but relates to future 
plans of action rather than actions already taken. In theory, polarity could have been 
tagged similarly to codes in subcategory 1.4, but in reality, just the choice of making a 
longer-term plan was constructive (positive) in nature. 
Category 2: Emotional and Mental Responses. 
This category contains coded comments describing emotional and mental 
responses by the students that accompanied their process of skill acquisition. 
Subcategory 2.1-Colifzdence--contains coded comments that related to the 
degree of confidence in performing and in acquiring aural skills. Comments that 
demonstrated confidence were tagged as positive while comments that demonstrated a 
lack of confidence were tagged as negative. 
Subcategory 2.2-Motivation--contains coded comments that relate to the 
students' motivation. Positively tagged comments demonstrated interest in the skill 
acquisition process and a drive to practice and improve. Comments that demonstrated 
motivational lapses, frustration, and discouragement were tagged as negative. 
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Subcategory 2.3-Self Management--contains coded student comments that 
described individual personal conditions that may have affected performance, practice 
time, or efficiency. Positive tags were attached to comments that demonstrated tactical 
decision-making in dealing with problematic conditions, such as taking a strategic break 
or practicing within current ability. Negative tags were attached to comments that 
provided problematic personal conditions such as being busy or tired as excuses for lack 
of practice, poor performance, or poor participation. 
Subcategory 2.4-Emotional Response--contains coded student statements of 
feelings, such as enjoying, loving, liking, appreciating, being satisfied, etc. (positive) and 
worrying, disliking, being annoyed, unhappy, angry, disappointed, etc. (negative). 
Subcategory 2.5-Expectations--contains students expectations regarding their 
success in acquiring skills, the course's focus, and practical benefits. Positive comments 
included wants, hopes, and expectations of improvement and additional practice. No 
comments were tagged as negative. 
Category 3: The Skill Acquisition Environment. 
Students' comments about the various aspects of the skill acquisition 
environment, namely the course, the classroom, the required work and class activities, 
potential benefits, and the other students in the group were bundled in this category. 
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Subcategory 3 .1--includes students' observations about the effectiveness of the 
training method and of the balance between the course's different activities. Positive 
comments described things that worked according to the students, and negative 
comments described things that did not. 
Subcategory 3 .2-Difjiculty Level-includes coded comments describing 
students' views about the degree of difficulty of the different course activities. Positive 
comments described difficulty levels that were just right and negative comments 
described exercises and activities that were too hard or too easy. 
Subcategory 3.3-Jndividual Practice-relates to all comments about 
individualized home practice. Comments tagged as positive included all statements, facts , 
requests, observations, and suggestions that were constructively intended tor improving 
practice and skill acquisition. There were no negative comments in this category. 
Subcategory 3 A-Dialogue-includes all coded comments relating to 
conversations and correspondences between students and teacher, including feedback for 
assignments, home practice, tests, and work in class. Positive comments praised the 
quantity and benefit of individual feedback and negative comments expressed 
dissatisfaction with it. 
Subcategory 3.5-Participation-contains all coded comments describing levels 
of participation in the course. Positive comments indicated satisfactory participation and 
negative comments indicated poor participation. 
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Subcategory 3.6-Graup-contains all coded comments related to other students 
in the classroom. Positive comments noted positive approaches towards, and benefits of, 
working in a group setting and negative comments referred to problems and deficiencies 
arising from the group setting. 
Subcategory 3. 7-Usefulness--contains coded comments that described the 
practical usefulness of skills gained in class. Positive comments included examples of 
real or potential use of these skills, while negative comments questioned their practical 
usefulness. 
Subcategory 3.8-Vibe--contains a few coded comments about general 
classroom moods-positive or negative. 
Distribution of codes by categories. 
An initial quantification of the categorized codes shows a fundamental difference 
in focus between the anonymous questionnaires and the home practice reports. The 
majority of the 502 codes from five questionnaires focus primarily on The Skill 
Acquisition Environment category (257 codes) and the remaining codes are distributed 
fairly evenly between the Emotional and Mental Responses (126 codes) and the 
Transformation category ( 116 codes). Figure 4.1 displays the percentages of codes in 
each category from the total number of codes within each questionnaire. Figure 4.2 
displays the same type of information in the weekly practice reports, which took place 
between Weeks 15 and 26. In these reports, students reported primarily on their own 
activities, their level of performance, their problem solving, and plans, and therefore most 
coded incidents in these reports belong to category 1. 
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Figure 4.1 
The Percentages ofthe Three Categories in Each of Five Questionnaires 
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The comments in the practice reports were mostly concerned with the students' 
individualized skill acquisition processes and were therefore most prominently in the 
Transformation category. The distribution of codes from questionnaire responses was 
more varied, among the three categories (as evident in Figure 4.1 and in Table 4.2) 
simply because each questionnaire contained different questions. 
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Table 4.2 Number of Codes per Subcategory in Five Questionnaires 
Questionnaire 2 3 4 5 Tot 
Nos. completed 19 13 7 7 19 65 
Self evaluation 16 6 5 6 9 42 
Gain 5 5 6 5 32 53 
Observations & hypotheses 2 0 9 3 15 
Technique & action 0 0 3 3 0 6 
Planning 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Confidence 16 18 2 3 3 42 
Motivation 17 3 8 4 6 38 
Self management 0 0 0 0 1 
Emotional response 10 2 5 6 7 30 
Expectations 7 0 3 5 0 15 
Effectiveness &balance 25 35 34 13 8 115 
Difficulty level 3 3 25 2 0 33 
Individual practice 3 7 7 5 2 24 
Dialogue 4 6 3 15 
Participation 0 0 12 3 5 20 
group work 4 9 8 2 0 23 
Usefulness 11 0 0 3 8 22 
Vi be 2 2 3 0 8 
Total codes 125 96 126 71 84 502 
The weekly home practice reports, which were completed only in the second 
semester, all required essentially the same type of information, including (a) descriptions 
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of the practices, their durations, and their difficulty levels; (b) emerging problems; (c) 
observations and working assumptions about own perceptual patterns and possible 
reasons for the emerging problems; and (d) tested and untested ideas about how to 
address these problems. Figure 4.2 displays the percentages of codes in each of the three 
categories from the total number of codes within each week of practice reports. In 
addition to the dominant number of comments in category 1, the casual, conversational 
tone of these reports also allowed a significant number of comments relating to feelings 
(category 2), including level of confidence, motivation, self management, and emotional 
response, as seen in Table 4.3. Comments about the course were rare in these reports. 
Despite being fairly evenly distributed throughout the second semester, the 
percentages of codes in individual subcategories in the weekly reports (from the total 
weekly comments) demonstrated some visible trends. Most notably, observational 
comments in category 1 (from subcategories Self Evaluation, Gain, and Observation and 
Working Assumptions) rose in percentage from Week 22 and on, while action-related 
comments from category 1 (including subcategories Technique and Action and Planning) 
demonstrated a general decrease in percentage throughout the semester (see Figure 4.3). 
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Table 4.3 Number of Codes per Subcategory in 12 Practice Reports 
Week 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 Tot 
Nos. completed 18 15 12 11 11 10 11 12 12 5 6 6 129 
Selfevaluation 9 13 9 13 9 12 18 18 17 5 10 21 154 
Gain 9 11 1 0 13 5 6 8 14 12 5 7 5 1 0 5 
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Self manage 
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Expectations 
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Total codes 
25 21 25 25 13 25 23 
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Being so radically different in foci, the reports and questionnaires complemented 
each other well as data gathering tools. The reports primarily provided students' insights 
about their own work and feelings in a fixed format; the questionnaires provided 
students' anonymous views about the course, its foci, the learning process, the method, 
the group aspect, participation, and difficulty level, among others in a format that was 
adaptive to the emerging needs of the action study. Additionally, the questionnaires 
provided anonymous responses about the students' feelings, motivation, confidence, 
expectations, etc. and students' responses about their own work, less specific in nature 
than the comments in the practice reports. 
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Quantitative Measurements 
In addition to quantification of coded qualitative data, quat)titative measurements 
provided ongoing indications of students' skills and were used primarily as support for 
critical reflection and action design throughout the study. At the conclusion of the study, 
these data were also useful in assessing students course-long skill acquisition. It is 
important to note, however, that these data have very little internal and external validity 
on their own due to the small sample and the fact that the main topic of this study-
namely the students' skill acquisition process-was constantly transforming. 
Two main types of quantitative data were collected: (a) self evaluation and (b) 
skill acquisition measurement. Quantitative, self-evaluated improvement data were 
included in the end-of-cycle anonymous questionnaires, in which the students scored 
their level of improvement in 15 skills from 1 to 5 on a rating scale. The ordinal scores 
were designated the following descriptions: 1 (not improved), 2 (somewhat improved), 3 
(fairly improved), 4 (very improved), and 5 (extremely improved). No opinion was 
assigned a 0 score and was not included in mean and standard deviation measurements. 
Skill acquisition measurements were observed in repeated EA-ACT and MAT 1 
and 2 tests on Weeks 1, 7, 13, 20, and 26 (the beginning of the study and the end of every 
cycle). Measurements of individual difference scores complemented the qualitative 
indications of improvement and allowed additional observations. Differences of every 
subtest and individual question were measured between the initial and fmal testing of 
each student, with the exception of students who scored perfectly in both tests. 
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Frequency of Training Activities 
Knowing the frequency of the various aural training activities can provide a better 
contextual understanding of the data presented in this study. Figure 4.4 demonstrates the 
total number of these activities (including in-class activities and ~omework assignments, 
excluding the home practice reports) in the course throughout the study. EA related 
activities are displayed at the bottom of the graph and traditional ear training activities are 
displayed at the top. The activities are listed by their designed foci, but it is important to 
acknowledge that the skills required to complete these exercises was more varied. 
Isolating skills in training (and in definition) is extremely difficult due to the complex 
nature of aural abilities in music and EA. Trained EA musicians use multiple aural skills 
simultaneously when listening to, composing, or performing EA music. Similarly, ear 
training exercises were listened to and approached variedly by students and therefore 
trained varied configurations of skills. 
Figure 4.4 
Number of Activities by Type 
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In Figure 4.5 the number of in-class and homework activities is arranged in 
relation to the 15 predefined skills of this study. The total number of listed activities is 
much larger than in Figure 4.4 because most of the activities overlapped several of the 
defined skills. The Validity of these data is very limited due to the complex nature of 
aural skill training and due to the varied perceptual approaches students had towards the 
class activities (which depended on the varied talents, predispositions, ability levels, 
moods, etc.). Nonetheless, Figure 4.5 provides a rough estimate of the frequencies in 
which specific skills were trained (to varying, unknown extents) in the context of the 
course and provided some support to other fmdings. 
Figure 4.5 
Number of Year-Long Activities by Skills 
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Research Questions 1 and 2 asked how the students' abilities in EA and tonal ear 
training progressed in the context of the new EA aural training method. This section 
describes data that provides evidence of skill acquisition. These fmdings include self-
evaluated skill acquisition by the students in both qualitative and quantitative forms and 
measured quantitative data in repeated competence testing. The presented results include 
emergent trends in analysis of the quantified qualitative data and specific qualitative 
examples from students' comments and responses. Qualitative examples were cited by 
source (questionnaires, home practice report, etc.) and by a randomly assigned student 
number, which allowed tracking non-anonymous data from same students across the 
fmdings. 
Self Evaluated Skill Acquisition 
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The students had several opportunities to describe their skill acquisition, both 
qualitatively and quantitatively. Relevant qualitative data came primarily from the open-
ended questions in the four end-of-cycle questionnaires and the weekly practice reports. 
Quantitative data came from the quantitative sections of all the anonymous 
questionnaires, in which the students scored their level of improvement in individual 
skills on five-degree rating scales. 
Evidence from the Gain subcategory. 
Indications of skill acquisition were evident in the students' questionnaires and 
home practice reports. Out ofthe 1543 codes, 158 were placed in the Gain subcategory in 
the Emotional and Mental Responses category, addressing the question of skill 
acquisition. Out of these codes, 140 (88.6%) were tagged positively. Gain related codes 
ranged from 4% to 7% of the total codes in questionnaires 1-4 but increased to 38.1% in 
Questionnaire 5 as a result of including a question about the students' "learning and 
overall improvement in the course" (Questionnaire 5). In the home practice reports, gain-
related codes fluctuated between a low of 6.5% (Week 21) and a high of 15.2% (Week 
24). 
The percentage of positive gain codes out of total gain codes rose slightly at the 
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end of the first semester (Questionnaire 3) as seen in Figure 4.6. However, it is worth 
noting that questionnaires 3 and 4 may provide less reliable data because they were 
completed by only seven anonymous participants. Questionnaires 1 (n = 19), 2 (n = 13), 
and 5 (n = 19) may provide a more accurate representation of the positive I negative ratio 
of gain codes, demonstrating an initial deCline in positive gain c.odes from Questionnaire 
1 to 2 and then a general rise in Questionnaire 5 at the end of the year. 
Figure 4.6 
Percentage of Positive Gain Codes from Total Gain Codes from Questionnaires 1-5 
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Comments from the practice report in the second semester also showed a slight 
rise in percentage of positive gain codes towards the end of the year, with the exception 
of Week 25, as shown in Figure 4.7. 
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Figure 4.7 
Percentage of Positive Gain Codes from Total Gain Codes from Home Practice Reports of 
Weeks 15-26 
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Weekly reports 
Among the 140 positive codes, 3 8 described an improvement in tonal or metric 
skills, 25 described gain in psychoacoustic (EA) aural skills, 17 described an improved 
learning ability, 13 described a feeling ofheightened senses, concentration, and focused 
attention, 17 noted the practicality of the gained skills, 10 acknowledged a sense of 
satisfaction with the level of improvement, and 20 noted unspecified improvements in 
aural skills. 
EA aural skills with indication of improvement by students included micro tonal 
discrimination (Students 17, 18, and 25), streaming and discrimination (Students 8 and 
21; Questionnaire 1 ), spectral band identification (Students 8 and 13 ), tempo 
discrimination (Student 13), loudness discrimination (Student 13), technical aural skills 
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relevant to sound recording (Student 4), microtemporal ordering (S~dent 21), frequency 
and amplitude envelope matching (Questionnaire 3), and general improvements in EA 
aural skills (Students 4, 6, and 8; Questionnaire 5). 
Out of the 38 codes indicating improvement in tonal and metric hearing, 26 were 
about improvement in interval identification by 10 students (Students 4, 6, 7, 8, 12, 13, 
14, 17, 20, and 21). The remaining codes indicated improvements in mode identification 
(Students 4, 9, 12, 13, 18, 20, and 21), chord identification (Students 4, 11, 12, and 18), 
harmonic progressions (Student 18), rhythmic dictation (Student 4), and a general 
improvement in tonal hearing (Questionnaire 5). 
Indications of improvement in awareness and focused attention came primarily 
towards the end of the study (Students 4, 6, and 8; Questionnaire 5), describing primarily 
more efficient, more focused hearing. For example, one student noted that he has "gained 
a heightened sense of sonic awareness, especially when actively listening to a piece of 
music, EA or natural sounds" (Questionnaire 5). Another student claimed to have 
"become a lot more picky within [his] own compositions," noticing and "not letting go 
[of problems he] usually would have" (Questionnaire 5). While training on interval 
identification, a student discovered that altering the speed of response from fast 
(intuitive) to slow (analytical), and thus maintaining constant attention, his "senses 
became almost heightened" (Student 6, Week 23 report). Another student discovered that 
while taking a soundwalk, "relationships between disparate sound objects became 
[gradually] closer and more interesting" as his focused attention increased (Student 14, 
Week 23 report). These descriptions refer to gains that benefit both tonal and EA aural 
skills. 
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Other codes in the Gain subcategory (practicality, learning skills, satisfaction with 
progress, and general improvements) specify improvements that do not directly respond 
to Research Questions 1 and 2 and therefore will not be discussed here. 
Evidence from Questionnaire 5. 
As mentioned previously, the last anonymous questionnaire of the course 
included a question about the students' learning and overall improvement. In response to 
this question, 18 out of the 19 participants indicated a noticeable improvement. Some 
students felt that their improvement was extreme. For example a student wrote, "I was 
astounded both by my own improvement as well as the effectiveness of the methods" 
(Questionnaire 5). Another student noted, "I fe[lt] that I have learned a great deal this 
year and that I have improved in everything taught" (Questionnaire 5). In another 
questionnaire response a student stated, "I feel like my development has been remarkable 
given the amount of time it has taken to get here" (Questionnaire 5). 
Ten students described their improvement in somewhat specific terms, with 
responses such as "I have definitely improved [in] aspects [of] tonal hearing" 
(Questionnaire 5), "I really improved in my traditional ear training skills" (Questionnaire 
5), "[I learned] how to better focus and dissect what I hear" (Questionnaire 5), "I have 
gained a heightened sense of sonic awareness, especially when actively listening to a 
piece of music, EA, or natural sounds" (Questionnaire 5), and "I now have a grounding 
where I at least feel I know what to listen for" (Questionnaire 5). 
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Due to the diversity of initial ability levels in the different skills among the 
students, some students felt that their improvement was confmed to their (initially) 
weaker skills. One student noted that he "[hadn't] learn much in the traditional ear 
training because [he had] already kn[ own] about it. .. [but had] ... improved in the EA 
part" (Questionnaire 5). Another student commented, "my areas of greatest improvement 
were those of EA [ear] training, rather than musical [ear training, due to having] ... 
previous skills in this area" (Questionnaire 5). In some cases, the opposing trend was also 
observed, where a student with little background in traditional ear training "noticed vast 
improvement in .. . [the abilities in which he] had significantly lower skill ... prior to this 
term" (Questionnaire 5). Yet, another student acknowledged having an ear "much 
improved by this course" despite already having a "pretty good ear coming here" 
(Questionnaire 5). 
Ongoing indications of skill acquisition. 
Naturally, improvement can occur in many forms and to various extents 
depending on individual backgrounds and needs, and may even be expected to some 
extent from all students takllg a two-semester-long, twice-weekly aural training course. 
Indeed, students acknowledged a noticeable improvement in their aural skills already in 
Questionnaire 1, which was completed in Week 2 when the extent of their training was 
only having completed Colwell's MAT 1 and 2 and the EA-ACT tests. When asked to 
comment freely about the testing, one student stated, "with even just the first test, I have 
noticed my brain starting to work differently, dissecting sounds ... and having a better 
understanding of the key components" (Questionnaire 1). The student added that this 
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ability "has made mundane sounds more worthwhile and enriched [his] daily life" 
(Questionnaire 1). Another student stated that the tests gave his ears "a chance to identify 
things that they have not yet before been exposed to" (Questionnaire 1 ). These responses 
may indicate that the test caused a fundamental shift in how these students listened (a 
kind of testing effect), which could be described, perhaps, as a change of focus rather 
than an already acquired skill. 
For some students, the sense of improvement increased as the course progressed. 
At the end of Cycle 1, commenting on things that worked and did not work in the 
course's design and method, one student stated, "All EA teachings exercises and ear 
training assignment help me a lot and are very effective [in] bridging new gaps in my 
mind with regards to ear training" (Questionnaire 2). Some students noticed 
improvement, but lacked confidence in understanding the process. For example, being 
asked to suggest improvements to the design, approach, or any other aspect of the course, 
a student maintained that she " [had] felt an improvement in ... listening/discrimination 
skills, only ... [not always knowing] ... how or why" (Questionnaire 2). The student 
requested more discussion and guidance on what to listen for in order to improve her 
discrimination skills. Responding to the same question, another student complained about 
a lack of improvement in traditional aural skills "because the class [was] not at [her] level 
[of ability]." The student asked to be challenged further and suggested that she should do 
"some work outside of the course." 
Quantitative measurements of skill acquisition. 
The quantitative measurements from the end-of-cycle questionnaires support the 
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trends that emerged from categorization and quantification of the qualitative data 
described previously. In Questionnaire 5 at the end of the last cycle (Cycle 4), the mean 
improvement score given by the students for all15 skills was approximately half-way 
between "fairly improved" and "very improved" (mean= 3.53, n = 19). All improvement 
scores given by the students in the questionnaires can be viewed in Table 4.4, which 
includes mean improvement scores, standard deviations, number of student responses 
(excluding "no opinion") completed, and eventual difference scores between 
questionnaires 2 and 5. 
Table 4.4 
Improvement Scores in End-of-Cycle Questionnaires (2-5) 
Sim.seg. 
Seq.seg. 
Tmb.dsc. 
Mictmp.dsc. 
Mactmp.dsc. 
Ldns.dsc. 
Sptl.mem. 
Dscr.ablty. 
Pitch dsc. 
Intrvl.disc. 
Mtr.disc. 
Rtm.ablty. 
Mldc.ablty. 
Tnl.awrns. 
Mod. disc. 
Mean 
m 
2.92 
3.27 
3.09 
2.67 
2.82 
2.70 
2.83 
2.92 
2.92 
3.08 
2.60 
2.36 
2.73 
2.73 
2.30 
2.80 
Q2 
SD 
0.51 
0.65 
0.94 
0.98 
0.98 
0.82 
1.03 
1.00 
0.67 
1.00 
1.07 
1.12 
1.01 
0.90 
1.06 
0.92 
n m 
12 3.14 
11 3.14 
11 4.00 
12 3.17 
11 3.25 
10 4.00 
12 3.57 
12 3.00 
12 3.43 
12 3.29 
10 3.00 
11 3.00 
11 3.14 
11 3.57 
10 3.71 
13 3.36 
Q3 Q4 
SD n m SD 
1.35 7 3.00 1.15 
1.35 7 3.33 1.03 
0.89 6 3.43 0.98 
1.17 6 3.00 0.82 
1.26 4 3.50 0.84 
0.89 6 3.57 0.79 
0.53 7 3.43 0.79 
1.15 7 3.50 1.05 
1.13 7 3.57 1.27 
0.76 7 3.57 1.13 
0.82 7 3.14 1.21 
1.15 7 3.00 0.82 
1.21 7 3.17 0.75 
0.98 7 3.67 1.03 
1.38 7 4.00 1.26 
1.07 7 3.39 1.00 
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Q5 Q2-Q5 
n m SD n 8 
7 3.56 0.86 17 0.64 
6 3.72 0.75 17 0.45 
7 3.63 0.68 18 0.54 
7 3.72 0.67 17 1.05 
6 3.35 1.00 16 0.53 
7 4.11 0.81 18 1.41 
7 3.21 1.08 18 0.38 
6 2.95 1.03 18 0.03 
7 3.79 0.79 18 0.87 
7 3.72 0.96 17 0.64 
7 3.11 0.81 18 0.51 
7 3.21 0.98 18 0.85 
6 3.58 1.02 18 0.85 
6 3.89 0.76 17 1.16 
6 3.44 1.42 17 1.14 
7 3.53 0.91 19 0.73 
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As evident in Table 4.4, the two most improved skills class-wide, as scored by the 
students in Questionnaire 5, were "loudness discrimination" (mean= 4.11, n = 18, 
difference= 1.41) and "tonal awareness" (mean= 3.89, n = 17, difference= 1.16). The 
two lowest scoring improvements were "descriptive ability" (mean= 2.95, n = 18, 
difference= 0.03) and "meter discrimination/identification" (mean= 3.11, n .= 18, 
difference= 0.51). 
The two most consistent improvement scores in Questionnaire 5 (with the lowest 
standard deviation) were "microtemporal discrimination" (mean= 3.72, n = 16, SD = 
0.67) and "timbral discrimination" (mean= 3.63, n = 18, SD = 0.68). The two least 
consistent improvement scores were "mode discrimination/ identification" (mean= 3.44, 
n = 17, SD = 1.42)'and "spatial discrimination" (mean= 3.21, n = 18, SD = 1.08). 
Examining the questionnaires from the end of the first and last cycles 
(questionnaires 2 and 5) yielded a total year-long rise in the means of improvement 
scores, indicating a possible rise in the students' overall sense of improvement 
(difference= 0.73, n2=13, n5=l9), as was also evident in the rise of positive comment 
percentage in the Gain subcategory (Figures 4.6 and 4.7). 
Though score plots for each skill across the four end-of-cycle questionnaires 
could seem useful, the fact that only 7 out of the 25 students completed questionnaires 3 
and 4 may deem such data insufficient to represent reality. 
Measured Abilities 
Skill acquisition was also measured quantitatively in repeated EA-ACT and MAT 
1 and 2 tests in Weeks 1, 7, 13, 20, and 26 (the beginning of the study and the end of 
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every cycle). Measurements of individual difference scores complement the qualitative 
indications of improvement and allow additional observations. Differences of every 
subtest and individual question were measured between the initial and final testing of 
each student, with the exception of students who scored perfectly in both tests. 
Results from EA-ACT. 
Table 4.5 includes mean, standard deviation, differences between the students' 
initial and fmal tests, and statistical significance (paired t-test) calculations of all EA-
ACT subtests. Though students took the EA-ACT test five times throughout the year, due 
to attendance problems, only one student completed all five tests, seven students 
completed it four times, two students took it three times, nine stUdents took it twice, and 
six students took it only once. With such irregular attendance, repeated-measure statistics 
became irrelevant, and therefore differences were calculated for all students individually 
between their initial and final testing. 
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Table 4.5 
Differences between Initial and Final EA-ACT Tests by Subtest 
Subtest Description Initial Final Li n p 
1 Describing audible sounds in the .53 .71 .17 19 .001 
immediate environment 
2 Identifying attenuated spectral .48 .73 .23 21 .001 
bands 
3 Ordering by loudness levels .69 .65 -.04 21 .203 
4 Microtemporal discrimination .75 .83 .09 22 .002 
5 Identifying a recurring phoneme .58 .74 .16 22 .001 
6 Reverb dictation .58 .64 .06 22 .154 
7 Transcribing a spatial sequence .76 .82 .05 22 .015 
8 Tempo discrimination .78 .82 .05 22 .068 
9 Pitch hunting .69 .68 -.01 22 .393 
10 Describing musical excerpts .31 .56 .27 22 <.001 
Note. Significance (p) values were generated in paired t-tests of the differences. 
Note . Tests with statistically significant differences are highlighted in gray. 
The following paragraphs identify and describe the results from the different EA-
ACT subtests throughout the year, in the context of the course activities. 
Identifying attenuated spectral bands. 
Identifying attenuated spectral bands, the subtest with the second highest 
difference, was the EA ear training exercise most frequently practiced throughout the. 
course in class activities, tests, and homework assignments. The students practiced 
identification of spectral-band attenuation 20 times throughout the year (as shown in 
Figure 4.4), not counting additional individual home practice. The majority of the 
students improved their scores in the spectral band attenuation exercise. Among the 21 
participating students, 16 (76.2%) scored higher in their last test than they did in their 
first test, 4 scored lower, and 1 maintained the same score. 
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The largest increase was in identifying attenuations ofband 2 (250-1000 Hz), 
which had a statistically significant difference of .37 (p = .005) from a mean initial score 
of.3-the lowest among the four bands. These mean averages were calculated among 20 
students, 14 of whom (70%) improved their score in identifying band 2 attenuations 
correctly. One student maintained a perfect score and 5 students scored lower on their last 
test than they did on their first one. The next highest statistically significant difference 
was .33 (p = .005) in identifying band 3 (1-5kHz) attenuations, which had an initial 
mean score of .33. The mean averages were calculated among 18 students, 12 of which 
(66.7%) scored higher in their last testing, while 3 worsened their score, and 3 kept their 
score unchanged. Three ·other students maintained a perfect score. 
Descriptive ability. 
The next two highest differences among the skills measured in EA-ACT testing 
(Table 4.5) both relate to students' ability to describe what they hear. Subtest 10 in EA-
ACT (describing musical excerpts) had the lowest overall mean initial-score of .31 and a 
difference of .27 (p < .001), and the subtest 1 (describing audible sounds in the 
immediate environment) had a mean initial score of .53 and a difference of .17 (p = 
0.001). The scores in these subtests consisted of quantifications of students' qualitative 
descriptions on rating scales. The quantification process was carried out by three raters, 
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who scored the students' descriptions between 1 (novice) and 5 (expert) on the following 
skills: simultaneous segregation, sequential segregation, detail, coherence, and 
vocabulary. Subtest 10 was also scored on the students' ability to describe the musical 
excerpt's texture. 
Figure 4.8 demonstrates the relationship between the mean initial-score (dark 
gray) and mean end -score (light gray) of the 11 rated skills of subtests. 1 and 1 0. Texture 
description, the skill with the lowest mean initial-score of .23, was the one to improve the 
most with a statistically significant difference of .29 (n = 22,p < .001) and therefore is 
the point of the largest gap between the two lines on the graph. However, all the rated 
skills have improved in a fairly balanced manner, as can be judged from the generally 
parallel outline of the black and gray columns, and a Pearson correlation test between the 
mean initial-score and the mean end-score ofthe 11 skil~s supports it with an extremely 
strong correlation (r = .96, p < .001). The improvement trend was fairly wide across the 
class in all of the 11 skills, with (highest percentage) 90.9% of the 21 tested students 
improving their scores in texture description and simultaneous segregation in subtest 10 
and (lowest percentage) 63.2% of the students improving their scores in detail of 
description in subtest 1. The mean percentage of improved students in all 11 skills was 
80.8%. Specific training of descriptive skills was quite limited in the course and therefore 
the students' increased scores in this skill may be attributed to aural training in general 
and to training in other courses. Relationships between training and skill acquisition are 
further considered in the discussion chapter. 
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Figure 4.8 
Relationship between Mean Initial Score and Mean Final Score in EA-ACT Subtests 1 
and 10 
• Mean Initial Score 
Mean Final Score 
Microtemporal discrimination. 
As evidenced in Table 4.5, the difference between initial and fmal testing of 
microtemporal discrimination (subtest 4) was 0.09 (p = 0.002). Subtests 4a (ordering by 
attack time) and 4c (ordering clicks by duration), both depending on microtemporal 
discriminatory ability, had fairly high differences of .118 (n = 22,p = .002) and .133 (n 
= 20,p = .008) respectively. However, other subtests that depended on microtemporal 
discrimination did not provide additional evidence for improved microtemporal 
discrimination, mostly due to low significance in paired t-tests, including subtest 4b 
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(ordering by decay time) (difference= .04, n = 18,p = 0.504) and subtest 6c (ordering by 
pre-delay duration) (difference= .09, n = 22,p = 0.314). 
Several trained skills required microtemporal discriminatory ability, including 
ordering by duration of attack, decay, and click, ordering by duration of pre-delay, 
envelope matching, and identifying the order of appearance of arpeggiated chord tones. 
Figure 4.5, which shows the number of activities per skill, demonstrates a slightly below 
average frequency ofmicrotemporal discrimination training (42.8% rank) among all EA 
skills. 
Identifying a recurring phoneme. 
In subtest 5, after being introduced to a certain phoneme, students were asked to 
identify when it recurred in a series of similar phonemes from the International Phonetic 
Alphabet. Their training in this exercise was very infrequent throughout the course, as 
can be seen in the "phonemes" row in Figure 4.4, however, the difference between first 
and last testing was quite significant (difference= .16, n = 22, p = .001) with 68.2% of 
the tested students showing improvement. Success in this activity may depend on timbral 
discrimination, loudness discrimination, pitch discrimination, rhythmic ability, or other 
skills. The improvement in this exercise, therefore, cannot be recognized with a specific 
skill but it may, nonetheless, indicate acquired aural skills. 
Spatial discrimination. 
Subtest 7 exhibited a difference of .05 (n = 22,p = .015) with 68.2% of the 
students improving. The fairly low difference may be tied to the limited amount of 
related training as seen in the spatial discrimination row in Figure 4.4. The students' year-
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long self-evaluated improvement scores (from combined scores from end-of-cycle 
questionnaires 2-5) are in agreement with the frequency of spatial discrimination 
activities, ranking this skill with the second-lowest improvement among EA aural skills 
(mean= 3.2,just above "fairly improved"). The measured improvement in EA-ACT may 
also be related to acquisition of other skills, primarily auditory memory, since this subtest 
required quick memorization of increasingly longer spatial sequences. This potential 
explanation wil~ be explored further in the discussion chapter. 
Loudness discrimination. 
In subtest 3 the students' loudness discrimination ability was tested through the 
task of ordering a repeated musical excerpt by loudness level. As seen in Table 4.5, no 
evidence of improvement was observed (difference= -.04, n = 21,p = .003). This 
finding is especially odd considering that students evaluated loudness discrimination as 
their most improved skill year-long in mean scores from questionnaires 2-5, and that the 
number of related training activities in the course was above average in relation to other 
skills (ranked 71.4% among EA related activities). Similarly to subtest 3, subtest 9 also 
showed no evidence of improvement and yielded low significance in paired t-tests 
(difference= -O.ll,p = .785, n = 22). These problems will be discussed in more detail in 
the discussion chapter. 
Results from MAT 1 and 2. 
Table 4.6 includes mean, standard deviation, change scores (differences) between 
initial and final tests, and statistical significance (paired t-test) calculations of each MAT 
subtest. Though students took the MAT tests five times throughout the year, due to 
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attendance problems, only 2 students completed all five tests, 4 students completed it four 
times, 13 students completed it twice, and 6 students took it only once. Similarly to the 
EA-ACT testing, with such irregular attendance, repeated-measure statistics became 
irrelevant, and therefore differences were calculated individually for students between 
their initial and final testing. 
Table 4.6 
Differences between Initial and Final MAT Testing by Subtest 
Subtest Description Initial Final 
1-1 Pitch discrimination .90 .91 
1-2 Interval discrimination .48 .66 
1-3 Discriminating between duple and .71 .82 
triple meters (phrases) 
2-1 Discriminating between major and .89 .95 
minor modes 
2-2 Feeling for tonal center .67 .75 
2-3 Auditory-visual discrimination .68 .62 
Note. Significance (p) values were generated in paired t-tests ofthe differences. 
Note. Tests with statistically significant differences are highlighted in gray. 
~ n p 
.01 19 .3 
.17 18 0 
.11 14 .01 
.05 19 .018 
.06 18 .017 
-.06 20 .107 
The following paragraphs discuss the results from the different MAT subtests in 
the context of the course activity. 
Interval discrimination. 
Subtest 2 of MAT 1 (interval discrimination) had the highest difference among all 
MAT subtests, as can be observed in Table 4.6. In fact, the first part of this subtest, which 
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required discrimination between stepwise motion and skip-motion in three-note melodic 
patterns, had the highest difference of all the subtests in repeated testing throughout the 
year (difference= .27, n = 18,p = .002), with 77.78% ofthe students improving in their 
fmal test. The second part of subtest 2, which also required discrimination between 
stepwise and skip-motion, but this time in complete melodic phrases, had the second-
highest difference (difference= .161, n = 19,p = .005) among all MAT subtests. While 
students did not practice this specific discriminatory drill outside MAT testing, they did, 
in fact, had substantial training in pitch discrimination and interval discrimination and 
identification throughout the year, as evident in Figure 4.5. Furthermore, students scored 
their sense of improvement in interval discrimination at 3.45 (between "fairly improved" 
and "very improved") in mean scores from all end-of-cycle anonymous questionnaires. 
This skill ranks third in improvement among the seven measured traditional aural skills in 
these questionnaires. 
Meter discrimination and identification. 
The second highest score-increase in MAT testing was in discrimination between 
duple and triple meter (subtest 3 of MAT 1), with a difference of .107 (n = 14,p = .01) 
from a mean initial-score of .71, as indicated in Table 4.6. Out of the 14 students, 9 
improved (64.29%) and only 2 students had lower fmal scores. Additiona16 students 
scored perfectly in this subtest in their first and last tests. Interestingly, students self-
evaluated their improvement in meter discrimination and identification year-long as just 
below "fairly improved" in mean scores from all end-of-cycle questionnaires (mean= 
2.98, n = 43), which is below average among all 15 skills. Practice ofthis skill was quite 
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limited throughout the course, as noted in Figure 4.5. 
Tonal awareness. 
The mean score in subtest 2 of MAT 2 (feeling for tonal center) increased by .06 
(n = 18,p = .017) with 12 out of 18 students (66.67%) improving. This increase can very 
likely be tied to the extensive training in tonal awareness in various activities throughout 
the course, as evident in Figure 4.5. Students ranked tonal awareness as the most 
improved (mean= 3.5, n = 42) among the seven traditional skills and third overall among 
all 15 skills in mean scores from questionnaires 2-5. 
Major-minor mode discrimination. 
Subtest 1 of MAT 2 (discriminating between major and minor modes) had a year-
long score increase of .05 (n = 19,p = .018). This improvement is particularly notable 
due to the fact that this subtest's mean initial-score was already fairly high (mean= .89), 
ranked second among all MAT subtests in the initial test. This increase made major-
minor mode discrimination the highest scoring subtest in the final testing. Out of the 19 
students, 13 (68.42%) improved their scores and one student scored perfectly in both the 
initial and fmal tests. 
As evident in Figure 4.5, mode discrimination and identification was the skill 
trained most frequently in the course overall. As previously observed in quantitative 
analysis of questionnaires 2 and 5, this skill was also among the skills with the most 
substantial rise in the students' sense of improvement towards the conclusion of the study 
(see Table 4.4). It is also the only one among the 15 skills that had "extremely improved" 
as its most common score year-Ion~ (over 26% of all scores in combined data from 
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questionnaires 2-5). However, this skill was the least consistent score among the group in 
questionnaires 2-5 (SD = 1.4), the largest number of scores of 1 (not improved) among all 
15 skills, and the largest number ofO scores (no opinion) among the 7 traditional skills in 
questionnaires 2-5. These differences among the class may be attributed to the large 
number of students who were already very competent in this skill and therefore did not 
feel strongly improved. 
Subtests with no evidence of improvement. 
Subtest 1 of MAT 1 (pitch discrimination) and subtest 3 of MAT 2 (notational 
error detection), arguably the easiest and hardest subtests of MAT 1 and 2 respectively, 
demonstrated no evidence of improvement, as seen in Table 4.6. The discussion chapter 
offers further speculation on these findings. 
CHAPTER FIVE: TRANSFORMATION 
Chapter 4 dealt primarily with evidence of skill acquisition in response to 
Research Questions 1 and 2. The research questions that guided this chapter were 
concerned with data collection and modifications to the course that could improve the 
skill acquisition process, including: 
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• Research Question 3: What problems emerged in students' moods and 
attitudes in the context of a new ear training method specialized for EA, 
and how could they be addressed? 
• Research Question 4: What modifications to the aural-skill acquisition 
process could drive students of varying skills and provide them the 
means to acquire aural skills within a unified group setting in the context 
of a new ear training method specialized for EA? 
• Research Question 5: What modifications to the aural~skill acquisition 
process could drive students and provide them the means to take 
responsibility over their own skill development in the context of a new 
ear training method specialized for EA? 
• Research Question 6: What other substantive problems in the skill 
acquisition process emerged throughout the study in the context of a new 
ear training method specialized for EA and what modifications to the 
process could address them? 
Acquiring Skills within a Group 
EA students at the University come with varying aural ability levels in the various 
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aspects of hearing, most noticeably tonal hearing, as preliminary ability-testing in both 
EA and tonal aural skills demonstrated. Colwell's Music Achievement Testing in Week 1 
yielded an overall standard deviation of .15 and a range of .54 in MAT 1 and standard 
deviation of .15 and a range of .52 in MAT 2. The highest variance was observed in 
interval discrimination within three-note patterns in MAT 1 (SD = .31 , Range = . 8) and 
in feeling for tonal center within a musical phrase in MAT 2 (SD = .29, Range= .8). 
This level of variation changed only slightly by the end of the course. The fmal 
MAT testing yielded an overall' standard deviation of .119 and a range of .33 in MAT 1 
-
and standard deviation of .14 and a range of .37 in MAT 2. The highest eventual variance 
measurements were in the same drills as in the first testing: interval discrimination within 
three-note patterns in MAT 1 (SD = .34, Range= .8) andin feeling for tonal center 
within a musical phrase in MAT 2 (SD = .25, Range= .7). 
Testing ofEA aural skills demonstrated a lower overall initial variance among the 
students than in MAT testing. Preliminary testi~g ofEA aural skills using EA-ACT 
demonstrated an overall standard deviation of .07 and a range of .28. The largest variance 
in initial EA aural skills was observed in spectral band identification (SD = .23, Range= 
.75). Eventual EA-ACT tests showed a similar, even a slightly higher, level of variance 
(SD = .1, Range= .3). The largest variance remained in spectral band identification and 
also increased slightly (SD = .30, Range = .88). 
Skill acquisition within a large group of varying abilities required attention to 
several problems, including imbalances in difficulty levels in class practice and 
homework, insufficient individual attention to students during classes, and varying 
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interests and desired courses of actions, as evident in data from the questionnaires. In the 
following sections, I will describe these problems in relation to supporting evidence from 
questionnaire responses and home practice reports, and describe the critical reflection 
process that took place during the study to gain insight into these problems. Often, 
ensuing actions were designed to address several problems that were identified as sharing 
a mutual cause, and therefore these actions will be described only after all the problems 
relating to the group aspect had been laid out. 
Problems Emerging from the Group Aspect 
The variance in abilities within the group created a constant challenge in choosing 
appropriate difficulty levels and maintaining student interest while designing in-class 
activities and homework assignments. Indeed, examining negatively tagged comments in 
the Skill Acquisition Environment category yielded strong evidence of imbalances in the 
skill acquisition process and environment. 
Students had conflicting responses regarding difficulty levels of the same 
activities, as evident in comments such as "I need to improv~ ... intervals, chord 
progressions, melodic dictation ... and I feel I am not because the class is below my 
level. .. maybe it's just me" .(Questionnaire 2) and "I lack musical background so the 
intervals are a little tough sometimes" (Questionnaire 3). Certain aspects of the skill 
acquisition environment seemed ineffective to the students, as evident in comments such 
as "I would like to have seen the classes correspond with the homework" (Questionnaire 
5), "I feel as if maybe we should have warm-ups that are different some mornings" 
(Questionnaire 4), and "a more diverse/expanded routine of exercises constantly getting 
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more challenging would be helpful" (Questionnaire 3). Imbalances in the course's 
difficulty levels and effectiveness, conflicting students' requests for changes in the 
course's foci, and complaints about insufficient diversity if the training, disconnection 
between the activities, and the group being a distracting elements will be presented with 
additional evidence in the following sections. 
Imbalances in difficulty levels. 
Questionnaires 1-4 contained 33 students' responses about difficulty level, 25 of 
which were in Questionnaire 3, because it was the only questionnaire that requested the 
students to "write about those skills I drills that [were] too easy, too difficult, or just right 
for (them]." Among these 25 responses, 16 were tagged negatively. Questionnaire 5 and 
all of the home practice reports had no responses about the course's difficulty level. 
Overall, among the 33 responses in four questionnaires, 25 (75.76%) were tagged 
negatively, consisting of9 responses describing certain aspects ofthe coursework as too 
difficult, 14 as too easy, and 2 as unbalanced in difficulty. Responses classified as "too 
difficult" addressed difficulties in certain areas of the course, often tonal ear training. For 
example, students noted that they "lack[ed] musical background .. . [ making] intervals 
[exercises] a little tough sometimes" or that "traditional music training [was] moving at a 
sluggish pace" (Questionnaire 3). Some students observed difficulties in specific 
exercises, such as "one octave bands, spatial memory dictation, attack decay length, pitch 
count" and "spectral bands" (Questionnaire 3). In other cases, students described the 
homework assignments as being too difficult, particularly the "length and energy it took 
to do [them]" (Questionnaire 3). 
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Responses classified as "too easy" also targeted specific areas of the course, most 
often, again, tonal ear training. For example, one student felt that, "any student with a 
background in music performance and theory would find ... [the] MAT test very easy" 
(Questionnaire 1). Several students noted that they "need[ed] challenge" in traditional 
aural training, possibly through "work outside of the course" (Questionnaire 2). Many 
responses indicated specific areas that were too easy, including "intervals, melody," 
"pitch discrimination, rhythm detection, [feeling for] tonal center," "frequency 
envelopes," and "spectral bands" (Questionnaire 3). In one example, a student noted that 
the exam preparation was difficult, but was followed by an exam that was "strictly less-
challenging ... [which]. .. made the test seem too easy" (Questionnaire 3). 
Two responses indicated imbalances in difficulty levels, one referring to the EA-
ACT test, observing that it was "somewhat inconsistent in regards to how challenging 
each activity was" (Questionnaire 1) and the other noting generally that the "layout of the 
curriculum's difficulty .. .is unbalanced" (Questionnaire 3). The apparent discrepancies in 
difficulty levels of the coursework among the different students, and especially 
conflicting evaluations on the same exercises, and the arising frustration and requests for 
additional individualized work also pointed towards realizing the weekly individualized 
home practice assignments, as will be discussed later. 
Imbalances in the effectiveness of the training. 
Effectiveness and Balance was the most prominent subcategory in the 
questionnaires overall and, consequently, contained the greatest number of negatively 
tagged codes. Among the 60 negative comments in this category throughout the study (58 
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from the questionnaires and 2 from the weekly practice reports), 12 suggested a 
modification to certain processes or activities in the course for the purpose of improving 
their effectiveness, as seen by individual students. For example, one student requested, 
"more discussion in class in regards not only to who has heard correctly but invit[ing] the 
students to describe what or how they hear certain things" (Questionnaire 2). The student 
added that he was "often just surprised by the knowledge [his] classmates [could] pass 
on" (Questionnaire 2). Another student suggested that the two weekdays of the course 
should be arranged by topic: "EA and traditional ear training, one day each" 
(Questionnaire 2). In some cases, students requested modifications to specific exercises, 
for example in the amplitude envelopes exercise, a student requested to use "actual synth 
sounds [rather than pink noise] to test [hearing] ... minute differences" (Questionnaire 3). 
In three of the responses, students requested to slow the pace of the course in some way, 
for example, a student felt that the "inherent difficulties [came] from [the] fact that the 
exercises went too fast, or that [the students] weren't properly explained what to do and 
felt rushed into it, thus [increasing] an already present stress" (Questionnaire 3). Another 
student suggested "introducing concepts gradually throughout the year instead of 
presenting them all in the first semester" (Questionnaire 5). 
Some of these suggestions were addressed locally, while others were considered 
as part of larger-scale issues. For example, the student response requesting more detailed 
discussion in class lead to devising a structure of class practice that involved exercises 
before and after discussion (to be discussed further in the Addressing the Problems 
Related to the Group Aspect section). Students' responses about the course's structure 
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and pace were considered in light of the variations in ability level among the students and 
the requirements of the course in the context ofthe electroacoustic major and were 
addressed primarily through autonomization of the skill acquisition process, as will be 
discussed later. 
Conflicting requests for changes in the focus of the course. 
Students often requested changes in the focus of the course activities to other 
activities they believed would be more useful to them. In 14 out of the 60 negative 
responses in the Effectiveness and Balance subcategory, students requested specific 
changes in focus, including "more electroacoustic ear training" (Questionnaire 1 ), "more 
focus on sound and less on [tonal] music" (Questionnaire 2), "identify[ing] more chords 
and chord changes" (Questionnaire 1 ), "more singing" (Questionnaire 2), listening to 
"multichannel works" (Questionnaire 2), and "spectral band analysis" (Questionnaire 1 ), 
among others. Five responses suggested more general modifications to various course 
activities, such as "more practice in aural training as opposed to written [exercises]" 
(Questionnaire 1 ), "smaller/shorter assignments more strictly focused on one skill" 
(Questionnaire 3), and others. Some students simply disapproved of certain activities for 
what seemed to be unexplained personal preference, as one student noted that the tonal 
dictation homework assignments "do nothing for me except want to END MY LIFE" 
(Questionnaire 2). This problem was addressed to some extent by individualization of 
home practice through the addition of home practice reports. All of these responses were 
in the first half of the study (Cycles 1 and 2). 
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Insufficient diversity in the training. 
In seven negatively tagged comments in the Effectiveness and Balance 
subcategory, students expressed dissatisfaction with the repetitious nature of the training 
and requested "a more diverse/expanded routine of exercises" (Questionnaire 3). The 
main complaints were specifically about the warm-up routine, which consisted primarily 
of singing modes, intervals, and scale degrees. One student suggested that the group 
could "use the warm up portion of the class to practice different exercises" 
(Questionnaire 3) and another thought that the class "should have warm-ups [sic] that are 
different some mornings" (Questionnaire 4). This problem was not directly addressed in 
this study, but it raised an important question that accompanied the design of new 
exercises in later EA ear training courses: how to find a balance between repetition and 
variety in ear training exercise design? This question will be discussed further in Chapter 
6. 
Lacking a sense of connection between the activities. 
In 13 out of the 60 negative comments in the Effectiveness and Balance 
subcategory, students noted weak connections between the various activities and relevant 
examples or between certain parts of the course. These complaints may be a result of the 
diversity of class activities and the fact that the ear training method at hand was still at its 
early stages. For example, a student requested to better understand the connections 
between EA and traditional aural training in the course "and to observe what... common 
materials .. . [were] used to make those connections" (Questionnaire 1). Another student 
requested to work with more relevant repertoire, namely "more EA compositions and less 
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rhythmic, electronic, or rock styles" (Questionnaire 2). Students also wanted to have a 
stronger connection between the work done in class and at home. For example, one 
student stated: "If the exercises done in class were put online it could give us the chance 
to practice and take more time to assimilate the new material" (Questionnaire 3). Another 
student suggested that, "it could be useful to have at least one extra (small) project per 
week, where [the students] can directly apply some ofthe work [they] are doing in class." 
In another comment, a student suggested, "we could be given several exercises (short 
assignments) to do home every week, and be marked on whether or not we did them" 
(Questionnaire 3). The student speculated that with such exercises "the whole class could 
improve a lot faster (maybe)" (Questionnaire 3). These ideas, coupled with the requests 
for diversity, change of pace, change of focus, and dissatisfaction about certain ways of 
performing ear training activities, were collectively addressed by designing the weekly 
individual home practice in the second half of the study accompanied by the required 
practice reports, as will be discussed in the section about the Need for Autonomous 
Practice. 
The group as a distracting element. 
Among the problems related to the group aspect, a few addressed the group as a 
distracting element. One student questioned the effectiveness of singing intervals and 
scale degrees in the warm-up routine as a group and suggested to "sing the exercises solo, 
as to not just follow the group, but to assure ourselves that we know" (Questionnaire 3). 
Two students noted that, "unfocused students [initiated] discussion on off-topic material," 
"pulling attention away from exercises" (Questionnaire 3). 
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The underlying problem of teaching EA ear training in a group. 
The problems presented above pointed towards deeper underlying problems and 
were therefore addressable collectively. For example, increasing or decreasing the 
difficulty levels of certain exercises could not address imbalances in difficulty levels, 
because some students requested increasing the difficulty levels of certain exercises while 
others requested decreasing them, as seen previously in the Imbalances in Difficulty 
Levels section. Similarly, students had conflicting requests for changing the foci of the 
course's activities, in some cases requesting "more EA ear training, NO DICTATION" 
(Questionnaire 2) and in other cases requesting "more singing, primarily scales/modes 
outside of major and natural minor" (Questionnaire 2), among other examples seen 
previously in the Conflicting Requests for Changes in the Focus o~the Course section. 
These conflicting requests were possibly a product of difficulty levels' discrepancies, 
individual learning styles, personal interests, or individual perceptions of the purpose of 
EA ear training. Attempting to change the course' s activities to accommodate these 
requests would have most likely had a negative effect on the training's consistency and 
sense of direction. 
Additionally, while some students requested an increased diversity in the training 
activities, as evident in comments such as "a more diverse/expanded routine of 
exercises .. . would be helpful" (Questionnaire 3) and "I feel as if maybe we should have 
warm-ups that are different some mornings" (Questionnaire 4), others noted an already 
lacking sense of connection between the existing activities, as evident in comments such 
as "I would like to have seen the classes correspond with the homework" (Questionnaire 
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5) and "whenever I approach studying for this class, I have to improvise in order to stay 
connected to the material" (Questionnaire 2). In some cases, the group was also a 
distracting element to the students by either pulling the class away from its focus, 
slowing down the class's pace, and sometimes by not allowing weaker students sufficient 
time to solfege correctly before hearing the stronger students, and as a result just 
"follow[ing] the group" (Questionnaire 3) as seen in the previous section. 
The underlying problem was therefore an apparent mismatch between the 
individual students' abilities and expectations and the course's difficulty levels, activities, 
diversity, pace, and ability to promote a sense of connection. The underlying cause to 
these problems could be the assumed lack of individmi.lization in the skill acquisition 
process of students with varying ability levels. With a common cause, these problems 
were addressed collectively, primarily through an individualization of the students' work 
and optimization of the feedback loop between students and instructor, as will be 
discussed in the following section. 
Addressing the Problems Related to the Group Aspect 
The process ofproblematization in education, as previously noted in Chapter 3, 
consists ofthree stages: (a) the listening stage in which the problem is defmed; (b) the 
reflection stage in which the educator considers the possible Gauses of the problem; and 
(c) the action stage, in which the educator explores possible solutions to the problem 
(Freire, 1974). Critical reflection took place at the end of each cycle of this study but 
emerging issues were recorded in the researcher logs throughout the entire study. These 
logs contained descriptions of the emerging problems and relevant data, possible 
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explanations of causes, actions designed to address these problems, and follow-up data. 
The emerging problems related to ability variations in the group were addressed 
collectively by developing a framework for individualized ear training work and a 
speeding up of the feedback loop between students and instructor. These modifications 
increased the demand for student autonomy, which will be discussed in detail later in this 
chapter. In the following sections I will describe the process of observation and reflection 
that yielded actions related to individualization of student work and speeding up the 
feedback loop, as recorded in the researcher logs. 
Individualized work. 
The problems relating to ability variations in the group were mentioned first in 
Researcher Log 2.11 (the eleventh log item of the second cycle), which noted that, "in 
questionnaire #2, several students [had] asked to have some way to work at home in order 
to improve skills in which the class level [was] too high for them, and in some cases too 
low." The students primarily complained about "not hav[ing] a way to work on the EA 
skills on their own" (Researcher Log 2.11 ). Though the problem described here was the 
lack of tools for individualized home practice, the underlying problem was the classwork 
not being suitable for many students due to the variation in ability level among the 
students. 
In reflecting upon this problem and the qualitative data from the questionnaires 
and in-class discussions, I gave three potential explanations: 
1. Because many of the trained skills were new, and the appropriate tools 
needed in order to train them were not widely available, the students 
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could not practice these skills at home sufficiently to see progress. 
2. The reason students did not create their own tools to train the new skills 
was that they did not have the technological savvy to do so. 
3. The students did not know how to decide which skills to train. 
Based on these potential explanations, the following actions were designed and carried 
out: 
1. The students were immediately provided with a collection of ear training 
tools for tonal, metric, and EA aural skills, which they could use at home, 
including web-based tonal and metric ear training programs such as 
musictheory.net, teoria.com, and prolobe.com, as sell as sound-based 
online ear training resources such as the Neumann Sound Engineering 
Contest, Simple Feedback Trainer, and Quiztones. 
2. The students were trained in the following class (class 19) to create their 
own spectral band omission exercises. 
3. I decided to provide the students with as much individualized feedback 
as possible. This feedback was to include a statistical summary of the 
students' in-class work, a related qualitative evaluation from the 
instructor, and suggestions of specific weak areas to train. 
While the first two actions were carried out immediately, the third turned out to 
be difficult to implement on an ongoing basis with the amount of time and resources 
available. Nonetheless, such detailed individualized feedback was provided on repeated 
ability testing (EA-ACT and MAT), exams, and assignments, and occasionally on other 
class work. These actions were not immediately effective in addressing the problems 
noted in Researcher Log 2.11 because most students were not yet using the tools they 
were provided. This problem was later followed up in Researcher Log 3.1 and is 
described in this chapter in the section addressing autonomous practice. 
Speedy feedback. 
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The problem of slow feedback was noted in Researcher Log 2.1 0, which was 
recorded at the same time and in relation to data from the same source (Questionnaire 2) 
as Researcher Log 2.11. A student noted that feedback on class activities arriving much 
later than the activities themselves (after being analyzed statistically) did not help·him in 
knowing "where he [stood] in certain skills" (Questionnaire 2). He asked to have "direct 
in-class feedback on something done that class [sic]." Another student requested "to have 
all of the answer sheets [done] in class and have a way to look back and to practice these 
wrong answers" (Questionnaire 2). Several other students verbally requested "more 
discussion in class about theory, guidance on what to listen for, and a way to learn about 
other students' approaches" (Log 2.10). These criticisms and requests were related to the 
students' need for more efficient individualized practice, but they also provided evidence 
to support the explanation that students did not know how to choose what to practice 
(Researcher Log 2.11). 
I recorded three possible working assumptions in the log in response to the 
students' requests for more direct guidance: 
1. Providing more immediate feedback to the students would improve the 
students' learning process by assisting them in focusing their practice. 
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2. Providing a standardized framework for students to share their 
techniques' and insights with others would benefit the class-wide skill 
acquisition process and will promote a sense of safe, non-judgmental 
sharing environment, allowing a more transparent flow of information. In 
essence, it would create a constant feedback loop in which students also 
provide constant feedback, not only receive it. 
3. A free flow of information from the students to the researcher about their 
level of success in the various skills, about their techniques, and about 
their views of the training method is essential for modifying the method 
for a more efficient skill acquisition process. 
Consequently, I designed and implemented a system for performing in-class ear 
training activities that responded to these assumptions. This system, descriptively titled 
"pre- and post-discussion testing with open questions" (Researcher Log 2.1 0), included 
the following eight steps: (a) carrying out a drill before any discussion; (b) providing the 
students with the correct answers and allowing them to measure their success; (c) 
discussing specific difficulties raised by the students; (d) discussing the techniques and 
perceptual approaches shared by the students; (e) providing additional guidance; (f) 
carrying out the test again, now post-discussion; (g) correcting and evaluating post-
discussion performance and discussing difficulties and techniques further if relevant; and 
(h) optionally, conducting a focused survey about the activity, its difficulty level, the 
effectiveness of the in-class discussion, and ideas for improvement. This system was 
utilized regularly primarily in the third and fourth cycles and provided additional data for 
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ongoing action design. 
This format was designed with m,any purposes in mind. The pre-discussion 
exercise was meant to allow the students to engage in a new drill by choosing their own 
approach to completing the task without being influenced to perform it in a specific 
manner. Providing the students with correct answers allowed them to quickly measure 
their success rate and emerging problem areas. Discussion (Steps 3-5) was intended to 
engage the students' thinking and attention, but also to create an environment of safe 
sharing, to place the students' individual problems in the larger context of the group, and 
to inspire new ideas in the group about how to approach the task at hand. Carrying the 
test again post-discussion was intended to allow the students to try out the ideas and 
knowledge they gained in the discussion and to evaluate their effectiveness in improving 
the students' performance. Finally, the open question surveys allowed room for 
additional ideas and for the students to provide their views on the effectiveness of the 
system and on the difficulty level of the exercise for them. Since many of the exercises 
performed in class were new and unstandardized, difficulty level needed to be constantly 
assessed and regulated. 
To evaluate the effectiveness of this system, and especially of the discussion 
stage, in improving the skill acquisition process, three in-class surveys directly asked the 
students to comment freely on whether the discussion was "useful for completing the 
exercise[ s] and in what ways." A total of 31 surveys on three activities (melodic 
dictation, identification of spectral band attenuations, and loudness discrimination) were 
coded into action/process-focused codes with polarity tagging (similarly to the responses 
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in the questionnaires and comments in the home practice reports). Among 45 comments, 
3 7 (82.22%) were tagged positively, indicating a positive effect of the discussion, 3 
(6.67%) were tagged negatively indicating a negative effect, and 5 (11.11 %) were tagged 
neutrally, indicating no effect. 
In 8 positively tagged comments, students described an improved sense of 
direction and focus in listening. The students noted that, "discussions show[ ed them] 
what to look for," (Student 4, Survey 3) and "help[ed]put the focus at the right place" 
(Student 13, Survey 3). In 7 other comments, student described the benefits of sharing 
with their classmates as "very interesting" (Student 23, Survey 3), "giv[ing] ideas on 
what to listen to" (Student 21, Survey 3), and "help[ing] in try[ing] _new ways of doing 
the exercises with better results" (Student 21, Survey 1 ). A deeper "understanding [of] 
perception" (Student 9, Survey 2 and Student 13, Survey 3), "psychoacoustics" (Student 
4, Survey 3), and perceptual "errors" (Student 25, Survey 3) was described in 5 
comments. Indications of improved results in the exercise as a product of discussion were 
also given in 5 comments. A student explained that because the discussion allowed 
understanding own errors more quickly it "provide[d] a chance to correct them during the 
same exercise" (Student 4, Survey 1 ). Another student noted that based on feedback from 
classmates he "was able to recognize the four different bands" (Student 8, Survey 2) in 
the spectral band identification exercise. Among the remaining positive comments, 10 
praised the discussions in general terms such as "helpful" (students 20 and 23) and 
"useful" (students 4, 8 and 25). 
Among the three negative comments, two were complaints about discussions 
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slowing the pace of the class, and one student noted that the discussion actually "threw 
[him] off' (Student 3, Survey 4) resulting in lower results. In 5 neutral comments, 
students indicated a lack of benefit from the discussions. It is also important to note that 
quantitative measurements of pre- and post-discussion performances in various drills did 
not provide evidence of immediate improvement. 
The Need for Autonomous Practice 
Throughout Cycles 1 and 2 (first semester) problems emerged in the skill 
acquisition process and were addressed through critical reflection and action. The 
variations in students' abilities and expectations (as seen in the Problems Emerging from 
the Group Aspect section) posed the greatest challenges for skill acquisition for both the 
students and instructor. While the pre- and post-discussion testing provided an engaging 
classroom environment in Cycles 3 and 4 and accelerated the feedback loop among the 
students and between students and instructor in the classroom, regular and effective home 
practice by the students was necessary for individualized, more efficient skill acquisition. 
This demanded that they have the motivation, discipline, and means to do so. 
Addressing Problems Related to Autonomous Practice 
The students' ability to practice autonomously depended on addressing problems 
of many types in two major categories: problems in having the motivation and sense of 
responsibility to practice regularly and problems in having the means to practice 
effectively. As discussed in Chapter 3, motivation to practice could be affected by a 
multitude of parameters including having intrinsic and extrinsic goals, self-efficacy, peer 
relationships, beliefs about the effects of ability and effort on achievement, expectancy 
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value, and mastery orientation, among others. As described in Chapter 3, the teacher-
student relationship is an important source of extrinsic motivation, especially in teaching 
the students how to practice. Lehman et al. (2007) described the teacher as "an integral 
cog in a motivational cycle of practice, reward, and achievement" (p. 51). Additionally, 
in order to acquire the means to practice effectively, the students needed to learn from the 
instructor, and sometimes their peers, by attending and participating in classes and by 
maintaining a frequent dialogue with the instructor. The paradoxical dependence of 
students' autonomy of practice on their dialogue with the instructor, can be explainable 
by the fact that autonornization required a learning period, in which the students acquired 
the skills and discipline necessary for detecting and addressing the emerging problems in 
their skill acquisition process. This will be discussed further in Chapter 6. 
Critical reflection. 
Critical reflection at the beginning of Cycle 3 (Researcher Log 3.1) pointed out 
that students were not using the home practice resources given to them to individualize 
their skill acquisition process (Researcher Log 2.11 ). Though many students requested to 
have the means to practice at their own ability level at home throughout Cycles 1 and 2, 
providing a list of resources to do so proved to be insufficient for this to happen. In 
Questionnaire 3 students continued to ask for "more opportunities for individual 
practice," and one student suggested that regular "guided home practice on weak skills 
[could be] graded only for completion rather than [on the level of] success." 
I considered the possibility that-more than a list of resources-the students were 
looking for guidance and motivation. They were "unsure how to practice on their own, 
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how to identify their weak skills, and how to tackle their problems" (Researcher Log 3.1 ). 
I also considered the possibility that "students [were] too busy with [other] schoolwork to 
do any work that [was] not required for their grading." 
Action. 
The primary action ensuing from these possible explanations was to make weekly 
home practice a graded course activity throughout the second semester. The students 
were to provide "a description of their practice, problems, difficulties, and how they were 
addressed." As suggested by a student, these reports were to be graded exclusively for 
being completed and submitted weekly, not on actual exercise scores. This would allow 
the students to challenge their aural abilities without penalty. This action was 
implemented throughout Weeks 15-26. 
Autonomous student skill acquisition demands that the students have the means 
and motivation to practice effectively on their own. They need to develop a sense of 
responsibility over their own learning. Because providing resources for home practice did 
not motivate the students to develop autonomy sufficiently, grading provided a useful 
extrinsic motivational source for students' regular practice. The means were provided by 
weekly instructor's individualized commentary on the reports. 
Home Practice Reports 
Using the action research model of observation, critical reflection, and action, the 
students were instructed to observe their practice, measure their success, reflect about 
their fmdings, about their perceptual and behavioral patterns, and about emerging 
problems, design actions to address these problems, and describe these steps in their 
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reports. Weekly individualized feedback from the instructor provided guidance on how to 
approach specific emerging problems in practice and on how to optimize the observation, 
reflection, and action. This weekly student-instructor correspondence provided an 
opportunity for students to develop skills according to their own ability level and pace, 
and therefore addressed the problem of acquiring skills within a group of varied abilities. 
This process also generated a large amount of qualitative data that was instrumental in 
understanding and transforming the skill acquisition process by both the students and 
instructor. 
The effectiveness of the home practice reports. 
The effectiveness ofthese practice reports was evident in questionnaire comments 
an~ in students' insights and actions reported in the home practice reports. In 
questionnaires 4 and 5, students were asked to comment freely on the individualized 
home practice among the various other course activities. Most of these comments and 
responses were tagged positively (13 out of 15 in Questionnaire 4 and 9 out of 14 in 
Questionnaire 5) and included comments such as "the inclusion of the home practice 
reports encouraged me to work more" (Questionnaire 4), "it forced me to take the time 
and improve specific skills" (Questionnaire 4), "it pushed me to work on what I had the 
most trouble with" (Questionnaire 5), "it gave meaning to the course" (Questionnaire 4), 
"[it] made my goals much dearer" (Questionnaire 4), "[it] kept me more disciplined and 
organized in keeping track of my practice" (Questionnaire 4), and "these practices ... also 
helped me understand what I need[ ed] to focus on when I [was] by myself' 
(Questionnaire 4). However, not all students witnessed such positive effects. One student 
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still felt that, "more direction might have helped" (Questionnaire 5), and another noted 
that it would be useful to "set [the students] to work more specifically rather than let 
[them] do their own weekly practices" (Questionnaire 5). Another student felt that being 
required to do these reports was "a burden" (Questionnaire 5), and another felt it was 
simply "not for [him]" (Questionnaire 5). 
With these home practice reports, an autonomized transformation process took 
place throughout the second semester in the students' skill acquisition process, involving 
the students actively in evaluating their ability and performance, discovering emerging 
problems through critical reflection, acting upon these problems, and then re-evaluating 
the effects of their actions and proceeding to reflect and act upon their findings, and so 
on. Reporting these processes weekly yielded large amounts of qualitative data, which 
were coded into 1041 codes in 13 subcategories, most prominently within the 
Transformation category, but also substantively in Emotional and Mental Responses 
(Table 5.1 ). Among these codes, 824 (79 .15%) were tagged positively. 
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Table 5.1 
Codes from the Home Practice Reports by Category 
Category Codes %from total 
Category 1: Transformation 850 81.65% 
1.1 Self evaluation 154 14.79% 
1.2 Gain 105 10.09% 
1.3 Observations and working assumptions 253 24.3% 
1.4 Technique and action 299 28.72% 
1.5 Planning 39 3.75% 
Category 2: Emotional and Mental Responses 167 16.04% 
2.1 Confidence 48 4.61% 
2.2 Motivation 32 3.07% 
2.3 Self Management 44 4.23% 
2.4 Emotional Response 43 4.13% 
2.5 Expectations 0 0% 
Category 3: The Skill Acquisition Environment 24 2.31% 
3.1 Effectiveness and Balance 8 0.77% 
3.2 Difficulty Level 0 0% 
3.3 Individual Practice 2 0.19% 
3.4 Dialogue 0 0% 
3.5 Participation 0 0% 
3.6 Group 0.1% 
3.7 Usefulness 13 1.25% 
3.8 Vi be 0 0% 
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The students' reported understandings and ensuing actions provided strong 
evidence to support the effect of the home practice reports on transforming the students' 
individual skill acquisition process. There were 190 positively tagged comments in the 
Observations and Working Assumptions category, which included students' insights 
about perceptual patterns, guides, and blocks and about effective practice. Positively 
tagged comments from the Technique and Action subcategory (272 codes) and the 
Planning subcategory (39 codes) described adjustments and modifications to practice that 
were designed by the students in order to test their observations and working assumptions 
and to increase the effectiveness of their practice. 
Students' insights. 
In writing practice reports, students were required to evaluate their levels of 
success in the exercises that they chose to perform every week, to observe emerging 
problems, and to reflect upon the possible sources of these problems. They were required 
to look into their own perceptual patterns and to ,defme their confusions, attention 
problems, interfering learned perceptual patterns, and other obstacles in discrimination, 
segregation, and identification, defined here as perceptual blocks, that prevented them 
from succeeding in specific exercises. In devising action to address these problems, 
students also found or created perceptual reference points, defmed here as perceptual 
guides, which assisted them in overcoming the obstacles. Some literature related to the 
concepts of perceptual blocks and guides was reviewed in chapter 2; however, these 
concepts have not yet been studied in the context of musical ear training. 
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Perceptual blocks. 
Several examples of perceptual blocks in sound-based exercises among the many 
comments from the Observations and Working Assumptions subcategory stood out due 
to their specificity, clarity, and depth. In exercising microtonal (25 cents or less) pitch 
discrimination between two notes, one student noticed that she had to "concentrate harder 
on listening for the subtle changes when the [initial] frequencies got lower, because that's 
when everything seem[ed] to sound the same" (Student 18, Week 16). Another student 
noticed that both "the high notes and the low notes [in this exercise were] really difficult, 
[while he managed to discriminate] all the midrange [notes] ... fairly easily" (Student 17, 
Week 22). In another example, while practicing microtemporal (100 milliseconds or less) 
major triad arpeggio ordering without much success, a student noticed that he "rarely had 
the last note wrong, [and] mostly mixed up the first and second [notes]" (Student 21, 
Week20). 
Exercising attenuated spectral-band identification in musical examples, a student 
noted that attenuations of identical ratios and frequency ranges did not produce the same 
perceptual effect in different musical examples. She noticed that switching to a different 
excerpt made the identification task "a lot harder ... [since] the sounds were more 
percussive, there was much more movement, [and] all the spectral bands were somehow 
resonant" (Student 13, Week 18). This skill, in other words, was not automatically 
transferable among different contexts. In another example, when practicing tempo 
discrimination the same student ran into problems with minute tempo variation (1-2%). 
She identified the problem as a discrimination problem, "actually having a very hard time 
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just noticing a difference, even after several listens" (Student 13, Week 22). Returning to 
the exercise after a break, her discrimination of 1% tempo variations improved, but she 
ran into a problem with a musical excerpt that had "a complex rhythm, which [she could 
/ 
not] follow, having a hard time knowing when the beat is ahead or behind" (Student 13, 
Week 22). She noted that understanding the beat was necessary in order to discriminate 
the tempo variation. In practicing loudness discrimination between two identical musical 
excerpts, the same student noticed that when the exercise included the option of having 
identical loudness level between the two excerpts, it became much more difficult due to 
the tendency of "trying to find some minute differences when there [were] none" 
(Student 13, Week 20). 
Several students' insights also stood out in practice reports describing perceptual 
blocks related to tonal ear training: In practicing melodic interval identification, for 
instance, a student noted, "the thing I noticed is that I can get an almost perfect score if I 
keep the root note constant. Once I change the setting to random root, I lose all· reference 
and I can't guess the intervals properly" (Student 11, Week 22). Several other students 
described problems that could be described as tonal interference, in which identification 
of intervals or chords was negatively affected by the preceding examples due to a 
perceived sense of tonal relationships. A student noted that his performance in identifying 
perfect fourths and fifths "depend[ed] on what notes [were] being played previously" 
(Student 6, Week 15). He found that, "taking [his] time ... cleared the [interfering effect of 
the] previous intervals" (Student 6, Week 15). Another student also "found that if [he] 
took [his] time [with each] interval [he] would get it right almost every time" (Student 7, 
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Week 23), due to clearing the interfering effect of the previous ones. While practicing 
chord identification, another student felt that he was "quite confident [in identifying] 
these chords individually, however hearing them constantly in relation to each other 
[caused] certain errors [in identifying them]" (Student 20, Week 26). Tonal interference 
will be discussed further in the section about other substantive emerging problems. 
Perceptual guides. 
In their practices, students often identified certain sonic and tonal features that 
provided perceptual guides-stable reference points-that could improve their 
performance in specific ear training exercises. In other examples, students discovered that 
certain techniques or practice sequences strengthened their discrimination and 
identification abilities. For example, a student practicing microtonal discrimination 
noticed that the acoustics of the room he was practicing in had a positive effect on his 
ability to perceive minute microtonal differences between two tones. He "noticed very 
defined phase relationships due to [his] position in the room, [which caused] certain 
pitches [to be] louder and clearer, while some pitches appeared to come from inside the 
head, or struck a unique hearing anomaly. This made it easy [for him] to discriminate in 
the 15 cent difference range" (Student 25, Week 17). In the same exercise, another 
student recognized that his discriminatory strength varied at different frequency ranges. 
He "found that by having a higher initial note value (around MIDI note 90) [the task] 
became much easier" (Student 17, Week 21 ). 
Working with the spectral band identification exercise, one student found it easy 
to identify the frequency band between 250-500 Hz because it sounded to her like "98% 
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whistling and 2% ghost voices .. .like the sound of someone playing with a crystal glass" 
(Student 13, Week 17). She noted that, "it was not so pleasant to [her] ear ... [and assumed 
that] we must have more sensibility in this area" (Student 13, Week 17). However, she 
also realized later that perceptual guides are not necessarily transferable when using other 
sound examples. She explained that she "need[ ed] to adapt to different pieces ... [and] 
hook [sic] to different characteristics [ofthe] spectral bands" (Student 13, Week 19). 
For example, having trouble discriminating between band 3 (1-5kHz) and band 4 
(5-20kHz) in an EA piece that included wind sounds, she was eventually able to 
discriminate these bands by noticing that the wind "was more defined in spectral band 
4 ... [and that] when [the band] was attenuated, [the wind sound was] less apparent" 
(Student 13, Week 25). 
Another student discovered that increasing the difficulty level of the spectral band 
identification exercise improved his performance with the exercise in its initial difficulty 
level. He practiced two-octave-wide band attenuation identification on two EA pieces 
because he did not do "too well on these in class [in the previous] week" (Student 8, 
Week 20). He increased the exercise's difficulty by practicing one-octave- bands. At the 
end of his practice he tested "one of the two-octave bands sessions ... [and discovered 
that] it was extremely clear which were the 20-250 Hz, 250Hz-1kHz, 1-5kHz, and 5-20 
kHz bands" (Student 8, Week 20). 
Students also defmed perceptual guides within tonal contexts. Addressing 
problems with interval identification, students sought stable perceptual patterns or 
features that could allow them to identify intervals by comparison and relativity. For 
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example, one student identified a problem with discriminating between harmonic major 
and minor seventh, at times also confusing them with a diminished fifth. Through a 
practice session isolating major and minor sevenths intervals she noted that, "both of 
them seem[ed] to have a minor coloration to [her]" (Student 13, Week 15). She "heard 
minor seventh as belonging to the Aeolian mode ... [and] the major seventh as part of the 
Harmonic Minor [mode]" (Student 13, Week 15). Using this guide, by the end of the 
session she succeeded to improve her performance from 50% to 97% in testing with 100 
examples. Another student who identified a similar problem in major/minor seventh 
discrimination found a different guide, recognizing that, "when ... the pairing [was] more 
dissonant, it meant it was a major [seventh] and vice versa" (Student 6, Week 16). 
In some cases students anchored to a certain "color ... or a distinct ring ... [but this 
worked only] after about 20 minutes of listening and guessing ... [and] only with respect 
to one or two types of intervals" (Student 11, Week 18). In other cases students identified 
intervals by comparing them to other intervals they already knew. For example, training 
on melodic major/minor third discrimination, one student "imagin[ed] the second note 
being brought down a semi tone and hearing [whether it yielded] a third or a second" 
(Student 7, Week 16). Having trouble with harmonic sixths and sevenths, another student 
practiced major and minor sixths and sevenths in isolation, "while adding a perfect fifth to 
the group, in order to have a stable ground, permitting [her] to compare the intervals to a 
familiar one," and "noticed how the major seventh sounded [to her] so much more like 
the perfect fifth than the major sixth, which aided a lot in this exercise" (Student 18, 
Week 25). Students used similar techniques in identifying chords and modes, among 
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other things. 
Judging from these examples, it is apparent that students approached the same 
skills with various perceptual guides and methods, and that working guides and methods 
were not necessarily transferable to other contexts. What unifies these examples, 
however, is the students' observational approach in identifying problems and perceptual 
patterns and in designing methods (backup strategies) to fmd the correct answers. This 
issue will be addressed in the discussion chapter. 
Students' actions. 
Students' practice throughout the second semester was modeled after the process 
of action research, namely cyclical data gathering, reflection, and action design. This 
form of practice developed through a constant feedback loop with the instructor and as a 
result of the students being directly involved in the larger-scale action study through 
bemg informed of the emerging issues and by suggesting possible ensuing actions in the 
anonymous questionnaires. 
As the semester developed, students' actions became more purposeful and 
responsive to fmdings in their personal assessment and evaluation. Examination of 311 
positive comments in the Technique and Action and the Planning subcategories revealed 
that the two most prominent student actions were (a) designing a method for practice 
(43.09%) and (b) choosing the focus oftheir weekly practice (23.15%). The remaining 
comments described actions designed to manage the appropriate difficulty level 
(12.86%), management of resources such as time and personal energy (11.25%), actions 
designed to reassess ability level (5.14%), actions designed for gathering necessary 
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knowledge (3.22%), and setting specific goals (1.29%). 
Choice of practice. 
In 42 out of the 72 comments related to choosing the focus of the individual 
practice (58.33%), students purposefully explained and reasoned the choice of practice, 
either in relation to a weak performance in certain skills or as a follow-up to class work. 
For example, in practicing interval identification, a student "decided to focus on 4ths and 
5ths, seeing as [he] have always had difficulty distinguishing the two" (Student 6, Week 
15). In another case, a student started practicing "all the intervals ... to discover where 
[her] limits were [and discovered that she] didn't seem to have any problem with 
intervals up to a 6th, but [was] wrong almost every time with the 7th" (Student 13, Week 
15). Consequently, she practiced "only major and minor ih ... [and after doing] over a 
hundred ofthem ... [found] a way to differentiate majors from minors" (Student 13, Week 
15). In another example a student chose to practice intervals because they "have always 
been [his] brick wall" (Student 8, Week 19). In other cases, students discovered 
weaknesses during class work and chose to practice them at home. For example the same 
student decided to practice mode identification in order "to clean up some of the scales 
we have been singing first thing in the morning" (Student 8, Week 20). In another 
example, after working for "a few weeks ... with tempi discrimination in class" Student 13 
discovered that she was "almost always wrong" (Week 22) and therefore chose to focus 
on this exercise in her home practice. Many such examples can be found in the home 
practice reports. In the remaining 30 comments, students simply chose to explore new 
types of exercises or provided no reasoning for their choices. 
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Practice method. 
The largest number of comments in the Technique and Action subcategory 
describes actions designed to improve the effectiveness of the practice, including making 
effective preparations, tackling problems through exploring new angles, designing 
anchoring techniques, designing actions to improve focus and attention, practicing 
persistently through perceptual blocks, and designing scoring and evaluation methods. 
In preparing for practice, students created the appropriate environments and 
frames of mind to practice effectively. This often included practice at a comfortable level 
of difficulty before getting ready to increase it. For example, a student practicing 
rnicrotonal discrimination "started at 15 cents just to get [his] feet wet [sic]" (Student 1 7, 
Week 22), or in another example, a student "first of all ... started off at 25 cents just to get 
[her] ears tuned properly" (Student 18, Week 16). In another example, before practicing · 
intervals, one student spent time improvising on the piano and noted that, "having played 
for half [an] hour before practicing intervals had helped a lot" (Student 21, Week 16). 
In some of the methods of practice, students used the beginning minutes of the 
session to help them decide where to focus their effort. For example, in practicing tempo 
discrimination, a student first "tried out slight changes until [he] could barely tell 
[whether he] was adjusting the tempo" (Student 3, Week 19), and therefore discovered 
his perceptual threshold-the difficulty level to start practicing this exercise. In several 
other examples students tested their performance in interval identification in order to 
narrow down the focus of practice to the emerging problems, as one student described, "I 
first worked with the Interval ear trainer using all the intervals (smaller than an octave) to 
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discover where my limits were" (Student 13, Week 15). 
When discovering specific problems, students took me~hodical action to address 
these problems, sometimes through approaching the same task from different angles, 
such as practicing identification of same intervals but harmonically instead of 
melodically (Student 13, Week 15), or practicing descending intervals in addition to 
ascending intervals (Student 5, Week 23). In other cases, some students practiced certain 
skills in order to improve the performance of other skills. For example, having trouble 
while practicing mode identification, a student noted that his difficulty began with his 
weak discrimination ability between major and minor thirds. He switched to practicing 
major/minor thirds discrimination because "the third [scale degree] is what defines [the 
modality of the mode]" (Student 21, Week 18). This allowed him to "practice major and 
minor thirds discrimination in a different way, which ended up being very successful" 
(Student 21, Week 18). In practicing microtonal discrimination, another student "made 
sure to repeat [the questions he answered] incorrect[ly] and to listen to them 
harmonically" (Student 17, Week 21) in order to provide additional information to his 
perception. 
Students' actions in response to emerging problems were designed to seek 
perceptual guides to allow them to conquer the skills they were practicing, one obstacle at 
a time. For example, in practicing attenuated spectral bands identification, one student 
"tried to imagine the sound of the omitted bands when they were muted, and when they 
came back, to check if [she] was guessing right" (Student 13, Week 17), therefore 
providing a perceptual reference point for comparison. Working with specific examples 
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of the same drill, another student "notice[ d] that the decay of the reverb used was sitting 
in the 1-5kHz range and that there was a subtle sizzling sound occurring in the 5-20kHz 
range" (Student 8, Week 15), therefore providing specific perceptual guides that could be 
used to improve his performance in this drill, at least in the specific example. In working 
with identifying intervals, students often designed certain mental actions to provide them 
reference and improve their performance. For example, in discriminating between perfect 
fourth and fifths, one student tried "a new method [in which she] would resolve a perfect 
fourth to a major third [in her mind] to identify [whether indeed] it was a fourth" (Student 
23, Week 16). 
Often students noted problems with their attention span, concentration levels, and 
focus and therefore some of their actions were designed to strengthen these aspects. In 
some cases, this involved taking a strategic break, as one student humorously noted: 
"Pastas might be good for concentration, because after dinner, I had a score of 97 percent 
(after another hundred exercises)" (Student 13, Week 15). In other examples, the solution 
was simply in practicing more slowly and purposefully, as another student noted: "In 
taking my time, I found that it cleared the previous intervals [from the effects of tonal 
interference]" (Student 6, Week 15). 
One focusing technique students borrowed from class practice was adding a 
distracting element to the drills. For example, a student practiced interval discrimination 
"while in the lounge upstairs with ambient noise and while talking to [a classmate]. This 
was more to test my segregation and to help my concentration (which I've been noticing 
to be a general problem)'' (Student 4, Week 19). In another example a student "decided to 
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challenge [herself] to concentrate even more [while practicing microtonal discrimination 
with] other sound and activity going on [in her apartment]" (Student 18, Week 16). In 
other times, students introduced an unnatural distracting element, such as "listen[ing] to 
different albums while [practicing] ear training" (Student 17, Week 22). In another 
example, the student increased the difficulty level of the micro tonal discrimination 
exercise by decreasing the offset to five cents in order to improve his focus, and then "put 
the offset back at 10 and found [he] could distinguish all three [options] quite easily" 
(Student 17, Week 21). At times the choice of practice itself was designed to address 
attention problems, as a student noted "this week I decided to stick with only one thing to 
practice, in order to be more focused" (Student 18, Week 19). 
At times, the remedy to perceptual blocks was simply in persisting through the 
practice with determination and attention, which more than just a continued practice, 
demanded a certain resolve to succeed. In other words, the action designed by the 
students was simply to stick to their method until they see results. For example, in 
practicing interval identification, a student "found that [he] needed to repeat the test three 
times before [he] could score a decent mark" (Student 6, Week 16). Practicing interval 
discrimination, a student simply listened "over and over before answering" (Student 17, 
Week 21). In another case, a student having trouble with loudness discrimination 
"listened to the exercises that [she] got wrong over and over .. . now knowing the correct 
answers .. . until [she] hear[ed] a difference" (Student 13, Week 22). In a similar example, 
the same student having trouble with tempo discrimination kept "listening to each 
example until [she] perceived a difference." She added that, "after three or four listens, 
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with much concentration, [she] thought [she] could perceive a slight difference" (Student 
13, Week 23) and incidentally her score in the exercise improved from 55% to 90%. 
Students' sometimes took a more sophisticated approach in designing scoring and 
evaluation methods, where the available aural training tools themselves did not provide 
them. In one example a student practiced identifying minute microtonal differences, in 
which two tones with a microtonal offset were played sequentially, and he had to identify 
, whether the second tone was higher than, lower than, or the same as the first one. The 
tool he used for this exercise, which was programmed by this researcher, only provided 
the correct answers upon request for every individual example, and did not provide any 
scoring method for extended practice. The student began the exercise at a 30 cent 
potential offset between the two tones and gradually increased the difficulty level by 
decreasing the offset by 5 cent increments down to 15 cents. At this point, he noticed a 
recurring error in which he heard the second tone as lower than the frrst in instances when 
the two tones were identical. He also noticed that, "by having a higher initial note value 
(around midi note 90) [the exercise] became much easier" (Student 17, Week 21). 
Consequently 4e designed a procedure in which the level of difficulty-both the cent 
offset and the initial note value-was increased or decreased according to his level of 
success, as he explained: "Every time I would get a correct answer I moved the initial 
value down 2 and the offset down 1. Every time I got an incorrect answer I would 
increase the initial note value by 1 and leave the offset where it was" (Student 17, Week 
21 ). With this system he was able to work his way up in difficulty level to a 5 cent offset 
with MIDI note value of 64 (E above middle C). 
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Managing difficulty level. 
For practice to be effective, students needed to practice at appropriate difficulty 
levels, which were extremely varied among the students and various skills. Working at 
difficulty levels that were too low-where the students did not feel challenged at all-
could not push the students' attention, strengthen their motivation when they were 
successful, and did not seem to provide progress. Practicing at difficulty levels that were 
too high could not provide the students any sense of gradual progress and direction and 
could hurt their motivation. Students were therefore instructed to practice at a difficulty 
level that was just slightly above their comfort zones. The comfort zone was defmed as 
the difficulty level at which they could answer correctly 85% to 90% of the times. For 
effective difficulty level management, students needed to evaluate their ability regularly 
and understand how different exercises could be made gradually more difficult. 
Among the 40 positively tagged comments describing management of difficulty 
level in the Technique and Action subcategory, the ones concerned with a gradual 
increase of difficulty level in response to level of success in practice is the most 
prominent. In some exercises students increased the difficulty level of practice by 
discriminating smaller differences, for example, ·similarly to Student 17' s method for 
increasing the difficulty level of micro tonal discrimination, described in the Practice 
Method section, another student "first ... started off at 25 cents ... [and] after 10 
minutes . .. [switched to] 20 cents ... until [she] felt comfortable enough to move on to 15 
cents" (Student 18, Week 16). In other cases, students increased the difficulty level by 
increasing the number of options to identify. For example in working with mode 
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identification, after "doing quite consistently well" with Ionian, Aeolian, Phrygian, and 
melodic and harmonic minor modes, the student "decided [he] could now add the 
Dorian" (Student 20, Week 24). 
Students also experimented with jumping to higher or lower difficulty level to 
find out the effect of this abrupt switch on their attention. For example, in another 
instance of practicing microtonal discrimination, Student 17 "went straight for it ... with a 
nine cent offset" (Student 17, Week 22) beginning to practice microtonal discrimination 
and found that he "was getting less than half of them (regardless of how many times [he] 
repeated the notes)." He "raised the ... offset ... up to 10 [cents] and started doing much 
better" (Student 17, Week 22). In another example a student working with microtemporal 
note ordering constantly modified the difficulty level going from easier to harder and 
back to easier "from [a] lOOms to 50ms [offset] and then back up to lOOms" (Student 14, 
Week 20). With this he was able to maintain his attention and see a significant 
improvement when coming back to the lower difficulty level. 
Managing resources. 
Students paid attention to the effectiveness of their practice by observing their 
motivation and attention levels and taking action to maintain them. At tiines this meant 
designing a routine practice format, prioritizing effectively, taking a break, switching to a 
different activity, or persisting with determination. For example, a student routinely did 
"a warm-up every morning for five minutes [with] scales and modes on keyboard" 
(Student 12, Week 20). The student chose to practice for short periods every day because 
she felt she "[couldn't] practice for more then 20 minutes a day" (Student 12, Week 15). 
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Students chose to take breaks for a few hours or sometimes a few days from 
certain activities in order to maintain their connection to the practice, as one student 
explained: "I realized that when I [practice intervals] for too long my results have a 
tendency to just [get] lower in percentage. I attribute that to me just getting annoyed and 
rushing through them" (Student 4, Week 17). Another student noted a similar effect when 
practicing intervals for a long time, "4x100 scored sets ... noting every result, trying to get 
them better and better but ... apparently digressing ... [feeling that] maybe [his] brain is 
playing tricks on [him]" (Student 5, Week 17). 
Some students were able to remain motivated and persist for longer periods with 
certain problematic skills. For example, a student practicing mode identification decided 
to keep "practice[ing] them until [she] succeed[ed]" and was eventually "able to 
recognize [all of them] without many mistakes" (Student 18, Week 22). She expressed 
being "glad [she] persevered, even when [she] thought it was useless [to do so]" (Student 
18, Week 22). Another student was motivated by the fact that she "did pretty badly in the 
[one-octave band attenuation identification] exercises in class" and "decided to face the 
challenge" by spending "a moment to really assimilate the difference, to compare, and to 
let the spectral information settle down in [her] mind" (Student 13, Week 17). She noted, 
"what [she] really needed [in order to] get more familiar with the one octave spectral 
bands were long listening periods" (Student 13, Week 17). 
Several other students also noted better results when taking the time to listen to 
each question. As one student noted, while practicing sound-based ear training with the 
Neumann contest application: "I find that in order to get the best results you really have 
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to spend a lot of time with each question and really listen to the sound files multiple times 
along with the explanations to truly understand and keep the information imprinted in 
your brain" (Student 4, Week 21). Working with microtonal discrimination while also 
playing a distracting music in the background, another student had trouble discriminating 
between tuned and untuned tones at 15 cent offset. He "spen[t] a couple of minutes just 
listening to tuned notes, singing along at full volume ... [which] actually seem[ ed] to help" 
(Student 17, Week 22). 
Other Substantive Emerging Problems 
The constant flow of data throughout the course underwent ongoing critical 
reflection and was addressed with more depth in the end-of-cycle reflections. I recorded 
all emerging problems, related action plans, and follow-up data in the researcher logs. All 
emerging problems were addressed to the extent the restricted timeframe of the action 
study allowed, in some cases only through being noted as points of awareness. Table 5.2 
lists all of the emerging problems recorded in the researcher logs through the four cycles 
of data collection, critical reflection, and action design. The numbering system includes 
the cycle number followed by a chronological number within each cycle. 
Table 5.2 
Emerging Problems, Needs, and Irregular Data Recorded in Researcher Log Items 
# Emerging problem 
1.1 Initial EA-ACT testing shows class-wide weak performance in omitted spectral band 
identification. 
1.2 Initial EA-ACT testing yielded extremely high scores in the loudness and tempo discrimination 
subtests, among them many perfect scores. These subtests' difficulty level may be too easy to 
allow recording skill acquisition. 
1.3 In-class interval testing demonstrated a class-wide problem with melodic minor thirds being 
confused with sixths. 
2.1 The skill variable calculation, initially intended to provide a quantitative measurement of skill 
acquisition is not valid. 
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2.2 Success in the phonetic dictation subtest in EA-ACT can be achieved by exclusively by a number 
of different skills. The data from this subtest cannot be attached to specific skills. 
2.3 In-class testing demonstrated recurring problems in discriminating between major and minor 
thirds. The problem may be related to tonal interference. 
2.4 The second MAT-1 testing demonstrated a substantial improvement in interval discrimination in 
note patterns but a slight regression in interval discrimination in phrases. 
2.5 Students with above-average participation scores demonstrated substantially larger improvements 
in repeated EA-ACT and MAT ~cores . 
2.6 Ongoing quantitative data collection and analysis provides little valid findings due to the small 
sample size and irregularity of attendance. 
2.7 A discrepancy between students' assessment of their improvement in meter discrimination (very 
low) and their actual improvement in repeated MAT testing (very high) 
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2.8 A discrepancy between students' assessment of their improvement in spectral band identification 
(very low) and their actual improvement in repeated EA-ACT tes.ting (extremely high) 
2.9 Very low and inconsistent improvement in microtemporal discrimination scores in repeated EA-
ACT testing 
2.10 Students requested more immediate feedback on class work 
2.11 Students requested a more efficient way to practice their aural skills at home 
2.12 Students' assessments of the coursework's difficulty level is extremely varied among the different 
exercises. 
2.13 Some students complained about the warm-up routine being too short and too early in the 
morning. 
3.1 Although students constantly ask for more home practice resources, the majority of them do not 
seem to use the resources they were given. 
3.2 Class discussions in classes 29 and 30 reveal unexpected variations in difficulty levels in loudness 
discrimination when using different sound examples 
3.3 Practicing microtonal discrimination with the Eartoner tool turns out to be ineffective due to 
design flaws 
3.4 Working with the newly designed microtonal discrimination program, students are more 
successful in recognizing mistuned fifths melodically than harmonically. 
3.5 Identifying one-octave spectral band attenuations turns out to be extremely difficult; in-class 
testing results shows no improvement 
4.1 Three examples in the tempo discrimination exercises in classes 43 and 44 proved to be too 
difficult for the class due to the ambiguity of the excerpts' rhythm 
4.2 A class discussion reveals that students do not understand the concept of a V-1 progression having 
different strengths of resolution, depending on whether the chords are in root position or inversion 
and whether the motion from the leading tone to the tonic appears in the soprano voice or not. 
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As evident in Table 5.2, emerging problems in the first cycle were primarily 
related to irregular results in the first testing. In the first few weeks of the study, both 
instructor and students were getting acquainted with the processes, the exercises, and 
their effectiveness. There was not yet a clear point of reference to discover emerging 
issues, obstacles, and inefficiencies. The first three research log items addressed localized 
problems in the testing itself and identified preliminarily problematic areas. These issues 
were addressed locally by related in-class activities and tests. 
The second cycle of the study began after the second questionnaire and the 
second EA-ACT and MAT testing, which provided large amounts of qualitative and 
quantitative data for critical reflection. With these data and with a more established 
routine (warm-up, in-class activities and tests, and homework assignments) many 
issues-both local and larger-scale in nature-emerged and were recorded in researcher 
log items (during the study cycle and at its end). The emergent issues in this cycle yielded 
the most important transformative processes by far, as previously described in this 
chapter regarding skill acquisition within a group and the resultant need to develop 
autonomous practice. After acting upon these problems and setting up new working 
methods throughout Cycles 3 and 4-primarily the home practice reports and the in-class 
pre- and post-discussion testing routine-the researcher log items in Cycles 3 and 4 dealt 
primarily with localized issues that were addressed through designing and modifying 
specific exercises and ear training tools. 
While all emerging issues were part of the ongoing transformation, this section 
will provide detail on several larger-scale issues that emerged from researcher log items 
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2.1-2.9, which strongly represent the transformative nature of the action study in the 
context of aural skill acquisition, and which also had long-lasting implications for this ear 
training course in the following years. 
Limited validity of Quantitative Measurements 
Data collection in this study was initially planned to rely on large amounts of 
quantitative skill measurements, including music achievement tests, EA-ACT, in-class 
tests, homework assignments, and quantification of students' attitudes on rating scale 
questionnaires. Since the studied course is one-of-a-kind, the study was limited to the 
intact class, and the limited external validity due to the small sample number were 
balanced by large amounts of ongoing data collection. While the large amounts of data 
were useful for ongoing critical reflection, and pointed towards potential emerging issues _ 
and necessary action design, they proved to be insufficient for understanding the issues in 
depth and for effective action design. In addition to the small sample size, student 
attendance issues, incomplete work, and the fact that the necessary skills themselves and 
their measurement in the context of electroacoustic ear training are not standardized 
reduced the validity and reliability of the data even further. 
Inconsistencies between quantitative and qualitative data. 
The limited validity became suspect during the second cycle where some 
quantitative measurements appeared to be inconsistent with the course activities and with 
qualitative data. For example, researcher logs 2.7 and 2.8 showed discrepancies between 
students' achievements in meter discrimination and spectral band identification and the 
students' sense of improvement as recorded in the questionnaires. In Questionnaire 2, 
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students (n = 13) ranked their improvement in meter discrimination as below fairly 
improved (mean= .4) and the effectiveness of the training in this respect as only fairly 
effective (mean= .5), but the MAT testing of this skill demonstrated the second highest 
score increase (difference = .11) among all the tested skills. Similarly, students ranked 
their sense of improvement in spectral band identification between fairly improved and 
very improved (mean= .52) and the effectiveness of the training betweenfairly effective 
and very effective (mean= .63), which, though encouraging, were not the highest scores, 
while in fact EA-ACT testing showed this skill to be substantially more improved than all 
the others (difference= .23). 
In Researcher Log 2. 7, I provided potential causes for the discrepancy in meter 
discrimination, including the possibility that (a) participants who filled out the 
anonymous questionnaires were different from those who completed the tests, (b) 
students were not aware that they improved, (c) students improved but did not feel 
confident, and (d) the sample size was too small to provide valid data. The potential 
causes given in Researcher Log 2.8 regarding the discrepancy· in spectral band 
identification were very similar to those in Researcher Log 2. 7. Additionally, I noted the 
possibility that students felt "burnt out" by over-practicing spectral band identification 
through the preceding weeks, which may have affected students' views of their 
improvement, as one student wrote that he "[felt] stuck because we stay[ ed] too long on 
[this] one skill" (Questionnaire 2). 
While it is difficult to ascertain the effect of these discrepancies, students' 
responses in the questionnaires showed that the issues of skill acquisition go far beyond 
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mere numbers, and rely on students' motivation, attention, attendance, discipline, and 
learning skills, among other factors. The action designed in both researcher log items was 
primarily to gather more quantitative and qualitative data on these skills by performing 
focused in-class testing, pre- and post-discussion, a format that was utilized in most class 
activities throughout Cycles 3 and 4 (recorded in Researcher Log 2.10). 
Problems in quantification of skill acquisition. 
Another problem that emerged in the quantitative data collection was in the 
attempt to quantify acquisition of specific skills. This study focused on 15 skills in order 
to provide focus and direction in data collection and goal setting. These 15 skills 
consisted of 8 EA skills that were deemed necessary according to a survey I conducted 
(Tsabary, 2009) and 7 traditional (tonal and metric) skills that were defmed in.Music 
Achievement Tests 1 and 2 (Colwell, 1968). Quantifying the EA skills in relation to the 
tests in EA-ACT proved to be problematic because many of the tests required, or 
allowed, multiple skills to complete. For example, identifying omitted spectral bands 
(subtest 2) required the ability to segregate sounds from a simultaneous mix (skill 1), to 
segregate sonic occurrences in time (skill2), to discriminate timbre (skill 3), and to 
identify loudness differences (skill6). It was difficult to measure the extent of each skill ' s 
role is in making correct identification, and quite likely it varied among the students. 
Similarly, in subtest 5, students had to identify a recurring phoneme in a series of similar 
phonemes. As noted in Researcher Log 2.2, success in this activity may have depended 
exclusively on timbral discrimination (skill3), loudness discrimination (6), pitch 
discrimination (skill 9), rhythmic ability (skill 12), or other skills. 
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Critical reflection and action. 
The initial design of the study included a quantitative skill variable, which was to 
be calculated from the repeated EA-ACT and MAT tests, but this proved to be an 
unsuccessful approach. In Researcher Log 2.1, it was noted that the skill variable was 
"not an accurate measurement because many drills involve[ d] more than one skill" and 
due to the small sample of participants. It was further assumed that with such a small 
group of participants "quantitative data [could] only serve as a guide for further study" 
due to the limited'validity, and the action which stemmed from this assumption was to 
omit the skill variable calculation and to assess skills "based on repeated measure testing 
[combined with] qualitative data from class discussions and questionnaires" (Researcher 
Log 2.1). This action was a turning point in regards to data collection in the study, and 
was followed with a much more extensive qualitative data collection, as defined in 
Researcher Log 2.6. 
Researcher Log 2.6 questioned "the validity of designing actions based primarily 
on quantitative findings" due to several facts, including (a) the futility of the skill variable 
as described in Researcher Log 2.1, (b) the inconsistent numbers of participants in the 
tests and questionnaires due to attendance and participation issues, and (c) discrepant and 
illogical data such as described in researcher logs 2.7 and 2.8 among others. In small-
sample groups, individual discrepancies had a more significant effect on the means and 
therefore the quantitative data could not reliably describe large-scale trends. Qualitative 
data, on the other hand, could provide specific information and insights about certain 
findings . For example, measuring difference-scores in auditory-visual rhythm 
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discrimination (MAT 2, subtest 3B) between first and second MAT testing, "students 
who had below average participation ... had a 0.14 points edge over students of above 
average participation" (Researcher Log 2.6). Participation was measured individually as a 
count of classes attended, homework handed-in, and tests taken. Looking deeper into the 
results showed that, "this was strongly affected by two above average students who were 
not very present but who personally confessed to have worked much at home to 
compensate" (Researcher Log 2.6). The qualitative data-the story-behind these 
findings was key in explaining the discrepant findings. 
The action designed in response to this realization was a decision that 
"quantitative data will be always compared with relevant qualitative data before guiding 
action design" (Researcher Log 2.6). The data collection for this action study was 
transformed from that point on, and focused primarily on qualitative findings, with the 
help of quantitative measurements to support the findings, or to guide further data 
collection. Following up on this change of approach, the in-class pre-and-post-discussion 
testing format was created (Researcher Log 2.1 0) and the home practice reports were 
implemented in Cycles 3 and 4 (researcher logs 2.11 and 3.1 ). 
Tonal Interference 
Many problems related to specific skills were identified and described in the 
home practice reports for each individual student, and some other problems of a more 
global nature were found in class discussions and questionnaires. Those relating to the 
research questions of this study have been described in the previous sections of this 
chapter, and the more localized. ones have been generally addressed on a class-by-class 
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basis and in the ongoing communication between instructor and students. The issue of 
tonal interference in traditional aural training, however, has been a foundational, 
recurring roadblock in all of the tonal ear training during the study, especially interval 
identification. Since being defined in the second cycle ofthis study (Researcher Log 2.3), 
it was brought to the awareness of the students in all their tonal training during the study 
and in the EA aural training courses that have occurred since. 
The term tonal interference is used here to describe a type of tonality-based 
contextual interference in one's perception, which may affect the ability to perceive the 
modality (major/minor) of intervals-primarily thirds and sixths-correctly. It is an 
incorrect, overarching tonal contextualization of sequences of isolated intervals which 
has a misleading effect on listeners' ability to identify the intervals' modalities. An 
example that effectively demonstrates this effect is in playing the two thirds of a major 
triad consecutively-a major third between notes 1 and 3 of the triad and then a minor 
third between notes 3 and 5. For many listeners, the minor third may still be perceived in 
the context of the major triad and therefore sounds major in modality. 
The problem was initially identified during class testing of major/minor third 
discrimination. It was apparent that at some points during the tests, the task of telling 
whether a third was major or minor was more difficult for the majority of the students 
than in other times. It seemed that the skills involved in discriminating the modality of 
isolated intervals were contextual in nature-not really isolated. The misleading context 
seemed to form in the students' perception primarily in relation to the immediately 
preceding intervals (Researcher Log 2.3). 
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The action that was designed to address this issue was to gather preliminary data 
regarding trends in tonal interference, primarily regarding whether specific pairs of thirds 
resulted in increased or decreased identification success rates. In-class major/minor third 
discrimination tests were designed in which all combinations of thirds following other 
thirds, all intervals within the octave apart, were tested. In other words, all possible 
combinations of pairs ofthirds (major-major, major-minor, minor-major, minor-minor) 
were played, with all possible intervals between a minor second and an octave between 
the root notes of the two thirds. These tests were carried out with harmonic (n = 12) and 
melodic (n = 13) thirds in four installments to avoid mental fatigue. The findings of these 
tests are displayed in tables 5.3 and 5.4, which show the mean scores of identification of 
the second of two consecutive thirds. For example, the highest scoring pair (mean= .94) 
in the harmonic thirds test (Table 5.3) was in identifying a major third that came after a 
minor third with a root note a major sixth below. 
Scores in the top 1 0% are boxed and scores in the bottom 1 0% are shaded in the 
tables. Overall, the scores in discriminating melodic thirds were stronger than in 
harmonic thirds. The combinations posing the least challenge were (a) a harmonic major 
third following a minor third that was a major sixth, a minor sixth, a perfect fourth, or a 
minor second below; (b) a harmonic minor third following a minor third that was a minor 
seventh below; (c) a harmonic minor third following a major third that was a perfect fifth 
or a minor seventh below; (d) a melodic major third following a major third that was a 
major third below; and (e) a melodic minor third following a major third that was a 
perfect fifth, a minor seventh, or a major seventh below. 
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The most noticeable problems were in (a) identifying a harmonic major third 
following a major third that was an augmented fourth below; (b) a harmonic major third 
following a minor third that was a perfect fifth or a minor seventh below; (c) a harmonic 
minor third following a minor third that was a major second, a major third, a perfect 
fourth, or a perfect fifth below; (d) a harmonic minor third following a major third that 
was a minor second, a minor sixth, or a major sixth below; (e) a melodic major third 
following a major third that was a major seventh below; (f) a melodic minor third 
following a minor third that was a minor second or an augmented fourth below; and (g) a 
melodic minor third following a major third that was a major second, a minor third, or a 
major third below it. 
There were no major conflicts between the findings in harmonic and melodic 
thirds, though the strongest and weakest points were different. Identifying a minor third 
following a major third that was a perfect fifth or a minor seventh below was strong in 
both melodic and harmonic thirds. 
Table 5.3 
Tonal Interference in Discriminating Harmonic Thirds 
Interval Min3>Min3 Ma"3>Min3 
Min2 0.67 0.44 
Maj 2 0.63 0.45 0.67 
Min3 0.75 0.71 0.75 
Maj 3 0.81 0.38 0.63 
P4 0.92 0.52 0.81 
Aug4 0.53 0.83 0.75 0.58 
P5 0.71 0.44 0.55 0.92 
Min6 0.56 0.92 0.67 0.25 
Maj 6 0.63 0.94 0.85 0.56 
Min7 0.81 0.50 0.92 0.92 
Maj 7 0.75 0.58 0.90 0.63 
P8 0.75 0.58 0.63 0.69 
Note . The top 10% are boxed with lines; the bottom 10% are highlighted in gray. 
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Table 5.4 
Tonal Interference in Discriminating Melodic Thirds 
Interval Min3>Ma'3 Min3>Min3 Ma'3>Min3 
Min2 0.93 0.67 0.92 
Maj2 0.83 0.76 0.64 
Min3 0.92 0.74 0.67 
Maj 3 0.92 0.89 0.67 
P4 0.91 0.87 0.75 0.75 
Aug4 0.87 0.80 0.67 0.80 
P5 0.83 0.83 0.83 1.00 
Min6 0.75 0.91 0.80 0.73 
Maj 6 0.83 0.92 0.89 0.92 
Min? 0.92 0.92 0.91 1.00 
Maj 7 0.67 0.91 0.86 1.00 
P8 0.75 0.91 0.92 0.92 
Note. The top 10% are boxed with lines; the bottom 10% are highlighted in gray. 
These findings are only preliminary and more data are required in order to 
understand the effects of tonal interference more specifically in individual cases. 
Quantitative data can provide more specific information about tonal interference trends 
and qualitative data may provide possible reasons for the tonal interference. In this study, 
the effects of tonal interference served as a point of awareness in tonal ear training 
exercises. The students were aware of the possibility of tonal interference and considered 
it in their responses. 
Participation 
Students' participation scores were a count of their involvement in all the 
activities in the course, including the in-class drills, exams, and assignments, and were 
therefore affected primarily by attendance and completion of the course's required work. 
Participation level was problematic throughout the study, measured at 49% in Cycle 1, 
58% in Cycle 2, 47% in Cycle 3, and 46% in Cycle 4, and was addressed in two 
researcher logs in the second cycle. As previously described, the negative effect of the 
low participation and irregular attendance on the quantitative data validity lead to an 
increased amount of qualitative data collection (Researcher Log 2.6). Additionally, 
difference scores between the first and second EA-ACT and MAT tests were higher 
among students with above-average participation (Researcher Log 2.5). 
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To address the problem of low participation, I added questions in questionnaires 
3, 4, and 5 that asked the students to assess their level of participation (Researcher Log 
2.5). In Questionnaire 3 the students were also asked, "what changes in the course or in 
[themselves] would increase [their] participation" (Questionnaire 3). The working 
assumption in designing this course of action was that bringing the issue of participation 
to the students' awareness would increase their motivation to participate'' (Researcher 
Log 2.5), which proved incorrect considering the further drop in participation level in 
Cycles 3 and 4. 
These questionnaires yielded 20 negatively tagged responses in the Participation 
category and provided some insights into possible causes of the low participation. In six 
instances, students confessed their low level of participation or attendance, in responses 
such as "I could be more active in our warm-ups [sic]" (Questionnaire 3), "I may not 
have contributed [to the in-class discussions]" (Questionnaire 3), "I honestly love coming 
and hate myself every time I miss [class]" (Questionnaire 3), "my participation in this 
course was fairly poor" (Questionnaire 3), and others. In one comment, a student 
suggested, "students could pick to go to the classes that focus on the subjects they are 
having trouble with" (Questionnaire 3). In four responses, students explained the reasons 
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for their inadequate participation, for example one student explained that, "repetitive 
training ... play[ed] a part in creating poor motivation on [his] part towards participating 
consistently" (Questionnaire 3). Another student stated that, "in the first semester ... [the 
course] was new and [he] was more involved" (Questionnaire 5). In two responses 
students acknowledged the value of participation, as one student stated that, "[he had] no 
doubts [he] could have improved astronomically from the previous term had [he] been 
attending more diligently" (Questionnaire 5). 
Problems in Emotional and Mental Responses 
Data analysis of questionnaires and home practice reports uncovered several 
interrelated problems in the skill acquisition process related to the students' mental and 
emotional states, including low self-confidence, motivational lapses, negative emotional 
responses, and disciplinary obstacles to self-management. Each of these problems was 
addressed specifically in one-on-one communications between students and instructor 
and did not yield large-scale action design. However, discussing and defining self-
confidence problems, motivational lapses, self-management issues, and negative 
emotional responses allowed the instructor and students to understand some of the 
potential interruptions to the skill acquisition process and to attempt resolving them. 
Furthermore, these potential problems served as points of awareness in designing the EA 
ear training courses in later years. 
Low self-confidence. 
In 31 out of 57 negatively tagged comments in the Confidence subcategory (18 in 
the questionnaires and 13 in the practice reports), students expressed lack of confidence 
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regarding their understanding of the skill acquisition process, especially in relation to 
taking necessary actions to improve their skill, as one student explained: "there is a lot of 
material that I subconsciously understand but [I] do not fully comprehend how to focus in 
on it and develop further" (Questionnaire 1 ). For several students, the method, especially 
the EA exercises that they performed in EA-ACT, was new and unfamiliar, as one 
student noted that, "most of this material [was] new ... and wasn't really what [he] 
expected before the start of the year" (Questionnaire 2). One student felt that with these 
new skills he couldn't "know yet how good [his] aural abilities [were]," (Questionnaire 1) 
and in Questionnaire 2 a student noted that he "[didn't] know how to practice ... the EA 
part of ear training ... [though he expected he would] understand soon" (Questionnaire 2). 
In several cases, the students were unsure where to focus their attention, how to approach 
the ear training exercises in order to improve, and stated that they "need to understand 
what we are listening to" or that they would prefer to "have some ideas of what to listen 
for before [performing the exercises]" (Questionnaire 2). Some students complained 
about (3) low confidence in certain areas of the course, in the comments "the vocabulary 
and concepts [of tonal harmony] are much higher than I am able to understand at the 
moment" (Questionnaire 2) and "the 'time' dimension of music remains a mystery for 
me" (Questionnaire 1). In one questionnaire response, a student expressed a lack of 
confidence in the teachability of the learned skills, as expressed in the response "I feel 
that my ability in [some of the EA skills] may develop only slightly if at all, because they 
are of a less teachable nature" (Questionnaire 1 ). 
A low confidence in one's knowledge of the correct procedures for efficient 
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training could be expected in the early stages of learning a new technique. Out of the 18 
negatively tagged responses taken from the anonymous questionnaires stating a lack of 
confidence regarding understanding and focus, 1 7 were given in the first semester 
(questionnaires 1 and 2) and only 1 in the second semester (Questionnaire 4). The 13 
comments taken from the home practice reports, focused mostly on students' lack of 
confidence in understanding the process and method of their own practice. For example, 
while working with spectral band identification, a student complained about difficulties 
discriminating among the different bands even in the familiarization stage, which resulted 
in her "not feeling confident yet" (Student 13, Week 18). In Week 20 students 
complained about being unsure "what it is that breaks the level of concentration" 
(Student 7) in practicing interval identification and about an inability to "focus properly" 
(Student 18) in practicing mode identification. The latter student questioned whether "it 
[was] the way [she was] practicing" that gave her trouble (Student 18, Week 20). In other 
cases, a student noted, "I still feel as if my grasp of the ... intervals/scales/chords ... basics 
isn't exactly where I want it" (Student 4, Week 22). 
In other comments, mostly in Cycles 3 and 4, students expressed low self-efficacy 
(Bandura, 1986)-a lack of confidence in their ability to achieve or to keep up with the 
rest of the class-as evident in the response "I sometimes feel like I am not sure exactly 
where I stand with certain skills" (Questionnaire 2), the comment "I am probably the only 
one who has trouble with [mode identification] in the class" (Student 18, Week 20), and 
"I predict I will do miserably bad" in the Neumann contest exercise (Student 4, Week 
18), among others. Low self-efficacy has been shown to have a negative effect on student 
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achievement (McCormick & McPherson, 2003). In comparing their level of achievement 
to others', struggling students situate themselves in a competitive mindset, which may 
have a negative effect on their motivation (Kingsbury, 1988). 
Motivational lapses. 
With 70 comments overall (38 from the questionnaires and 32 from the home 
practice reports), Motivation was the third largest subcategory in Emotional and Mental 
Responses. Among these comments, 12 were negatively tagged (seven in questionnaires 
1-3 and five in the home practice reports), all describing and explaining a certain lack of 
motivation. For example, a student stated that he "los[t] interest in [the tonal training] 
part of the course, [and felt that he] need[ed] challenge" (Questionnaire 2). Another 
student complained that the course did not provide sufficient guidance and that he needed 
"to improvise in order to stay connected to the material" (Questionnaire 2). Other 
students complained that their motivation was hurt due to the course's "repetitive training 
nature" and to not having sufficient "realization of the benefits of each class" . 
(Questionnaire 3). Another student stated that he "never [felt] the need to do more than 
the assignments" at home. 
In the second semester, some students noted motivational lapses that resulted 
from poor performance in their individualized home practice. For example, describing 
her work with harmonic interval identification, a student wrote that, "it was a real mess 
[and that she] was totally discouraged" (Student 13, Week 16). She dramatically added 
that, "[it] seemed like everything [she] had learned and practiced before was lost." In 
another instance, planning to practice spectral band identification repeatedly for several 
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weeks, this same student gave up after three weeks and wrote that, "[she] realized that it 
would just lead to tiredness," and maintained that she "need[ed] a break" (Student 13, 
Week 20). In another example, a student described a motivational pattern he was trying to 
overcome, stating that, "[he has] attempted to study music several times throughout [his] 
life and ... was always faced with a challenge when approaching intervals (thus, [his] 
attempts would end)" (Student 8, Week 19). 
As described in Chapter 3, self-efficacy is interdependent with achievement. 
Higher self-efficacy have been linked to higher achievements (McPherson, 2003 ), but 
according to Lehmann et al. (2007) higher achievement also supports self-efficacy; 
"Generally speaking, success breeds more success" (Lehmann et al., 2007, p. 55). When 
students attribute the cause of their failure to ap. external factor that is beyond their 
control such as a lack of talent (low self-efficacy) their motivation is affected negatively 
(Lehmann et al., 2007). 
Negative emotional responses. 
The second largest subcategory in Emotional and Mental Responses was 
Emotional Response with 73 comments and responses (30 in the questionnaire and 43 in 
the home practice reports). This subcategory included emotionally driven statements of a 
variety of feelings that were not necessarily classifiable in any of the other subcategories. 
These statements were held together by their intensity of emotion as described by the 
students. Out ofthe 18 negatively-tagged comments in this category, 14 were from the 
home practice reports and were primarily based on responses to difficult or failed 
individual home practice. It is quite likely that though not stated as such, such negative 
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emotional responses had an effect ori motivation and self-efficacy. For example one 
student felt "just disappointed and upset because [she] lost time trying to organize an 
exercise instead of really practicing spectral bands" (Student 13, Week 19); another 
student felt that she was "wasting [her] time, or that there [was] something [she was] 
doing completely wrong for scales ... keeping [her] from making significant progress" 
(Student 18, Week 20). In other examples students felt that their "week was a complete 
disaster" (Student 18, Week 22), "ended ... throwing [the] mouse across the room" 
(Student 7, Week 23), or felt "annoyed with intervals ... [questioning whether] there will 
ever be a point where [he] can get them 100% of the time" (Student 4, Week 25), among 
other responses. 
The four responses in the questionnaires included two responses in Questionnaire 
1, one expressing annoyance about the usage of pink noise in the exercises, and the other 
a concern by a student about tinnitus. In Questionnaire 5, two students expressed 
retrospectively being overwhelmed at the beginning of the year, as one student wrote: 
"[in] the first week of classes, I could not imagine myself being competent at those 
exercises" (Questionnaire 5). 
Obstacles to self-management. 
With the exception of one response from the questionnaires, comments related to 
this subcategory came predominantly from the weekly practice reports, due to its concern 
with individual personal conditions that affected ear training performance, efficiency, or 
practice time. Out of 45 comments, 32 were tagged negatively and consisted of 12 
comments describing lack of sleep, exhaustion, and tiredness (10 of them from a single 
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student), 6 comments describing time management issues, and 14 comments describing a 
variety of problems relating to discipline, concentration, and distractions. 
Examples of comments about sleep-related problems came primarily from one 
student in her practice reports throughout the second semester, including comments such 
as "this week I did not do too good [sic], probably because of lack of sleep" (Student 18, 
Week 17), "even the easy ones are tough for me ... due to the fact that I am very overtired 
and mentally exhausted, because of school and work" (Student 18, Week 21 ), and "I must 
admit that my overall sleep for the weekend was a total of eight hours, which results in ... 
having much trouble even staying awake to write ... and do my practice" (Student 18, 
Week 26). Comments from the practice reports relating to time management issues 
included comments such as "I was only able to work on [my weekly practice] for about 
30-45 minutes, [having a] rough week with a ... paper that was due [on] Friday, so I didn't 
really get a chance to challenge myself further" (Student 8, Week 18), "I am very much 
submerged with homework at the moment" (Student 18, Week 19), and "I've been very 
stressed as I have a rave I'm organizing coming up" (Student 4, Week 24). 
The remaining 14 codes were made of comments describing discipline problems 
such as "I went on a drunk soundwalk" (Student 21, Week 18), "I am going to try and be 
more diligent about [practice] and try and get into more of a routine" (Student 9, Week 
19), and "I should try to wake up on time to make the fust 10 minutes of class where we 
go over scales" (Student 4, Week 25), comments describing concentration problems such 
as "I can't practice for more than 20 minutes a day" (Student 12, Week 15) and "I feel a 
little off' (Student 4, Week 22), and comments describing external distractions such as "a 
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romance ensued, and unfortunately I have been quite out of sorts since then" (Student 8, 
Week 25). 
Summary 
Transformation occurred in the students' skill acquisition process through action 
research techniques on both the small- and large-scale levels throughout the ear training 
course. Both the skill acquisition environment (the course) and the students' practice 
habits transformed, the former strongly through the addition of the pre- and post-
discussion testing to the classroom routine, among other adjustments, and the latter 
primarily through the addition of the weekly home practice reports as a homework 
assignment. Both of these adjustments took place in Cycles 3 and 4. 
Skill Acquisition within a Large Group with Varying Abilities 
The pre- and post-discussion testing format was added to address problems of 
skill acquisition in a large group of students with varying skill levels-evidenced from 
MAT and EA-ACT testing-including imbalances in the difficulty levels of the in-class 
exercises, insufficient attention to individual students, and conflicting students' 
expectations and requests regarding the course's foci. The pre- and post-discussion 
testing format also fulfilled frequent requests by students for more immediate feedback 
regarding their class work and for the ability to learn from their peers. Additionally, the 
discussion between exercises fostered a cooperative learning environment, which has 
been shown to have positive effects on students' motivation across all ability levels, as 
opposed to competitive environments that motivate primarily students of high ability 
levels (Austin, 1991). In three in-class surveys, conducted to gather further data about the 
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effectiveness ofthe discussion between tests, 82.22% ofthe students' responses indicated 
positive effects on their skill acquisition, though no immediate quantitative results were 
evident in the tests' scores. 
The Need for Autonomous Practice 
The need for autonomous practice emerged from the same proble~ mentioned 
above-skill acquisition within a large group setting by students of varying skill levels, 
and concurrently with the addition of the pre- and post-discussion format, it was 
addressed in Cycle 2 by providing students with resources to practice at home 
(Researcher Log 2.11 ). In Cycle 3 it was observed that students were continuing to 
request assistance and means for practicing individually at home and that they were not 
using the resources provided for them in Cycle 2 (Researcher Log 3.1 ). With the working 
assumptions that students were not sufficiently motivated to practice autonomously and 
did not have the means to do so efficiently, weekly home practice reports were added to 
their homework assignments in order to provide extrinsic motivation (grading) to practice 
and to observe practice. To provide the students the means for effective, transformative 
practice, the reports were designed around the concepts of action research, namely 
observation, critical reflection, and action design. 
Regular instructor feedback assisted the students in their practice as well as in 
their observation and achievement measurement, critical reflection, identification of 
emerging problems, and design of ensuing actions. The practice reports also provided 
large amounts of qualitative data that were instrumental in understanding and addressing 
group-wide emerging issues related to individualized skill acquisition. Through these 
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weekly, individualized communications, the instructor was also able to deal with 
localized obstacles in the students' skill acquisition processes related to mental and 
emotional responses, such as motivational lapses, low self-confidence, and negative 
emotional responses, and to offer advice in managing resources such as time and energy. 
In addition to evidence from questionnaires 4 and 5 and positives comments from 
the home practice reports, the transformative effectiveness of these reports on the skill 
acquisition process was most strongly apparent in the students' reported insights and 
actions. Most notably, students observations about perceptual blocks-specific obstacles 
that prevented their success in specific exercises, which allowed them the opportunity to 
design perceptual guides-reference points that helped them in overcoming their 
obstacles. The perceptual blocks students defined included problems related to hearing 
differences when there were none and specific acoustic (frequency, amplitude, space), 
psychoacoustic (pitch, loudness, spatial perception, timbre) and musical factors (rhythmic 
complexity, tonal interference, and others) that negatively affected discrimination ability. 
The perceptual guides students discovered and devised included acoustic, 
psychoacoustic, and tonal (modality, tension/resolution) elements that improved 
discrimination and identification ability. 
An analysis of 311 comments related to students' actions from the home practice 
reports included actions related to (a) practice-method design (43.09%), (b) choosing 
skills and drills to practice (23.15%), (c) managing difficulty levels (12.86%), (d) 
reassessing ability (5.14%), (e) gathering necessary knowledge (3.22%), and (f) setting 
specific goals (1.29%). As described previously, the majority of these actions were 
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designed in response to emerging problems found in critical reflection. Choosing the 
skills to practice was often a result of previously found weaknesses, following up on 
previous work, and, sometimes, personal interests. Practice-method design included 
discovering and using perceptual guides for overcoming perceptual blocks, using various 
techniques to practice the same skills, and designing exercises for strengthening attention 
(for example, the use of distracting elements), among others. Difficulty level 
management was usually based on a gradual increase of difficulty in response to the level 
of success. 
Other Substantive Problems 
Among other problems that emerged in critical reflection throughout the course, 
the several that stood out for having long-term implication~ were (a) a limited validity of 
the quantitative data; (b) tonal interference; (c) low participation; and (d) emotional and 
mental responses, including low self-confidence, motivational lapses, negative emotional 
responses, and obstacles to self-management. 
Due to the small sample size, student attendance issues, incomplete work, and the 
fact that the necessary skills themselves and their measurement in the context of 
electroacoustic ear training were multifaceted and unstandardized, quantitative skill 
measurements throughout the first and second cycles proved to be insufficient for 
understanding the emerging issues in depth. This problem was also evident in conflicts 
between quantitative and qualitative data. With the understanding of these measurements' 
limited validity, a paradigm shift occurred in the data collection, in which quantitative 
skill measurements were to be considered only as supporting evidence for findings in the 
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qualitative data (Researcher Log 2.1 ). 
Tonal interference-a misleading and incorrect perception of tonal relationships, 
which negatively affects performance in tonal ear training drills-was fust observed in 
the second cycle (Researcher Log 2.3) and has been identified as a foundational 
roadblock in tonal ear training throughout the study in the ear trairiing course in later 
years. To be understood in depth, this problem requires much further study. 
Low participation and attendance have been a continuing problem throughout the 
four cycles of data collection. Low participation had a negative effect on the reliability 
and validity of the collected data and was related to lower difference scores between the 
fust and second EA-ACT and MAT tests. The problem was brought to the awareness of 
the students by asking them to provide possible modifications to remedy it (Questionnaire 
3). This approach did not result in improved participation and attendance. 
Problems related to low self-confidence, motivation, negative emotional 
responses to aspects of the skill acquisition, and disciplinary obstacles to self-
management were addressed locally in one-on-one communications between students and 
instructor. These communications provided a deeper understanding of the cyclical effects 
of these mental and emotional responses on self-efficacy, motivation to practice, and 
achievement. 
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CHAPTER SIX: DISCUSSION 
This study was conducted with the purpose of better understanding and improving 
the skill acquisition process of undergraduate EA music majors in the context of a new 
specialized EA aural training method at the University. In some way, the purpose of the 
study was fulfilled already before this document was written because the understandings 
that lead to the process's improvement had already taken place during the study itself, as 
characteristic of action studies. This study took place in a single academic year, but is not 
really isolated from the long-term ongoing observation and transformation of the 
students' skill acquisition process at the University. So in another way, the study's 
purpose remains active even after the study's conclusion. This document could be 
perceived as a snapshot into an ongoing action study that began when the new EA ear 
training course was established in 2005 and will continue as long as this new method 
remains in the curriculum. 
In a somewhat similar manner, King (2005) observed that, "we are not 
functioning in isolated, disjointed episodes ... yet, in an attempt to document our stories, 
be they histories, studies, experiments, or fictions, we look for the 'moment,' that 
something or event that places in high relief what we try desperately to express about 
what matters" (p. xiii). The purpose of this study, as in most action studies, therefore 
could not be fulfilled at a given moment in time, but in increments over a long period. All 
new data, critical reflections, and actions throughout the study provided additional 
insights and potential transformations that brought the study a step closer to its intended 
purpose. Once the studied process (the snapshot) concluded, cyclical reflection and action 
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ended as well. While later reflections on the data yielded new understandings and 
potential explanations of emerging issues, they could only be put into action in future 
studies. The snapshot into the ongoing transformation process became fixed at the 
course's end and was then documented descriptively (in this dissertation), while in fact 
the skill acquisition process itself continued (and still continues) to develop through 
action research methods in the following years. 
As critical reflection during the study was done under strict time constraints, it 
included insights that were often very intuitive and compactly written. Describing these 
insights in a more carefully written, detailed format at the conclusion of the study (in this 
document) forced deeper understandings and communication of these understandings, 
which proved to be extremely useful for later modifications to the course. For example, 
while home practice reports during this study were graded solely for being completed, in 
iterations of the course following the time of the study these reports were graded for 
effective reflection and action design, as these aspects were understood to be the reports' 
main importance. 
Action research was the chosen methodological approach for this study because of 
its suitability for field-testing innovative educational processes (McKernan, 1996). Also, 
since EA ear training courses are still uncommon in EA curricula worldwide and has very 
limited historical documentation, the participant selection was limited to the group of 
students in the only such course in existence, which was a sample too small (n = 25) for 
an experimental study. Moreover, the fact that the researcher was the instructor of the 
course would have introduced very problematic biases to an experimental study. Action 
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research methodology, on the other hand, is participatory in nature and requires the 
researcher to be an insider to the studied environment. It also involves the participants as 
co-researchers to a certain extent, which proved to be extremely beneficial in the context 
of the current study, because perceptual skill acquisition requires individualized, 
autonomized observation, critical reflection, and action, and therefore calls for the 
subjects to be actively involved in learning and modifying the process of their own skill 
acquisition. 
In addition to providing a methodological framework for the study to unfold, the 
action research methodology also affected the studied process itself by becoming 
symbiotically attached to it. Naturally, the actions resulting from critical reflection 
affected the skill acquisition process in real-time. Even before action design, the type of 
data collected affected the skill acquisition process and the students' perception of it. For 
instance, repeated competence testing and questionnaires directed the students' attention 
to certain evaluative approaches, training foci, and perceptual patterns, as evident in 
responses from Questionnaire 1 (see the section Ongoing Indications of Skill Acquisition 
in Chapter 4). Additionally, the autonomization of the students' skill acquisition process, 
which was a central transformative aspect resulting from the study, involved the students' 
adoption of the action research model into their own working patterns-namely cyclical 
data collection, critical reflection, and action. This model became formalized in the 
following years' weekly home practice reports, which required the students to choose 
their practice and difficulty level, to identify strengths and weaknesses, perceptual habits, 
and emerging problems, to critically reflect on their choices and findings, to modify their 
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practice as a result, and to record these changes for future reflection. In summary, action 
research became an integral feature of the pedagogical and educational models of the 
skill acquisition environment. 
Research Questions 
The purpose of this study, namely understanding and improving the skill 
acquisition process was addressed through the following ,six research questions: 
1. How did the students' abilities in EA aural skills progress in the context of a 
new ear training method specialized for EA? 
2. How did the students' abilities in traditional aural skills progress in the 
context of a new ear training method specialized for EA? 
3. What problems emerged in students' moods and attitudes in the context of a 
new ear training method specialized for EA? 
4. What modifications to the aural-skill acquisition process could drive students 
of varying skills, and provide them the means, to acquire aural skills within a 
unified group setting in the context of a new ear training method specialized 
for EA? 
5. What modifications to the aural-skill acquisition process could drive students 
and provide them the means to take responsibility over their own skill 
development in the context of a new ear training method specialized for EA? 
6. What other substantive problems in the skill acquisition process emerged 
throughout the study in the context of a new ear training method specialized 
for EA and what modifications to the process could address them? 
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The six research questions were all strongly tied to each other. How the students' 
aural skills developed (Questions 1 and 2) depended on effective training within the 
group setting (Question 4), which depended on the students having the means and sense 
of responsibility to practice effectively autonomously (Question 5). The students' 
positive moods and attitudes (Question 3) affected their ability to do so and often 
depended on their success (Questions 1 and 2). Question 6 is about other substantive 
emerging problems ofthe process, encompassing problems relating to all other research 
questions. All data and emerging problems were considered, therefore, while maintaining 
these intricate relationships in mind. 
The separation between EA and traditional aural skills in the research questions 
and in the presentation of the data may seem somewhat forced, since both groups of skills 
are part of the EA musician's skillset. However, this separation was designed to point out 
a fundamental difference between EA and traditional aural skills, primarily the fact that 
EA aural training is a new and as yet unestablished practice, while traditional aural 
training has a history over a century old in dedicated ear training courses with wide-
spread, well-established methods, and several centuries of history in musical practice at 
large (vocal improvisation and sightsinging as early as medieval times). Methods and 
goals are more easily established in traditional aural training, while neither one is 
established in EA. 
Results 
The results of the study were organized in two chapters. Chapter 4 includes 
findings related to Research Questions 1 and 2, namely evidence of skill acquisition, and 
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Chapter 5 includes findings related to Questions 3-6, namely a description of emerging 
problems and the ensuing transformational processes of the students' skill acquisition 
environment, conditions, and behaviors. Evidence of skill acquisition was found in 
students' self-evaluations (in questionnaires and home practice reports) and in 
competence measurements (EA-ACT and MAT testing). Students' questionnaire-
responses and comments in the home practice reports were reduced into action/process-
focused codes and organized into 3 categories and 18 subcategories. All codes were 
tagged positively, negatively, or neutrally according to attitude (as explained in Chapter 
4). Observing quantitative trends in the coded data provided some evidence of skill 
acquisition as well as indications of emerging problems that lead to transformational 
action. For example, among all comments about improvement, or lack thereof (the Gain 
subcategory), 88.6% were tagged positively throughout the study. The percentage of 
positive comments in the Gain subcategory exhibited a slight rise towards the end of the 
study as evident in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. At the last questionnaire (Questionnaire 5), 
students were asked to comment freely on their "learning and overall improvement in the 
course" and among the 19 who completed the questionnaires, 18 indicated that they saw 
improvement in some skills. 
Students' quantitative self-evaluated skill-acquisition in the end-of-cycle 
questionnaires provided additional evidence of skill acquisition. In Questionnaires 2-5 
students scored their improvement in 15 skills on a rating scale. The total mean 
improvement rose steadily between Questionnaires 2 and 5 and ended up between fairly 
improved and very improved (mean= 3.53) in Questionnaire 5. Most notably, the two 
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highest scoring skills in Questionnaire 5 were loudness discrimination and tonal 
awareness and the two lowest scoring skills were meter discrimination and descriptive 
ability. The two most consistently scored (with lowest standard deviation) skills were 
microtemporal discrimination and timbral discrimination and the two least consistent 
improvement scores were mode discrimination/identification and spatial discrimination 
(see Table 4.4). 
Competence difference-measurements between every student's first and last EA-
ACT and MAT tests provided supporting evidence for skill acquisition and served as 
pointers towards problem areas. The highest differences in EA-ACT were measured in 
descriptive ability, attenuated spectral-band identification, identifying a recurring 
phoneme, and rnicrotemporal discrimination. The lowest differences were measured in 
loudness discrimination and pitch hunting (see Table 4.5). The highest differences 
measured in MAT tests were in interval discrimination, meter discrimination, and feeling 
for tonal center. The lowest differences were in auditory-visual discrimination and pitch 
discrimination (see Table 4.6). 
These measurements were in some conflict with the students' self-evaluations. 
Loudness discrimination exhibited the lowest difference in EA-ACT scores but was 
considered the most improved skill by students in Questionnaire 5. Descriptive ability 
had among the highest scoring differences in EA-ACT and scored among the least 
improved skills in Questionnaire 5. Similarly, meter discrimination scored among the 
highest differences in MAT testing but was considered among the least improved in 
Questionnaire 5. 
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The discrepancies between measured competences and self-perceived 
competences could be attributed to various influences. For example, students' perception 
of their ability could be affected by the (possibly exaggerated) memory of their successes, 
the amount of effort they invested in certain activities, and by their motivational patterns. 
These factors may have been affected by self-evaluation biases, including self-protection, 
where students avoided negative suggestions about the self, and self-enhancement, where 
students were motivated to create positive inferences about the self (Gremzow et al., 
2003). Rhodewalt, Morf, Hazlett, and Fairchild (1991) and Tice (1991) found that self-
enhancement was associated with high self-esteem, while self-protection was associated 
with low self-esteem. Students may also have had a self-critical bias in their self-
evaluation, where they were highly sensitive to potential personal problems or 
deficiencies in attributes they considered to be controllable in their skill acquisition, 
because "acknowledging personal problems in the present is a prerequisite for initiating 
action aimed at reducing these deficits in the future" (Rothermund, Bak, & Brandtstadter, 
2005, p. 282). In the context of the present study, this type of bias was quite likely 
because the skill acquisition environment and its processes constantly encouraged 
students' critical-reflection on their own abilities and deficiencies and on action design. 
Additionally, students' self-evaluation of improvement in specific skills was 
problematic because the various exercises could rarely train or measure isolated skills and 
were approached differently by students, according to their perceptual patterns, talents, 
competences, and personal preferences. This same problem also affected difference data 
in competence measurements because positive differences could have been the product of 
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multiple factors, including the students' improvement in other abilities that were in some 
way related to the tested competencies, students' histories, testing effects, and various 
threats to the tests' validity (described in more detail in Chapter 3). 
These discrepancies shed light on some of the data's shortcomings and provide 
additional data for critical reflection that could assist in better understanding the skill 
. acquisition process, though possibly more by raising questions than by providing 
answers. A central question to consider is whether self-evaluated improvement and 
measured improvement of the same skills must correlate or whether they are two separate 
(though related) sets of data that reflect on different aspects of the skill acquisition 
process. Are the discrepancies between the two sets of data evidence for the data's 
invalidity or are they indications of the sophisticated nature ofthe studied process? While 
problems with-conventional validity are a common reality in action studies, reflecting on 
the latter possibility can provide insight about the sophisticated, multifaceted nature of 
the aural skill acquisition process in this study. 
The main source of the discrepancies may lie deeper than biases in the data or 
instrumental invalidities, perhaps at the very complex task of defining aural skills. 
Similar abilities may be constructed very differently among members of different 
cultures, because they are built on different mental representations (Lehmann et al., 
2007). Many of the skills also share certain features and may be strongly interdependent 
(Lehmann et al., 2007). The 15 skills defined and evaluated in this study are 
interconnected to varying extents, and to varying configurations among different 
students. For example, simultaneous segregation was measured by observing students' 
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ability to hear when tones appeared over a masking noise at varying dB ratios. As 
revealed in class discussions, students approached this exercise in various manners. For 
example, some paid attention to the beginnings and endings of the tones, placing their 
focus on the microtemporal aspect of the exercise (which depended on sequential 
segregation skills), and some discovered the tones by listening to certain resonances in 
the room, therefore exercising timbral discrimination. Yet another approach was to hear 
the minute loudness variation when the tone was played, therefore exercising loudness 
discrimination. Traditional aural skills were also interrelated in a similar manner. For 
example, harmonic interval identification was tested by measuring the students' ability to 
name intervals played to them on the piano or from a recording. As revealed in class 
discussions, some students approached this exercise by breaking the harmonic intervals 
into their two pitches and singing them sequentially in their minds' ears (therefore using 
simultaneous segregation skills), while others identified them by hearing the intervals' 
"colors," possibly depending more on timbral discrimination skills. Moreover, the effects 
oftonal interference (as seen in Chapter 5) further complicated the task of identifying 
intervals, suggesting that tonal awareness may have had some effect on the accuracy of 
interval identification. These interrelations among the various skills were difficult to 
measure or predict due to the individualistic nature of perception and the varying 
perceptual guides and backup strategies students chose in exercising the various drills-
both at home and in the classroom, therefore causing ambiguities in the definitions of the 
15 skills. These defmitive ambiguities were further complicated by multiple 
interpretations in the students' self-evaluations, because students may have understood 
these skills in different manners. These interrelations and ambiguities can be further 
explored in future studies. 
The Results in the Context of Class Activities 
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Both the results from the competence tests and students' self-evaluated 
improvement in Questionnaire 5 were presented in the context of the frequency of class 
activities throughout the year, which can be viewed organized by type (Figure 4.4) and by 
skill (Figure 4.5). In addition to the discrepancies described previously, difference scores 
from EA-ACT and MAT tests also exhibited some discrepancies when compared to the 
training frequency ofthe 15 skills in the year-long class activities. The negative 
difference score in loudness discrimination (difference= -.04) in EA-ACT was the largest 
discrepancy when compared with the frequency this skill was trained in the classroom, 
ranking seventh among all 15 skills, and third among EA skills (see Figure 4.5). The 
difference score of pitch discrimination in MAT 1 (difference= .01) was also very low 
(ranking 131h out of 16 subtests) when considering that it was among the skills most 
trained throughout the year (ranked third overall). Descriptive ability, which exhibited the 
second highest difference in EA-ACT tests was ranked 11th in the frequency of training. 
And the difference in meter discrimination scores (difference = .11 ), which ranked sixth 
overall and second among traditional skills, was trained very infrequently during the year 
(ranked 14 out of 15 skills in Figure 4.5). 
Unlike competence testing, the students' self-evaluated improvement data in the 
15 skills does not exhibit such radical discrepancies in the context of the skills' training 
frequency. Loudness discrimination was ranked first among students' self-evaluated 
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improvements in Questionnaire 5 and ranked seventh in the frequency of class activities 
(third among EA skills). Although not correlating perfectly, these data are not in conflict. 
Pitch discrimination was ranked third in students' self-evaluated improvement and third 
in frequency of training. Descriptive ability, which was ranked last in students' self-
evaluated improvements was ranked 11th in frequency of training. Meter discrimination 
was ranked 14th in both self-evaluated improvement and in frequency of training. The 
only discrepancies between students' self-evaluated improvement and frequency of 
training were in mode discrimination, ranked 1oth in improvement by students and first in 
training frequency, and to some extent melodic ability, ranked eighth overall in 
improvement by students and 15th in training frequency. The remaining 13 skills exhibit a 
significant moderately strong correlation (r = .68, p = .005) between the improvement 
scores in Questionnaire 5 and the number of activities (by skill) as seen in Figure 4.5. 
Students' self-evaluated skill acquisition is less discrepant (or more in agreement) 
overall with the frequency of training than was measured skill acquisition. The nature of 
this relationship is difficult to ascertain without a longer study with a larger sample. The 
simplest explanation may be that students felt most comfortable with the skills they 
trained most often, even though competence tests were in disagreement with some of 
their feelings, as discussed previously. Another potential explanation may tie this 
relationship to self-evaluation bias, where students may have felt more inclined towards 
self-enhancement among skills they trained more often, because they felt more pressured 
to exhibit improvement in them. 
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Further Discussion of Specific Discrepancies 
Self-evaluation bias, validity issues, and definitive ambiguities due to the 
sophisticated, multifaceted nature of aural skill acquisition provide context for exploring 
potential explanations to outstanding discrepancies in the study's findings. Looking 
deeper into the specific conditions of each discrepant finding may provide further insight 
about the nature of the biases and invalidities, which can assist in future modifications to 
improve the training method and competence measurement. 
Loudness discrimination. 
Loudness discrimination stands out as the most discrepant finding between 
. measured and self-evaluated skill acquisition, as it was the skill with the lowest 
difference between first and last EA-ACT tests (difference= -.04) while students 
considered it the most improved skill in Questionnaire 5 (mean= 4.11 ). This skill was 
trained frequently throughout the year, ranking seventh overall among the 15 skills and 
third among EA skills (see Figure 4.5). The extremity of this conflict may suggest a 
reliability problem with the EA-ACT subtest, possibly due to overlooked acoustic and 
psychoacoustic considerations in the instrument design. Two in-class discussions about 
this activity that took place in Week 15 revealed that stude_nts associated their 
performance in this exercise with several factors, including their relative position to the 
loudspeakers, the loudspeakers' frequency response curve, room acoustics, the sounds' 
initial loudness, their overall dynamic contour, their duration, their spectral profile, and 
their transient content. 
These associations have support in the literature. The psychoacoustic aspect of 
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loudness perception is mainly a result of "the sensitivity of the ear [being] a function of 
both frequency and amplitude" (Howard & Angus, 2006, p. 84) as evident in the equal 
loudness contours of the ~mman ear measured by Fletcher and Munson (1933) (See 
Figure 1.1). Due to the varying sensitivity ofhuman hearing at different frequencies and 
amplitudes, same dB variations may stand out more or less in response to signals of 
different spectral profiles and at different initial amplitude levels, therefore varying the 
difficulty level of discriminating loudness. Acoustical factors, primarily room acoustics, 
standing waves, loudspeaker design, phase issues, and reverberation also add complexity 
and unpredictability to difficulty level management in training and measuring this skill, 
as well as other aural skills related to instrumental learning (Ferguson, 2006) and 
language comprehension (Borg, 1998; Villarreal, 1948). 
While these acoustic and psychoacoustic factors affect other ear training 
exercises, such as timbre discrimination (due to coloration) and rnicrotemporal 
discrimination (due to reverberation), their effect on loudness-discrimination exercises 
was outstanding in the context of this study because these exercises were designed with 
the subtlest loudness variations. Some of these psychoacoustic considerations were also 
relevant to subtest 9 (pitch hunting), because perceived loudness levels, colorations, and 
standing waves affected the students' ability to hear a pitch over a distracting pink noise. 
Incidentally, subtest 9 was the only other EA-ACT subtest with a negative difference 
(difference= -.01,p = .393). These psychoacoustic and acoustic aspects would have to 
be regulated for the purpose of generating reliable tests that depend on subtle loudness 
discrimination ability, possibly through a tighter control of the listening environment and 
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equipment or through creating and administering these tests on identical headphones. 
Descriptive ability. 
Descriptive ability was measured in EA-ACT tests in subtests 1 and 10, the 
former requiring the participants to "list all the individual sounds [they could] perceive 
and provide a short description of their nature/characteristics in terms [they found] most 
appropriate" and the latter to "describe the texture of ... musical excerpts in some detail to 
the best of [their] ability with terminology [they found] most suitable" (EA-ACT). Three 
evaluators quantified these data anonymously on rating scales between 1 (novice) and 5 
(expert) on the following skills: simultaneous segregation, sequential segregation, detail, 
coherence, and vocabulary. Subtest 10 was also scored on the students' ability to describe 
the musical excerpts' textures. 
While specific training in description and vocabulary was infrequent (ranked 11th 
among the 15 skills) (see Figure 4.5), and students considered it the least improved skill 
in Questionnaire 5 (mean= 2.95) (see Table 4.4), subtest 10 yielded the highest 
difference score between first and last EA-ACT tests (difference= .27,p < .001) and 
subtest 1 yielded the fourth highest difference in EA-ACT (difference= .17,p = .001) 
(See Table 4.5). While these ranks may not be statistically valid because these subtests' 
data are very different in format from EA-ACT subtests 2-9, the extremity of the 
conflicting data justifies further reflection on its causes. 
The three faculty members that quantified the students' descriptions on the 11 
scales saw a substantial improvement in all scored descriptive aspects of these subtests 
(as evident in Figure 4.8), which may indicate an overall improved descriptive ability. 
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Due to the infrequent training in descriptive ability within the skill acquisition 
environment, the students may have disassociated any such improvement from their aural 
skills. Indeed, it is difficult to isolate this skill acquisition from the students' overall 
growth resulting from other courses and activities within the EA curriculum at large, 
which provided knowledge and theory of many related topics, including. acoustics, 
psychoacoustics, phonetics, composition, performance, modular synthesis, sound 
recording, history, and music theory. Descriptive ability depended on the students' ability 
to hear sound and music in a more detailed manner, but also on possessing an improved 
idiomatic vocabulary and a deeper understanding of the relevant theories. It is possible 
that students' interpretation of this skill was very varied and therefore inconsistent in its 
scoring. The fairly large standard deviation (SD = 1.03) in descriptive ability 
improvement scores in Questionnaire 5 (the third largest among all 15 skills) may 
provide some support to this possibility. To test this potential explanation, future self-
evaluation of this skill could come with a more detailed explanation of its components (as 
previously scored by three evaluators) and with the explication that improvement in this 
skill may be a result of training outside the course. 
Pitch discrimination. 
Subtest 1 of MAT 1 tested pitch discrimination ability in two-note and three-note 
patterns. Despite the fact that this subtest had the highest initial-score among all MAT 
subtests (mean= .91 ), the lack of evidence of skill acquisition in this skill in the final test 
(difference= .01,p = .3) is surprising, considering that a large number ofthe traditional 
aural training activities in the course required pitch discrimination abilities, as evident in 
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Figure 4.4, and due to the fact that students ranked pitch discrimination as the second 
most improved skill among the seven traditional skills in Questionnaire 5 (see Table 4.4). 
Pitch discrimination in MAT 1 test was comprised of two parts: (a) subtest 1-1a which 
required the students to decide which of two tones was higher or whether the two notes 
were the same, and (b) subtest 1-1 b which required the students to decide which of three 
tones was the lowest. Subtest 1-la was completed by 23 students, of which only 7 did not 
score perfectly in both their fust and last tests. The difference score for these 7 students 
was -.01 (p = .419) from an initial mean score of.91. Subtests 1-1b was completed by 21 
students, of which only 4 scored perfectly on both their first and last tests. The remaining 
17 students had a difference score of .03 (p = .225) from an initial mean score of .78. 
The two subtests included 25 questions, of which 21 questions were answered 
correctly in both the fust and last tests by a minimum of 19 out of the 23 students who 
completed the tests. Only 4 questions (Questions 16, 19, 23, and 24, all in subtest 1-1b) 
appeared to be problematic, with a minimum of 8 students not scoring perfectly in both 
their initial and final tests, and the lowest initial scores. One parameter that may have 
affected the difficulty level of these questions was the intervals between the tones. At 
least to some extent, larger intervals seem to have negatively affected the ability of the 
students to tell the lowest in a series of three tones. Summing up the intervals between the 
tones of each question produced a column of data that exhibited a moderately strong 
inverse correlation with the initial scores in these questions (r = -.61,p = .03). 
Calculating differences for the mean scores of Questions 16, 19, 23, and 24 in isolation 
yielded a difference of .24 (n = 17, p = .076) from a mean initial score of .66, possibly 
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showing some evidence of improvement in the more difficult questions. The relationship 
between pitch discrimination and interval size could be the topic of a future study. 
Transformation 
As described in Chapter 5, both the skill acquisition environment (the course) and 
the students' practice habits transformed, the former strongly through the addition of the 
pre- and post- discussion testing to the classroom routine, among other adjustments, and 
the latter primarily through the addition of the weekly home practice reports as a 
homework assignment. Both of these adjustments took place in Cycles 3 and 4. The main 
driving force for these transformations was a collection of interrelated problems, among 
them imbalances in the difficulty levels of the in-class exercises, insufficient attention to 
individual students, and conflicting students' expectations and requests regarding the 
course's foci. Many of the student's requests for changes in the course's difficulty levels 
and foci were contradictory, therefore they could not be simply granted. 
The issues related to these problems were complex and multidimensional. The 
mismatches between the class activities' difficulty levels, their foci, and the various 
students' abilities and expectations may have created many layers of problems, including 
inefficient training, loss of interest, reduced self-efficacy, motivational lapses, 
disconnection from the skill acquisition environment, and reduced participation and 
attendance, among others, as suggested by evidence presented in Chapter 5. This 
collection of problems is circular, because inefficient training is likely to result in low 
skill acquisition, which can negatively affect self-efficacy (Lehmann et al. , 2007), which 
in tum is likely to reduce achievement (McCormick & McPherson, 2003). Many studies 
have also linked self-efficacy to motivation (e.g. Lehmann et al., 2007; Austin, 1991; 
Schunk, 1991; Kingsbury, 1988). 
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The multidimensional and circular nature of the above-mentioned problems 
prevented addressing them in isolation; therefore, an underlying problem was defined in 
Chapter 5 as "an apparent mismatch between the individual students' abilities and 
expectations and the course's difficulty levels, activities, diversity, pace, and ability to 
promote a sense of connection." It was assumed that developing a framework for 
individualized ear training work and a speeding up of the feedback loop between students 
and instructor could provide some solutions to this underlying problem, an assumption 
that led to the addition of the home practice report and the pre- and post-discussion 
testing class format. 
The success of this tra!lsformation may be apparent in the students' praises of the 
home practice reports and in-class discussions (primarily Questionnaires 4 and 5 and the 
in-class surveys) and in the fact that negatively tagged comments indicating imbalances 
in difficulty levels, imbalances in the effectiveness of the training, conflicting requests for 
changes in the course's foci, insufficient diversity in the course's activities, and a lacking 
sense of connection to, and between, the activities appeared all in Cycles 1 and 2. 
However, evaluating the success ofthis transformation may be as sophisticated 
and multidimensional a task as the problems it was designed to solve, and may raise 
many questions: Could the acquisition of skills evidenced in Chapter 4 be attributed to 
the success of this transformation? Could the skills that demonstrated no evidence of 
acquisition be explained as shortcomings of this transformation, or could they be 
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attributed to other variables, including design flaws in measuring instruments, 
pedagogical inefficiencies, inappropriate strategy use by students in their home practice, 
low students' attendance and participation, or students' motivational lapses, among 
others? Could any of these variables be affected by the transformation? These questions 
require further study. In the following sections I will describe the benefits, educational 
considerations, and problems related to the two major transformations that occurred in 
this study: the pre- and post-discussion class format and the autonomization of student 
practice through the home practice reports. 
Pre- and Post-Discussion Testing 
The pre- and post-discussion testing format consisted of the following eight steps: 
(a) carrying out a drill before any discussion; (b) providing the students with the correct 
answers and allowing them to measure their success; (c) discussing specific difficulties 
raised by the students; (d) discussing the technique and perceptual approach shared by the 
students; (e) providing additional guidance; (f) carrying out the test again, now post-
discussion; (g) correcting and evaluating post-discussion performance and discussing 
difficulties and techniques further if relevant; and (h) optionally, conducting a focused 
survey about the activity, its difficulty level, the effectiveness ofthe in-class discussion, 
and ideas for improvement. 
In this format, the students were first engaged in the class activities without 
intervention (guidance), therefore being encouraged to discover their own approaches to 
coping with the tasks at hand. The purpose of this initial step was to ~llow students to 
perceive the aural stimuli with their existing mental representations (schemata), which are 
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likely to vary (Hallam, 2001). As noted previously in Chapter 2, exposure to different 
gemes and repertoire throughout the students' lives results in enormous variation in aural 
schemata, which "means that [even] the sound of the major scale can no longer be 
assumed" (Hallam, 2001, p. 20). Allowing the students to approach the training within 
their existing representations provided each student the opportunity to design an 
individualized approach. Giving the students the correct answers to the exercises (Step 2) 
allowed them to evaluate how well their approaches worked in the context of the specific 
task. These first two steps created context-a reference point to compare to the emerging 
strategies and results in the remainder of the activity .. 
The discussion stage (Steps 3-5) created an environment of safe sharing, which 
placed the students' individual problems in the larger context of the group, and inspired 
new ideas in the group about how to approach the tasks at hand, as Student 23 noted, "it 
was very interesting to know what others were hearing" (Survey 4) and Student 9 
explained, "being asked to verbalize what I am hearing so that I can share that with others 
definitely helps me understand what I am listening for" (Survey 2). Evident from 
comments in the Confidence subcategory, students often worried about their ability levels 
in relation to their classmates. In the discussion stage, students became aware of others' 
similar difficulties, concerns, low self-confidence, and learned that they were not alone, 
as Student 21 noted, "I found that sharing my difficulties, mistakes, and bad habits as 
well as hearing others' way of doing the exercises helped me try new ways of doing them 
with better results" (Survey 1 ). 
The positive effects of class discussions on achievement may have extended 
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beyond the sharing of ideas to motivation and self-efficacy. It is likely that showing 
students that others faced similar challenges could increase their self-efficacy and reduce 
their fears that their difficulties may indicate they lacked the talent to succeed. University 
students may be more prone to attributing their failures to a lack of talent than children 
(Asmus, 1986; Austin & Vispoel, 1998). When students attribute the cause of their failure 
to an external factor that is beyond their control such as a lack of talent (low self-
efficacy) their motivation-is affected negatively (Lehmann et al., 2007). 
Additionally, the discussion between exercises fostered cooperative learning, 
which has been shown to have positive effects on students' motivation across all ability 
levels, as opposed to competitive environments that motivate primarily students of high 
ability levels (Austin, 1991). Smialek and Boburka (2006) demonstrated positive effects 
of cooperative learning specifically on achievement _in musical hearing skills. While each 
of the studies mentioned above focused on a different relationship, it is quite likely that 
motivation, self-efficacy, achievement, and cooperative learning are interrelated in a 
multidimensional manner. The effect of incorporating the pre- and post-discussion testing 
class format on the students' skill acquisition process was most likely equally 
multifaceted, and may have extended to students' motivation, self-efficacy, sense of 
connection to the course activities, and achievement. 
Evidence from the surveys indicated that students viewed class discussions as 
effective. Among 45 codes from the surveys, 37 (82.22%) were tagged positively. 
Among the remaining negative (3 codes) and neutral (5 codes) comments, the most 
recurring theme was a complaint about the class discussions taking too long or not 
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providing new insights, as evident in comments such as "discussion between examples 
may sometimes slow the pace" (Student 9, Survey 1 ); "sometimes I felt an inordinate 
amount of time was spent on examples that were fairly obvious" (Student 7, Survey 4); 
and "the discussion between the two parts only repeated ideas and techniques that I'm 
automatically using when listening to the exercise" (Student 25, Survey 2). These 
problems were inevitable considering that the exercises were not equally challenging to 
all students because of the ability level variation. The students who did well preferred to 
advance to exercises of a higher level than to discuss what they already felt comfortable 
with. Judging from the percentage of positive comments, the discussion's benefits 
arguably outweighed the costs. 
Despite the evidence supporting the discussions' benefits, no immediate results 
were evident in the post-discussion tests' scores. This may be a result of many factors, 
such as too small a sample, to short a time for the discussion to have an effect, or possibly 
that the benefit was indeed only perceived without affecting skill. Nonetheless, the 
potential benefits from class discussions to self-efficacy and motivation-even if they 
were the only benefits-could eventually translate into achievement benefits 
(McCormick & McPherson, 2003). Additionally, by sharing various approaches to the 
same skills, students may have acquired new schemata (Hallam, 2001) and backup 
strategies (Siegler, 1988), which could have positively affected their strategy use in home 
practice. These speculated possibilities require further study. 
Autonomous Practice 
While the pre- and post-discussion format was designed as a classroom solution to 
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address the underlying problem, previously defined as "an apparent mismatch between 
the individual students' abilities and expectations and the course's difficulty levels, 
activities, diversity, pace, and ability to promote a sense of connection," the practice 
reports were designed to address the problem at home by providing a framework for 
autonomized, individualized, and transformative practice. Choice of focus in home 
practice allowed the students to match their ear training activities in terms of difficulty 
levels and foci with their ability levels and expectations. It allowed them to maintain their 
desired diversity of activities and progress-pace in a manner optimized for their 
individual needs. For the home practice to work in such an individualized manner, the 
students had to have the means to determine their needs and to optimize their practice 
method for these needs and the motivation and sense of responsibility to act 
autonomously. Studies in music aural skill pedagogy have shown that active learning 
techniques improved skill acquisition (Hopkins, 2002; Buehrer, 2000; Davidson, Scripp, 
& Fletcher, 1995; Brink, 1980). 
The following sections will discuss the advantages of action research as a model 
for autonomous practice, due primarily to its reflective nature for problem identification 
and handling and to its adaptability to change and individual differences. A discussion of 
the teacher's role in autonomization, including guidance towards acquisition of 
appropriate schemata, management and design of classroom activities that support 
autonomization, and motivational support, will follow. 
Action research as a model for practice. 
The action research methodology was chosen to guide the large-scale 
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transformation of the students' skill acquisition process (including the skill acquisition 
environment and the students' learning methods) because it allows quick handling of 
emerging problems based on ongoing observation and critical reflection. To allow a 
similar versatility in problem handling in home practice, it seemed appropriate to design 
the students' autonomized transformation around similar concepts, namely cyclical 
observation, critical reflection, and action. 
In essence, the students were conducting individualized action stUdies to 
understand and improve their own skill acquisition. In the observation step, students 
gathered information about their practice needs, which included discovering their weak 
areas by assessing their in-class scores and at times testing their ability levels in specific 
skills at the beginning of the practice sessions. As the semester progressed, students' 
observations became deeper and more sophisticated by including assessments of the 
effectiveness of previous actions, as typical in later cycles of action studies (Argyris et 
al., 1985). 
After the observation step, the students proceeded to a critical reflection step in 
which they reflected on their practice habits, perceptual habits, and emerging problems. 
Several studies have shown that reflective thinking had a positive influence on music 
learning (e.g., Scandrett, 2005; Davidson, Scripp, & Fletcher, 1995; Zalanowski, 1990). 
Students' reflection in the present study produced many insights about the nature of 
students' skill acquisition, evident most notably in the large number of codes in the 
Observations and Working Assumptions category (see Table 4.3). Students' observations 
about perceptual blocks-specific obs-tacles that prevented their success in specific 
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exercises-allowed them the opportunity to design perceptual guides-reference points 
that helped them in overcoming their obstacles-and drive the transformation of their 
skill acquisition process. The perceptual blocks students defmed included problems 
related to hearing differences when the differences did not exist and specific acoustic, 
psychoacoustic, and musical factors that negatively affected discrimination ability. The 
perceptual guides students discovered and devised included acoustic, psychoacoustic, and 
tonal elements that improved discrimination and identification ability. 
In the action step, students made decisions based on their findings in the critical 
reflection stage, and acted upon these decisions by initiating or modifying certain aspects 
of practice. Most commonly these decisions and actions involved practice method design 
or modifications, choices of practice, difficulty level adjustments, reassessment of ability, 
knowledge gathering, and setting future goals. 
Problem identification and solution. 
The action research model provided the students with a strategy for problem 
identification and handling. Studies presented in Chapter 2 suggested that the use of 
appropriate strategies in practice had a stronger effect on skill acquisition and retention 
than the amount of time practiced (Townsend, 2012; Duke et al., 2009; Hallam, 2001). 
The ability to detect and handle mistakes emerged as the most effective strategy 
(Townsend, 2012; Duke et al., 2009; Hallam, 2001). 
The requirement to observe, reflect, and act in the description of the home 
practice report assignment situated the students in a problem-identification-and-solution 
state of mind. In essence, detecting and addressing problems-not practicing-was the 
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main component of the students' homework, though naturally practicing was necessary. 
This approach was designed to train the students in strategy use for the purpose of 
autonomizing the skill acquisition process. It was based on the assumption that if students 
had the means to identify emerging problems correctly and to address them effectively, 
they would be able to develop their skills on their own according to their individual 
needs. 
Adaptability of the action research strategy. 
Another important advantage of the action research model as a strategy for 
identifying and handling problems was its adaptability to the evolving process and 
individual differences. The action research method is commonly used as a transformative 
tool, based on rigorous ongoing data collection, critical reflection, and timely action. 
Understanding the complex and multifaceted nature of the aural skill acquisition process 
demands such rigorous observation and critical reflection-where understanding takes 
place. Critical reflection is a creative process that requires open-mindedness, not 
predesigned analytical patterns (Schon, 1983). In reflecting critically, the researcher (in 
this case the student) acknowledges and pays attention to biases, interpretations, and 
underlying assumptions (Winter, 1987), and reflects on the meaning ofthe gathered data 
in relation to previous findings, assumptions, and actions (Argyris et al., 1985). This 
process tied practice sessions to previous ones and allowed the students to accumulate 
knowledge and insights about the evolution of their skill acquisition. 
In their home practice reports, students were required to describe the actions they 
took as a result of their findings and understandi~gs, a requirement that served as a 
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constant drive for transformation. These actions sometimes yielded improved 
performance levels in the practiced drills, while at other times they did not. In both cases 
observing these actions and their effects provided knowledge for further reflection. 
In addition to adaptability to the evolving process, the action research model also 
allowed adaptability to individual differences. As Hallam (2001) indicated, "effective 
strategy use in practice depended on the acquisition of appropriate aural schemata to 
facilitate the monitoring of progress and correction of mistakes" (p. 7). These schemata 
vary enormously .among students based on their backgrounds and exposure to various 
musical styles and repertoire (Hallam, 2001). As a practice strategy, the action research 
model allowed the students to be the researchers of their own transformation and 
·demanded from them to discover and design the problem detection and solution strategies 
that were the most suitable for them. 
The instructor's role. 
Autonomous practice allows the students to take responsibility over their skill 
acquisition by evaluating their needs and designing working strategies to obtain them. 
Autonomization-the transformation towards becoming capable of autonomous 
learning-takes time and requires the teacher to provide appropriate conditions and 
guidance (Silva, 2008; Little, 1991). During Cycles 3 and 4 ofthe present study, regular 
instructor feedback to the home practice :r:eports assisted the students in developing 
accurate observation techniques, effective critical reflection (problem-identification-and-
handling skills), and design of ensuing actions, and in overcoming problems related to 
mental and emotional responses, such as motivational lapses, low self-confidence, 
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negative emotional responses, and resource management issues. 
Guidance towards acquisition of appropriate schemata. 
According to Hallam (200 1 ), "one of the roles of teachers is to ensure that pupils 
have acquired the relevant aural schemata for the particular music that they are required 
to learn" (p. 20), because "effective strategy use in practice depended on the acquisition 
of appropriate aural schemata to facilitate the monitoring of progress and correction of 
mistakes" (Hallam, 2001 , p. 7). The concept of "relevant" or "appropriate" schemata may 
be easier to define in the context of traditional ear training than EA aural training because 
traditional exercises are typically built around tonal and metric grammars. There are no 
such standardized conventions in the perception ofEA music (Kim, 2010; Tsabary 2009; 
Garnett, 2001 ), and therefore the concepts of "appropriate" and "relevant" aural schemata 
may be harder to define. 
Still, the teacher is likely to be better equipped than the students to assess the 
relevance and appropriateness of certain hearing modes and aural representations to 
acquisition of specific skills in the context of EA music, but he must keep an open, self-
critical mind in guiding the students towards appropriate schemata. In the present study, 
my guidance was focused primarily on developing effective observation, critical 
reflection, and action-design skills, which allowed the students to try and test multiple 
schemata and decide what worked best for their skill acquisition-a process similar to the 
critical-trialing action research model offered by McKernan (1996). In response to 
descriptions of perceptual blocks students' discovered and perceptual guides they 
designed, I was able to offer other potential schemata and strategies to try and later to 
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follow up with them regarding their findings, after testing these offered schemata and 
strategies. Sometimes, these suggestions improved performance, as Student 1 7 noted, for 
example, "The singing technique helped a lot and I started getting approximately 80%" 
(Week 22). At other times students disagreed with the instructor's suggestions, as Student 
13 noted, "For me, the challenge is not a question of recording in my head and comparing 
afterwards [a strategy offered by the instructor]. I am actually having a very hard time 
just noticing a difference, even after severallistenings" (Week 22). In either case, the 
students' observations and critical reflections were beneficial to the skill acquisition 
process. 
Walker (2010) suggested that in teaching pitch matching, the instructor is 
responsible to diagnose the student's problems correctly (whether perceptual or 
performative) through gathering information about the students' perceptions of their 
problems and about their musical backgrounds. Contrarily, I offer that the instructor's 
responsibility is to provide the students guidance towards being able to diagnose their 
problems correctly on their own through data gathering and critical reflection. 
The classroom as a model for home practice. 
In addition to guidance in the instructors' feedback to the home practice reports 
on the process of trialing new schemata and testing their effectiveness, in-class work 
provided practical examples of aural schemata modifications and problem identification 
and handling. The in-class discussions were extremely beneficial in this respect because 
they provided an opportunity for students an~ instructor to share descriptions of their 
aural representations, perceptual blocks, and perceptual guides, and therefore provide 
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potential models of aural schemata and problem detection and handling strategies to try at 
home. The pre- and post-discussion testing class format therefore supported the 
autonomization of practice, not only the speeding up the feedback loop during classes. 
Discussing this aspect of in-class work, Hallam (200 1) suggested that teachers could 
speed up the strategy implementation process by modeling the usage of effective 
strategies during the lessons, so that they become part of the (unconscious) routine 
practice. Hallam offered this classroom strategy-modelling as a possible solution for 
production deficits (Flavell et al., 1966)-a phenomenon in which "students may report 
the use of strategies while not actually implementing them consistently" (Hallam, 2001 , 
p. 20). 
The teacher's role in motivating the students. 
Autonomous student practice demanded that the students be sufficiently 
motivated to use effective practice strategies. Lack of immediate results and inability to 
see benefit in the process was discouraging to students, as evident in negative comments 
in the Emotional and Mental Responses category. The benefits of aural training may be 
less immediately perceivable than those of instrumental practice because aural skills are 
often difficult to connect to practical musical skills. For example, being able to identify 
intervals may not automatically translate to ability in melodic dictation due to the rate and 
number of intervals, tonal interference, and other contextual effects (Shatzkin, 1984). 
Additionally, aural skills do not generally provide a "show off' value (extrinsic 
motivation) as, for example, being able to play a practiced piece of music would. 
The teacher can support student motivation in many ways. According to Lehmann 
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et al. (2007), the teacher-student relationship is an important extrinsic source of 
motivation, especially for teaching the students how to practice. "The teacher is an 
integral cog in a motivational cycle of practice, reward, and achievement" (p. 51). The 
' 
creation of the home practice reports as a graded assignment was designed, among other 
purposes, to motivate the students to practice autonomously. The underlying assumption 
in making home practice reports a requirement was that grading could serve as a reward-
and-achievement based (extrinsic) motivator. It appeared that only providing the means 
to practice (without grading) was insufficient for driving autonomy, as described in 
Researcher Log 2.11. 
Motivation is driven by beliefs. "Beliefs and values influence what people think 
they can do and why they can do it" (Lehmann et al., 2007, p. 54). Teachers, peers, and 
parents' support may strengthen certain beliefs and values that fuel motivation (both 
intrinsic and extrinsic). The practice reports allowed the instructor to identify underlying 
qeliefs that affected motivation, feelings of discouragement, and low self-efficacy and to 
respond with appropriate guidance, which included other points of view, and words of 
encouragement and support. For example, when a student felt she "lost time" (Student 13, 
Week 19) because of an unsuccessful practice session with spectral band identification, 
the instructor' s response was, "This was not a waste of time. We do learn from every 
thing we try, even-and sometimes more so-when it doesn't work as we planned it to" 
(instructor's feedback to Student 13, Week 19). In another example, while having trouble 
with melodic interval identification, student 5 suggested, "My mistakes are random and I 
am starting to think that it's because I don' t play any melodic instrument" (Week 17). 
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The instructor's response was, "Don't pressure yourself by telling yourself that you can't 
do [the exercise] because you are not a melodic instrument player. Don't worry about 
such things. Just work one step at a time and see how far you can get" (instructor's 
feedback to Student 5, Week 17). Both responses addressed underlying beliefs that could 
hurt motivation-the first, the belief that lack of immediate progress meant unsuccessful 
practice and lost time, and the second, the belief that a lack of talent (resulting from 
inexperience with melodic instrument) prevented the student from improving. 
\ 
The teacher's ability to affect students' belief systems through encouragement and 
supervision of practice has support in the "social milieu" aspect of Gardner's socio-
educational model oflearning motivation (1985). Gardner's model has been found 
effective in instrumental music learning motivation in a study by Macintyre et al. (2012), 
who found that, "the key support for motivation to learn was supplied by integrativeness 
(an interest in taking on the characteristics of musicians, positive attitudes toward 
learning instruments, and an interest in music learning), plus attitudes towards the 
learning situation (music teacher and course)" (p. 129). They noted that students who 
appreciate the course and the teacher-his expertise, his ability to teach, etc.-"rnight 
also feel a stronger sense of integrativeness with musicians and their music" (p. 139). The 
- teacher's motivational role is therefore also in supporting intrinsic motivation by 
providing a model for practice in the classroom (as discussed in the previous section) but 
also a personal model of teaching ability, expertise, and perhaps passion, work habits, 
communication skills, and connection to the students and the taught skills. 
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Suggestions for Future Research 
As indicated previously, this study is best viewed as a snapshot to a continuous 
action study of an ongoing, ever-changing educational process. The two major factors 
that demand this constant transformation of the skill-acquisition process are the fact that 
the students change, referring to both the students' evolution and to the fact that new 
students join the program every year, and the fact that the field ofEA evolves 
technologically and artistically, and therefore the necessary skillset of the EA musician 
need to adjust accordingly. "Put simply, unrestricted musicianship demands a non-
restrictive approach to aural training; therefore the necessary set of aural skills for 
contemporary musicianship cannot be standardized" (Tsabary, 2012, p. 299). 
Further study must therefore include ongoing teacher action research at the 
University and other institutes that provide EA studies programs for the purpose of 
optimizing the students' skill acquisition process. While other qualitative and quantitative 
research methods may also be beneficial for the same purpose, the advantage of the 
action research methodology is its real-time versatility and adaptability. In EA, a field 
that evolves as quickly as the technology it depends on, the educational process's 
quickness and adaptability are necessary for keeping it up to date and maintaining its 
relevance to the field at large. 
The previously mentioned discrepancies found in the results raised additional 
questions for future studies ofvarious types. Particularly, the discrepancies between the 
students' self-evaluated and measured skill acquisition raised the question whether these 
two data sets are required to correlate or whether the relationship between them can 
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rather provide additional information about the nature of the aural skill acquisition 
process. Further mixed method studies could be conducted to investigate the relationship 
between qualitative and quantitative data in the context of aural skill acquisition with 
sample sizes sufficiently large for providing internal and external validity. Such studies 
may provide explanations for specific discrepancies. 
The intricate interdependence among the various skills, evident in the varied 
students' descriptions of their approaches to the various ear training activities seen in the 
questionnaires, home practice reports, and class discussions reduced the validity of 
isolated skill measurements. Further studies in the fields of aural perception, 
psychoacoustics, music cognition, neuroscience, and psychology, among others, 
conducted with the purpose of measuring and describing these interdependencies in the 
context of musical and EA aural training, could provide a stronger scientific basis for 
measurements of EA aural skills and the design of achievement measuring instruments 
with stronger validity, Additionally, educational and perceptual studies could explore the 
differences in the manners in which students of different backgrounds and abilities 
approach the same skills. 
Some emerging problems discovered in measurements of specific skills could be 
quantified further with larger samples and specifically designed instruments. For 
example, the effects of tonal interference could be studied in more detail in relation to 
specific tonal skills, tonal settings, and participants' musical competences. Such studies 
may incorporate quantitative instruments to measure the effects of tonal interference in 
various contexts and qualitative instruments may provide detailed descriptions of this 
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perceptual phenomenon. 
The relationship between pitch discrimination ability (in melodic two and three 
note patterns) and interval size, as previously discussed in relation to results from MAT 
tests, could be the focus of other future studies. Larger intervals seem to have had 
negatively affected the ability of the students to tell the lowest in a series of three tones. 
Experimental studies could be conducted to quantify the effects of interval size on pitch 
discrimination ability in relation to other variables such as number of notes, harmonic vs. 
melodic pitch discrimination, musical ability level, and training, among others. 
Problems that emerged throughout the study, potential explanations that were 
offered in writing this document, and working assumptions that were the basis for 
ongoing action design could be studied qualitatively and quantitatively to provide deeper 
understanding and detailed descriptions of the emerging problems and effective ways to 
address them. More specifically, an experimental study could allow measuring the effects 
of individualization of home practice on EA aural skill acquisition in comparison with 
fixed difficulty-level homework in a group of students with varied ability levels. 
As described in Chapter 5, problems related to the group setting included 
imbalances in students' interests in the course activities, insufficient diversity in the 
training, and a lacking sense of connection between the activities. All of these problems 
have likely affected the students' motivation to practice, participate, and attend classes. 
While skill training depends on students' participation and practice, high diversity of 
activities in the training may reduce the rigorousness and amount of time the students 
spend on every skill, and therefore not promote mastery in any skill. Qualitative and 
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quantitative studies could. be conducted to explore, measure, and better understand the 
relationships between diversity in the EA aural training, students' motivation to practice, 
participate, and attend classes, and skill acquisition. 
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A 
DEFINITIONS OF RELEVANT TERMS 
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This section provides brief descriptions of terminology used in the present study, 
particularly terms that are external to the field of music education, from the fields of 
electroacoustics, auditory scene analysis, audio, and acoustics. Providing specific 
definitions of electroacoustics and electroacoustic music in the context of the present 
study is very necessary in light of the multitude of views and interpretations of these 
terms. The definitions of terms relating to auditory scene analysis, audio, and acoustics 
include terms that are used in the pedagogical design of the EA aural training course and 
in the methodology of this study-primarily the achievement tests. 
Electroacoustics and Electroacoustic Music 
The term electroacoustics refers to energy transduction between electric and 
acoustic elements (The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, 2006). 
As a broad field of study, electroacoustics represents "the use of electricity for the 
creation, processing, manipulation, storage, presentation, distribution, perception, 
analysis, understanding or cognition of sound" (Aust~, 1996, p. 7) and is sometimes 
referred to as Electroacoustic Studies (EaSt) or simply EA. 
EA music is broadly defmed in this study as all music or sonic art that is not 
limited to pitched content and metric rhythms, which incorporates an EA component. It 
has been widely used to describe sonic art of a wide array of styles and mediums 
including Musique Concrete, Elektronische Musik, tape music, computer music, glitch, 
soundscape composition, live electronic music, radiophonic art, and many others. 
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Human hearing 
The hearing process begins with the pinna (the outer portion of the ear) picking up 
the complex air-pressure variations from the environment, and guiding them through the 
ear canal to the eardrum. In the middle ear, the ossicles (the three smallest bones in the 
human body) transfer the eardrum vibrations into the cochlea in the inner ear, where the 
complete audible spectrum is broken into individual frequency components in the basilar 
membrane. The auditory nerve carries the frequency information to the brain, which 
organizes the frequency information into packages that have probably arisen from a 
single source of sound (Bregman, 1990). 
The human perception of loudness varies with frequency in a non-linear manner. 
Fletcher and Munson (1933) conducted the first experiment to measure the curves of 
perceived equal loudness of different frequencies at different levels (See Figure 1.1 ). The 
different curves in Figure 1.1 represent equal loudness contours at different initial 
pressure amplitudes measured in dB of sound pressure levels (SPL). The threshold of 
hearing ofa 1 kHz sine tone is assigned 0 dB SPL (normally standardized at a 20 JlPa 
amplitude) and the threshold of pain is measured at 120 dB SPL (20 Pascal) for a 1 kHz 
sine tone. The bottom curve in the image represents the threshold of hearing across the 
frequency range of human hearing and the top curve represents the threshold of pain 
throughout the same range. All the curves between these two provide dB measurements 
for subjective equal loudness perception across the human hearing frequency range. As 
evident in Figure 1.1 , human hearing is normally less sensitive to frequencies below 1 
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kHz and above 6kHz and exhibits increased sensitivities around 3.4 and 13kHz due to 
resonances in the outer ear (Howard & Angus, 2006). 
Figure Al 
Equal Loudness Contours in the Human Ear (the Fletcher Munson Curve) 
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From "File:FletcherMunson ELC.svg," by Oarih, 2005, Wikimedia. With permission under GNU Free 
Documentation License (GFDL). Retrieved from 
http:/ /commons. wikimedia.org/wiki/File:FletcherMunson _ ELC.svg 
Auditory Scene Analysis 
The rapidly growing number of studies relating to ASA , primarily under the 
umbrella of cognitive science, mostly rely on a theoretical and terminological framework 
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established by Bregman in his book Auditory Scene Analysis (1990). This section 
provides a summary of the main concepts and terminology relating to ASA that served to 
inspire the pedagogical design ofEA ear training at the University. 
The function of perception, as described by Bregman (1990) is to take the sensory 
input and to derive a useful representation of reality from it. Bregman argued that, 
"unless we put the right combination of sensory evidence together, we will not be able to 
recognize what is going on" (1990, p. 3). For this process to happen, our perception 
integrates (groups) auditory evidence, into streams, while segregating these streams from 
other simultaneous or sequential happenings. The ability to perform this process, 
according to Bregman, seems to depend on two hierarchically organized mechanisms: (a) 
the primitive process of auditory grouping, which is in essence a preattentive auditory 
partitioning mechanism, and (b) using schemas that relate to our knowledge of familiar 
sounds and structures (Bregman, 1990). Training the ear within tonal and metric 
grammars strongly depends on the schemas, while non-grammatical ear training may be 
more focused on fine-tuning the first mechanism by using focused attentional tasks. Both 
types, nonetheless, utilize the two mechanisms to varying extents. 
According to Bregman, the perceptual organization into packages involves two 
primary functions of perception: integration and segregation. Integration is the act of 
packaging frequency components together in our aural perception, which results in 
hearing them as belonging to a single sonic occurrence. Segregation is the act of 
separating frequency components from each other, therefore hearing them as belonging to 
separate sonic occurrences. Our ASA integrates and segregates sonic evidence both 
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sequentially and simultaneously. Sequential integration is the act of grouping sonic 
information that occurs in a sequence, for example grouping notes into a motif, a phrase, 
or a melody. Simultaneous integration is the act of grouping simultaneous sonic 
information, for example fusing partials into a single pitch, or grouping notes into a 
chord. Sequential segregation occurs when we break sonic information into smaller 
temporal units, for example, perceiving phonemes, or words out of a sentence. 
Simultaneous segregation occurs when our perception separates sounds that occur 
simultaneously, for example hearing the individual notes of a chord, or listening to one 
person's speech in a crowd. 
In his book (1990) and CD (Bregman & Ahad, 1995), Bregman demonstrated 
many conditions that seemed to affect aural segregation and integration, including 
proximity, repetition, timbre, connectedness, common fate, coherence, pattern 
recognition, familiarity, and others. It is important to acknowledge that segregation and 
integration occur concurrently on many levels in our aural perception. For example, in 
listening to a tonal, metric flute melody accompanied by chords on a piano, our aural 
perception performs the following actions: (a) sequential integration of consecutive flute 
tones into a melody (or a stream), (b) simultaneous integration of individual piano tones 
into chords, (c) segregation of simultaneous (concurrent) tones on the flute and piano, 
and (d) segregation of sequential (consecutive) flute tones belonging to different phrases. 
To this list you may add (e) sequential integration of piano tones that form melodic 
patterns and voice leading (streams) and (f) simultaneous integration of harmonic partials 
in every single tone ofthe flute or piano; the list is by no means complete, and would 
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become much longer had there been more than two sound sources. Using Bregman's 
concepts, the conditions that allow our perception to perform this multitude of tasks could 
be explained in the following manner: 
1. The flute tones integrate into a coherent melody because they have the 
same (or similar) timbral and spatial characteristics and because they are 
in pitch proximity (as customary in coherent melodies); they also provide 
temporal coherence because they follow a metric system. The same 
happens with piano notes that integrate into melodic patterns. 
2. The piano tones integrate into chords because they share the same timbre, 
spatial proximity and a unified onset (attack); they may also form a 
coherent tonal function. 
3. The flute and piano parts are segregated because of timbral, spatial, 
temporal, and possibly dynamic differences. 
4. Consecutive flute tones that belong to different phrases would be 
segregated because of a higher level (higher than the ASA level) aural 
organization based on musical "grammatical" knowledge. 
5. The integration of harmonic partials into the perception of a single 
stream is a result ofharmonicity. 
Technical Terms Relating to Audio and Acoustics 
In Chapter 3, the study includes several technical terms in the description of the 
various exercises and testing instruments. Reverberation or Reverb is defmed as the 
acoustic reflections (or their simulation) that follow a sound source, which consist of 
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early reflections and late reverberation. Early reflections are the first reflections of a 
sound that bounce from its surrounding boundaries, which therefore often consist of six 
in a standard enclosed space (reflections from the floor, ceiling, and four walls). Late 
' 
reverb is the reverberation tale that sounds after the early reflections, which normally 
increases in density and decays in level with time. Predelay is the delay time between the 
sound source and the early reflections, measured in milliseconds. It is a strong perceptual 
indicator of spatial size. Reverb time is the duration of the total reverberation sound until 
it dies down to a level at least 60 dB lower than the sound source's level. Reverb level is 
the initial loudness level of the late reverb, measured in dB offset from the source sound. 
Reverb coloration is the timbral distinctness ofthe .reverberated solind from the sound 
source. In simulated (analog or digital) reverb processors it is normally controlled with 
filters (described below). Reverb density relates to the temporal density of the individual 
echoes that make the late reverb. The higher the reverb density the tighter these 
individual echoes are timed. Acoustically, a higher reverb density is an indicator of a 
more complex space. 
Low pass filter (LP F) is an electronic signal processor designed to filter out 
frequencies above a configured Cutoff frequency, which is the frequency above which a 
signal is attenuated (at a certain slope). A High pass filter (HP F) is the opposite. It is a 
processor that filters out frequencies below a cutoff frequency (at a certain slope). In the 
context of reverberation, these filters may be used to simulate acoustic surfaces that are 
more reflective of specific frequency ranges. In fact, all reflective surfaces are colored in 
one way or another. 
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A Pink noise burst is a very short-duration, full-spectrum sound, which differently 
from white noise is more optimized to have the same level of intensity per octave, and 
therefore sounds more balanced (less bright) to the human ear than white noise. 
APPENDIXB 
DEGREES AND SPECIALIZATIONS IN EA IN NORTH AMERICA 
Table Bl 
Institutions that offer electroacoustic undergraduate degrees (by city). 
# Institution Location 
I. University of North Carolina at Asheville Ashville, NC (USA) 
2. Ohio University School ofMusic Athens, OH (USA) 
3. Georgia State University Atlanta, GA (USA) 
4. University of Alabama at Birmingham Birmingham ,AL (USA) 
5. Simon Fraser University Burnaby, BC (Canada) 
6. DePaul University school ofMusic . Chicago, IL (USA) 
7. University of Cincinnati College-Conservatory of Music Cincinnati, OH (USA) 
8. Case Western Reserve University · Cleveland, OH (USA) 
9. University of Dayton Dayton, OH (USA) 
10. University of Alabama in Huntsville Huntsville, AL (USA) 
11. Concordia University Montreal, QC (Canada) 
12. Illinois State University Normal, IL (USA) 
13. University of Massachusetts Dartmouth N. Daitmouth, MA (USA) 
14. Timara at Oberlin college conservatory of music Oberlin, ,OH (USA) 
15. Temple University Esther Boyer College of Music Philadelphia, P A (USA) 
16. Brigham Young University School of Music Provo, UT (USA) 
17. Radford University Radford, VA (USA) 
18. San Jose State University San Jose, CA (USA) 
19. College of San Mateo San Mateo, CA (USA) 
20. Universite de Sherbrooke Sherbrooke, QC (Canada) 
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21. Montana State University Bozeman, MT (USA) 
Table B2 
Institutions that offer graduate degrees only (by city). 
# Institution Location 
1. University of Virginia, Mcintire Charlottesville, VA (USA) 
2. University ofChicago Chicago, 1L (USA) 
3. University of Florida Gainesville, FL (USA) 
4. University ofNorthern Colorado School of Music Greeley, CO (USA) 
5. University of California Irvine Irvine, CA (USA) 
6. McGill University Montreal, QC (Canada) 
7. Princeton University Princeton, NJ (USA) 
8. Brown University Providence, RI (USA) 
9. Mills College San Francisco, CA (USA) 
10. University of Toronto Toronto, ON (Canada) 
. 11. York University Toronto, ON (Canada) 
12. University of Michigan Ann Arbor, MI (USA) 
13. The Peabody Institute of The Johns Hopkins University Baltimore, MD (USA) 
14. Indiana University Center for Electronic and Computer Music Bloomington, IN (USA) 
15. Columbia College Chicago, IL (USA) 
16. Northern Illinois University DeKalb, IL (USA) 
17. University of Alberta Edmonton, AB (Canada) 
18. Dartmouth College Hanover, NH (USA) 
19. University of Minnesota School of Music Minneapolis, MN (USA) 
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Table B3 
Institutions that offer both undergraduate and graduate degrees (by city). 
# Institution Location 
1. University of Texas at Austin Austin TX (USA) 
2. University of California, Berkeley Berkeley, CA (USA) 
3. Indiana University Bloomington, IN (USA) 
4. University of Colorado at Boulder, College of Music Boulder, CO (USA) 
5. University of Miami Frost School ofMusic Coral Gables, FL (USA) 
6. University of Oregon, Future ofmusic Eugene, OR (USA) 
7. Northwestern University School of Music Evanston, IL (USA) 
8. University of California, San Diego La Jolla, CA (USA) 
9. Universite de Montreal Montreal, QC (Canada) 
10. Conservatoire de musique de Montreal Montreal, QC (Canada) 
11. Columbia University, School of Engineering and Applied Science New York, NY (USA) 
12. Brown University Providence, RI (USA) 
13. University of California Santa Cruz Santa Cruz, CA (USA) 
14. University of Washington, Center for digital arts and experimental Seattle, W A (USA) 
media 
15. Stanford University Stanford, CA (USA) 
16. University of South Florida Tampa, FL (USA) 
17. Renselaer polytechnic institute Troy, NY (USA) 
18. California Institute of the arts; Herb Alpert School of Music Valencia, CA (USA) 
APPENDIXC 
QUESTIONNAIRES 2-5, QUANTITATIVE SECTION 
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Section 1 -Improvement in Individual Aural Skills 
The following list includes 15 aural skills. For each item please indicate your 
level of improvement since the previous questionnaire and to what extent the 
course methods are effective in training this skill. 
Skill I Knowledge Evaluate your level Evaluate the 
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of improvement effectiveness of the 
training 
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1. Simultaneous 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5 Segregation 0 
2. Sequential 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5 Segregation 0 
3. Timbral 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5 Discrimination 0 
4. Microtemporal 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5 Discrimination 0 
5. Macrotemporal 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5 Discrimination 0 
6. Loudness 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5 Discrimination 0 
7. Spatial 
Discrimination and 0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5 
Memory 
8. Descriptive Ability 1 2 3 4 0 5 0 1 2 3 4 5 
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9. Pitch 1 2 3 4 Discrimination 0 5 0 1 2 3 4 5 
1 0. Interval 
Discrimination I 0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5 
Identification 
11. Meter 
Discrimination I 0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5 
Identification 
12.Rhythmic Ability 
0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5 
13.Melodic Ability 
0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5 
14.Tonal Awareness 
0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5 
15.Mode 
Discrimination I 0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5 
Identification 
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APPENDIXD 
QUESTIONNAIRES 2-5, QUALITATIVE SECTIONS 
Qualitative questions in Questionnaires 1-5 
Questionnaire 1 
1. Do you have other thoughts, observations, or comments on your own aural abilities? 
2. Do you have any additional observations or comments about the MAT and EA-ACT tests 
that you took? 
3. What aspects of the course design, specific skills, individual exercises, training approach, 
or other aspects of the course would you like to have? 
Questionnaire 2 
1. What in the course design and methods works or doesn't work for you? (10 minutes) 
2. What improvements to the course design, individual exercises, approach to training 
individual skills, additional necessary skills, or other aspects of the course would you like 
to have? (I 0 minutes) 
Questionnaire 3 
1. Please freely rate your own level of participation in the course activities (in class and at 
home). If not satisfactory, what in the course or in yourself would increase your 
participation? 
2. What in the course design and methods works or doesn't work for you? 
3. What improvements to the course design, individual exercises, approach to training 
individual skills, additional necessary skills, or other aspects of the course would you like 
to have? 
4. The variety of skills we have practiced in this course have been of varying different 
levels. For some students some exercises seemed too difficult and for others too easy. 
Please write about those skills I drills that are either too easy for, too difficult, or just 
right for you. 
5. Making the course challenging enough to be worthwhile for all students, while not 
leaving anyone behind is "tricky business" (to say the least). I am looking for some ideas 
on how to achieve this better, so this is an open call for you to creatively think about this 
problem and offer some thoughts and possible solutions (if anything comes to mind). 
Questionnaire 4 
1. Please comment freely on your experience, thoughts, and feeling with any/all of the 
following topics. Please write first on the topics that interest you the most. 
a) Warm-ups (modes, scale degrees, melodically and harmonically) 
b) Melodic dictation-in class and at home 
c) Harmonic progression dictation-in class and at home 
d) Level discrimination-in class training and in the EA-ACT 
e) Tuning exercises (with PD)-in class and at home 
f) Arpeggio note ordering (with PD)-in class and at home 
g) Chords-major and minor 
h) Chords-voicing 
i) Spectral bands-one octave 
j) Tempo discrimination 
k) Homework assignments (graded) 
I) Home practice assignments 
m) EA-ACT and MAT testing 
n) Class activities, class discussion 
o) Your progress, participation, attendance 
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p) Improvements I changes to the course (already applied or suggestions you might 
have) 
q) Other 
Questionnaire 5 
1. Please comment freely on the following topics (your experience, thoughts, and feelings). 
a. Your learning and overall improvement in the course 
b. Your participation I attendance-if relevant, comment on what could change (in 
you or in the course) in order to increase your level of participation/attendance 
2. General comments about the course and your experience in it (including suggestions) 
a) Warm-ups (modes, scale degrees, melodically and harmonically) and their format 
b) Homework assignments (scored)--dictation and EA 
c) Home practice assignments 
d) Exams and preparation ~or them 
e) EA-ACT and MAT testing 
f) Discussion in class 
g) Class activities and their format 
1. Any specific training, including (but not limited to): 
a) . Harmonic and melodic dictation 
b) Chords-major/minor, chord voicing 
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c) Spectral bands 
d) Attack/decay/duration, envelopes 
e) Tempo discrimination 
f) Note ordering 
g) Tuning 
h) Dynamic level discrimination 
i) Textures 
j) Spending time on theoretical explanations in class 
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APPENDIXE 
ELECTROACOUSTIC AURAL COMPETENCE TEST (EA-ACT) 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
ELDAD TSABARY 
Name: 
Course: 
Date: 
TEST 1-What do you hear? 
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Listen to all sound around you. In four minutes, list all the individual sounds you can perceive and provide 
a short description of their nature/ characteristics in terms you find most appropriate. 
Sounds: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
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TEST 2-Attenuated spectral bands 
2a. In this exercise you will hear a musical excerpt played in a loop. After a familiarization stage, certain 
spectral bands will be attenuated 12 dB from the overall sound and then brought back. Please indicate 
which ones. 
The four spectral bands: 
1. 0-250 Hz 
2. 250-1000 Hz 
3. 1000-5000 Hz 
4. 5000-20000 Hz 
I I I I I I 
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TEST 3- Recognition of dynamic levels 
3a. In this exercise you will hear a musical excerpt four times in a row in different dynamic levels at least 3 
'dB apart. Please indicate which of the versions was the loudest and which one was the softest, by writing 
their numbers (according to the order of occurrence). For example, if in the four excerpts, the second was 
the loudest, and the third the softest you simply write: 
Loudest: L 
3a-01: Loudest: 
3a-02: Loudest: 
3a-03: Loudest: 
Softest: .l_ 
Softest: 
Softest: 
Softest: 
You will only hear this sequence once! 
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TEST 4-Attack/decay length dictation 
4a. In each of the following sequences you will hear a series of pink noise bursts with different attack 
lengths. Please indicate which one was the shortest and which the longest. Please number the noise bursts 
according to their order of appearance. You will hear each sequence three times 
4a-01: Shortest: Longest:_ 
4a-02: Shortest: Longest:_ 
4a-03: Shortest: Longest:_ 
4a-04: Shortest: Longest:_ 
4a-05: Shortest: Longest:_ 
4b. Similarly to 4a, you will hear sequences containing series of noise bursts. This time, however, the noise 
bursts' decay time will be of varying length. Please indicate the shortest and longest decay time noise 
bursts. 
4b-01: Shortest: Longest:_ 
4b-02: Shortest: Longest:_ 
4b-03: Shortest: Longest:_ 
4b-04: Shortest: Longest:_ 
4c. From a sequence of three very short clicks, indicate the longest and shortest ones. 
4c-O 1: Shortest: 
4c-02: Shortest: 
4c-03: Shortest: 
Longest:_ 
Longest:_ 
Longest:_ 
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TEST 5-Phonetic dictation 
Sa. In each of the following instances, you will hear an R consonant (one often possible versions). You 
will hear it three times to get familiarized with its sound. After the familiarization stage, you will hear a 
series of different Rs. Please indicate which one is identical to the one you heard first (circle its number in 
the sequence). You will listen twice to each sequence. 
1. I -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 
2. -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 
3. I -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 
4. I -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 
5. I -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -6 
6. I -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -6 
TEST 6-Reverb dictation 
In this exercise, your aural attention will be guided towards the properties of a digital reverb (emulating 
acoustic phenomena). 
6a. You will hear two versions of a reverberated sound with the same pre-delay and reverb time. Please 
select the sound of which reflection has: 
6a-O 1-more lows: 
6a-02-more lows: 
6a-03-more highs: __ 
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6b. You will hear two versions of the same reverberated sound. Please select the one (#1 or #2) with the 
longer reverb time. 
6b-Ol: 
6b-02: 
6b-03: 
6c. You will hear two versions of the same sound with identical reverb time, predelay setting, and EQ curve 
(HPF or LPF). Please indicate which EQ curve is used and which example has a higher cutoff frequency. 
6c-0 1: HPF I LPF Higher Cutoff: __ 
6c-02: HPF I LPF 
6c-03: HPF I LPF 
Higher Cutoff: __ 
Higher Cutoff: __ 
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TEST 7-Spatial memory 
In the six following sequences you ,will hear noise bursts from the left and right speakers. Please write 
down their order of appearance (for example L-R-L). You will hear each sequence twice. 
1. I I 
2. I 
3. I I I I I I 
4. I I I 
5. I I I 
6. I I I I I 
TEST S-Tempo dictation 
Sa. You will hear several versions of the same musical excerpt with minute tempo variations. Please 
indicate the examples with the fastest and slowest tempi 
1. Fastest 
2. Fastest 
3. Fastest 
4. Fastest 
I Slowest 
I Slowest 
I Slowest 
I Slowest 
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Sb. Your task is identical to the one in Sa; however this time you will also simultaneously hear a musical 
excerpt which repeats three times with different loudness levels. Please indicate the loudest and softest 
examples. 
1. Fastest I Slowest Loudest: Softest: 
2. Fastest I Slowest Loudest: Softest: 
3. Fastest I Slowest Loudest: Softest: 
4. Fastest I Slowest Loudest: Softest: 
TEST 9-pitch count 
9a. over a distracting noise, you will hear a single note and then a random sequence of additional notes. 
Keep the pitch of the first note in memory and count the number of its recurrences in the sequence, and 
indicate it below. There will be two instances of this drill. 
1. Number of recurrences:---,---------
2. Number of recurrences: ______ _ 
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9b. in this exercise the random sequence of notes will also emanate randomly from the two loudspeakers in 
front of you. Please only count the introductory pitch's recurrences which emanate from the loudspeaker on 
your right hand side. There will be no distracting noise. 
1. Number of recurrences: 
-------
2. Number of recurrences: ______ _ 
9c. This exercise is identical to exercise 9b, but with distracting noise. 
1. Number of recurrences: ______ _ 
2. Number of recurrences: ______ _ 
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TEST 10-texture description 
In your own words (and clear hand writing) please describe the texture of the following musical excerpts in 
some detail to the best of your ability with terminology you fmd most suitable. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
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Demographic information 
Age: 
Sex: 
Study Major: 
Years of experience with EA: 
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APPENDIXF 
Date: Week: Class#: 
------
Number of participants: ___ _ 
Type of activity Duration Remarks 
General comments about the class: 
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APPENDIXG 
Title of action-item: 
Action item number: Cycle# ____ / Item# ___ _ 
Date of creation: 
Tied to previous action #: 
Description of irregular data or problem: 
Hypothesized cause: 
Action plan: 
Follow up data and analysis: 
# Date Findings 
Next Action#: 
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APPENDIXH 
FOUR CYCLES OF DATA COLLECTION 
Cyclel 
Week Questionnaires Skill testing Graded In-class tests 
EA-ACT 
1 MAT 
Questionnaire 1 
2 
Intervals 
3 
Assignment 1 
4 Intervals 
Interval hunt (3) 
Spectral bands 
5 Intervals 
Spectral bands 
Interval hunt (3) 
Assignment 2 
Articulation 
6 Envelopes 
Articulation 
Envelopes 
EA-ACT 
7 MAT 
Questionnaire 2 
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Cycle2 
Week Questionnaires Skill testing Graded In-class tests 
Spectral bands 
8 Assignment 3 
Modes 
Envelopes 
9 Modes 
10 In-class survey 
Tonal interference 
11 
Spectral bands 
In-class survey 
Spectral bands 
12 
Assignment 4 
Exam 1 
MAT 
Tonal interference 
13 EA-ACT 
Questionnaire 3 
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Cycle3 
Week Questionnaires Skill testing Graded In-class tests 
14 
Loudness discrimination 
In-class survey 
15 Loudness discrimination 
Tuning discrimination 
Report 15 
Tuning discrimination 
16 Tuning discrimination 
Note ordering 
Report 16 
Chords 
Assignment 5 
17 Note ordering 
Chords 
Report 17 
Chords (voicing, progressions) 
18 Chords (voicing, progressions) 
Report 18 
Spectral bands 
In-class survey 
19 Spectral bands 
Tempo discrimination 
Report 19 
EA-ACT 
Assignment 6 
20 MAT 
Questionnaire 4 
Report 20 
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Cycle4 
Week Questionnaires Skill testing Graded In-class tests 
Intervals (parallel) 
21 Chords (voicing) 
Report 21 
22 
Tempo discrimination 
Report 22 
23 Report23 
24 
Assignment 7 
Report 24 
EA-ACT 
25 
Assignment 8 
Exam2 
Report 25 
MAT 
26 Questionnaire 5 
Report 26 
APPENDIX I 
RATER FORM 
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EA-ACT TESTS 1 AND 10 
INTERRATEREVALUATION AND QUANTIFICATION 
OF AURAL AND DESCRIPTIVE SKILLS 
EA-ACT (testing #1) 
Background: 
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Name: 
Date: 
The purpose of the EA-ACT instrument is to provide a repeated-measure testing to assist in 
evaluating group and individual strengths, weaknesses, and progress in several aural skills 
necessary for electroacoustics. 
With the exception of tests nos. 1 and 10, EA-ACT is made of quantitative testing of several 
skills. Tests 1 and 10 were designed to provide a qualitative, more comprehensive measuring 
mechanism for aural and descriptive skills. 
Your interrater evaluation of the students' responses will provide a wider, stronger, and more 
valid interpretation that will be extremely useful for the ongoing data analysis, hypothesis 
forming, and action design in the action research study that I am presently conducting with the 
first year EA aural training course 
For each student, please read the transcriptions of tests nos. 1 and 10 of the EA-ACT instrument 
(provided in a separate document) and grade each of the listed skills from 1 (novice) to 5 (expert) 
by circling the number near each skill. Please (!) write additional comments in the blank spaces 
(or an additional document if you see fit); it is not mandatory, but qualitative information is 
extremely useful to me. Grade only the skills that you can evaluate from the student's 
description. Leave skills that cannot be evaluated blank. Scoring the skills in test 10 should be 
of the three musical excerpts combined. 
The graded skills: 
1. Simultaneous segregation: the ability to perceptually segregate simultaneous sounds, 
breaking a simultaneous mixture to smaller components, including, but not limited to, 
stream segregation 
2. Sequential segregation: the ability to segregate individual sounds from a sequence. It 
could also be described as temporal segregation 
3. Detail: the amount of detail in the student's perception and description of sound and 
sound organization 
4. Coherence: the level of perceptual clarity in describing sound and sound organization 
5. Idiomatic vocabulary: the extent ofthe student's (correct) usage and understanding of 
appropriate acoustic, psychoacoustic, musical, and aural-perceptual terminology. 
6. Understanding texture: the student's level of understanding texture and textural sound 
organization 
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The students' names are coded into a numbering system. 
Student#: 1 
Test 1 Test 10 
Simultaneous segregation: 2 3 4 5 Simultaneous segregation: 2 3 4 5 
Sequential segregation: 1 2 3 4 5 Sequential segregation: 2 3 4 5 
Detail: 2 3 4 5 Detail: 2 3 4 5 
Coherence: 2 3 4 5 Coherence: 2 3 4 5 
Idiomatic Vocabulary: 2 3 4 5 Idiomatic Vocabulary: 2 3 4 5 
Understanding texture: 2 3 4 5 
Additional comments: 
. ' ...... 
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APPENDIXJ 
NEW AURAL TRAINING COURSE FOR EA-WEEK BY WEEK 
Week Subject Ear training I 
al) "What do you hear?'' 
a2) Sight sing a melody, a rhythmic sequence, and a Bach chorale 
1 Segmentation (routinely at the beginning of every class) Introduction a3) Identification of recurring individual notes in a sequence 
a4) Introduction to the the University Dictation Series II: guidelines, 
approaches, and techniques 
Routine (a2 +any previous exercise) 
(Segmentation) aS) Exercises from Schafer's "Ear Cleaning" method (noise, silence, 2 tone) Physics of Sound 
a6) Using metric and psychometric terminology to describe sound 
a7) Lecture about the ear, hearing loss and ear protection 
Segmentation Routine 3 aS) Instrument recognition Spectrum I Timbre 
a9) Identification of spectral bands (beginner) 
Routine 
4 alO) Sound typification 
all) Harmonicity-inharmonicity exercise (beginner) 
Segmentation Routine 
5 Amplitude I al2) A sound's dynamic-level ordering 
Dynamics a13) Dynamic contour dictation 
Sequential Routine 
6 Integration al4) Melodic contour dictation Contour I Envelope I al5) Envelope dictation 
Morphology al6) Articulation exercise 
Sequential Routine 
7 Integration al7) Rhythm training (metric and non metric) 
Rhy_thm 
Sequential Routine 
8 Integration al8) Melodic intervals I triads dictation Intervals, Melody, al9) Unmetered melodic dictation 
Gesture 
Same 
9 a20) Metered melodic dictation 
a21) Gestural contour dictation 
Sequential Routine 
a22) A phonetic dictation (vowels) using IPA 10 Integration 
a23) Language: contour dictation (intonation) Language 
Simultaneous Routine 
11 Integration a24) Harmonic intervals /triads dictation intervals, chords, a25) Segregation of individual notes in a cluster 
clusters 
12 Exams (individual) on rehearsed material 
13 Simultaneous a26) Segregation of tones from a masking signal Integration Recapitulation: exercises selected from the entire semester 
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Intervals, Chords, 
Clusters, Fusion 
Winter 
break 
Space Routine 
14 Reverberation and a27) Reverberation time dictation 
Reflection a28) Reflection coloration exercise 
Space Routine 
15 Reverberation, a29) Reverb density dictation 
Spatial Music a30) (Point source) spatial melodic dictation 
Space Routine 
16 Spatial Music, a31) Spatial noise band dictation 
Spatial Movement a32) Notes in space dictation (memory) 
Routine 
17 Time a33) Onset ordering of arpegiated chords 
a34) Onset ordering of transient sounds 
a35) Tempi dictation 
Analysis Routine 18 a36) Motivic dictation Motif I Gesture 
a37) Gestural dictation 
Analysis Routine 19 a38) Exploration of different textures (tonal and EA); listening to Texture 
sound examples and recognizing the texture 
Analysis Routine 20 a39) Exploraion of form types (tonal and EA) Structure 
a40) Strucutral dictation 
Routine 
a41) Spectral dips and bumps 
21 Technical a42) Spatial coherence Sound Production 
Final Assignment: Design an ear training exercise to develop a skill 
of choice 
Technical Routine 22 Noise and Distortion a43) Digital noise floor (aliasing, quantization, resampling, and pyschoacoustic model) 
Routine 
Advanced a44) An overview of tonal registeral designations; a melodic 
23 Techniques intervalic dictation in 6 octaves (with correct octave designations) 
Register a45) Frequency ordering of pitched (microtonal) material 
24 Final exams (individual) on rehearsed material 
25 Student ear training exercises 
26 Recapitulation 
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IRB APPROVAL AND INFORMED CONSENT FORM 
Boston University Charles River Campus Institutional Review Board 
25 Buick Street 
Boston, Massachusetts 02215 
T 617· 353·4365 F 617- 353-6660 
IRB File# 1974E 
Title: "The Aural SkiDs of Undergraduate 
Electroacoustic (EA) Music Majors in the Context of 
a New Aural Training Method Designed for EA" 
Mr. Eldad Tsabary 
Doctoral Candidate 
August 7, 2009 
College of Fine Arts, Department of Music Education 
Home Address: 
Dear Mr. Tsabary: 
The Charles River Campus Institutional Review Board has completed its review of your 
research application for the protocol referenced above . Expedited approval was granted in 
accordance with Federal Regulations 63 FR 60364 (7) and 45 CFR 46, a copy of which you 
received in the standard IRB application ldt. I am enclosing an original of the consent form for 
this project; it has been stamped for your current use in keeping with IRB procedures (also 
enclosed). 
This approval is valid for one year, effective the date of this Jetter. Any changes or 
modifications to the protocol as now approved must be reported to and acted on by the IRB prior 
to implementation. Please call me at 617/353-4365 ifyou have any questions orifl can be of 
further assistance. 
Sincerely, 
U~y-
Ed Szkutak, CRC-IRB 
Enclosures 
cc: Professor Jay Dorfman, CF A 
Boston University 
Charles River Campus 
Institutional Review Board 
25 Buick Street 
Boston, Massachusetts 02215 
617-353-4365 
Fax: 617-353-6660 
To: 
From: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Principal Investigators 
David Berndt, CRC-IRB /00 
IRB Stamped Approval of Recruitment Materials 
March 1, 1994 
Current Charles River Campus Institutional Review Board procedures 
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require that all informed consent forms, flyers, and posters approved for use in 
human subject recruitment must receive a stamped approval from the IRB. This 
stamp indic~tes the date of IRB approval and the period of time during which the 
informed consent form, flyer, or poster may be used. All Principal Investigators 
are required to obtain this stamp on any printed materials to be used in human 
subject recruitment, and it must be updated each year in conjunction with the 
annual Report of Status approval. 
If you are now using unstamped informed consent forn:ls, flyers, or posters to 
recruit human subjects, please forward the final version of each to me to receive 
stamped approval. (Informed consent forms must be printed on appropriate 
letterhead.) You may not use printed recruitment materials that have not been 
stamped. All unstamped versions of materials should be destroyed to guard 
against inadvertent use. If you have any questions regarding this procedure, 
please contact me at 353-4365. 
Boston University College of Fine Arts 
855 Commonwealth Avenue 
Boston, Massachusetts 02215 
T 617-353-3350 F 617-353-5331 
www.bu.edu/cfa 
BOSTON UNNERSITY / CONCORDIA UNNERSITY 
CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN "THE AURAL SKILLS OF UNDERGRADUTE 
ELECTROACOUSTIC (EA) MUSIC MAJORS IN THE CONTEXT OF A NEW AURAL TRAINING 
METHOD DESIGNED FOR EA'' 
A. PURPOSE 
I have been informed that the purpose of the research is as follows: 
to better understand and improve the process of your EA aural skill acquirement in this 
aural training course. 
B. PROCEDURES 
1. This research study is conducted in the framework of a doctoral dissertation in 
music education at Boston University with the topic of The aural skills of 
undergraduate electroacoustic (EA) music students in the context of a new aural 
training method designed for EA. 
2. Your participation in this study will be throughout the entire course (26 weeks). 
3 . The study will use an action research methodology, which means that data 
collection and analysis will be carried out throughout the course of the year, 
irregularities (weaknesses, strengths, problems) identified, and action taken to 
identify possible causes and test potential solutions. 
4 . Your participation will involve your graded and ungraded coursework (tests, 
homework assignments, and class activities}, and additional testing and 
questionnaires for research purposes that are not graded as part of the course. 
There are no research activities that require additional time outside regular class 
time. Your participation will include the following items: 
a. 10 homework assignments- graded 
b. 2 in-class exams -graded 
c. Routine class activities- ungraded 
d . 6 (in-class, one hour) EA aural competence tests (EA-ACT)- ungraded 
e. 6 (in-class, one hour) traditional aural skill tests (MAT 1 and 2)- ungraded 
f. 6 (in-class, 15-20 minutes) anonymous questionnaires 
5. Confidentiality: 
a. With the exception of the anonymous questionnaires, in which the 
researcher will not know your identity, all class and research activities will 
be confidential (i.e. the researcher will know your identity but will not 
disclose it). 
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b. All information will be held in strict confidence and may not be disclosed 
unless required by law or regulation. 
c. Any reports or publications will not identify individual participants by name 
or initials. 
d. Because this study also uses qualitative data, some research material may 
be examined, in confidence, by other professors at the university. Such 
material will be coded by this researcher and given to them anonymously. 
e. All paper documents will be safeguarded in a locked cabinet; all electronic 
documents will be password protected. The research material will be kept 
separately from this consent form. 
f. All ungraded research tests will be administered to you at the conclusion of 
the course. At that point, you may also request records of all the data 
collected and analyzed about your work during the course. 
C. RISKS AND BENEFITS 
1. Risks-
a. This study does not pose any more than minimal risk to you or to your 
privacy. 
b . Your participation will not affect your course grade in any way; any research 
activities additional to the course work are ungraded. 
2. Benefits -
a. There will be no palpable benefits (funds, prizes, etc.). 
b. However, the studied course is designed to improve your aural skills. Your 
participation in this study will benefit you by helping to achieve this purpose 
more effectively. 
c. You will be involved in the course research and development by providing 
feedback and suggestions for improvement in the anonymous 
questionnaires. 
d. Since aural training for EA is a new topic of interest with little research in 
existence, the findings of this study will be beneficial to the EA community at 
large. 
CRC-IRB Approval 
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D. CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION 
• I am 18 years of age or older 
• I understand that I am free to withdraw my consent and discontinue my participation at 
anytime without negative consequences. 
• I understand that my participation in this study is CONFIDENTIAL (i.e., the researcher 
will know, but will not disclose my identity) and in the case of the questionnaires 
ANONYMOUS (i.e. the researcher will not know my identity). 
• I understand that the data from this study may be published. 
• I understand that I will receive a signed copy of this form. 
I HAVE CAREFULLY STUDIED THE ABOVE AND UNDERSTAND THIS AGREEMENT. I 
FREELY CONSENT AND VOLUNTARILY AGREE TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS STUDY. 
PARTICIPANT'S NAME (please print) 
SIGNATURE I DATE 
RESEARCHER'S NAME 
SIGNATURE I DATE 
CONTACTS: 
/ _______ _ 
; ______________ __ 
At any time you have questions about your rights as a research participant, please contact 
one of the following: 
1. David Berndt, Boston University Institutional Review Board representative, at (61 7) 
353-4365 or by email at dberndt@bu.edu 
2. Brigitte Des Rosier, Acting Research Ethics and Compliance Advisor, Concordia 
University, at (514) 848-2424x7481 or by email at bdesrosi@alcor.concordia.ca 
If you are concerned that your choice to participate or not may affect your grade or the 
professor's attitude towards you, please contact one of the following: 
1. Kevin Austin, Concordia Music Department Reviewer, (514) 848-2424x4709, 
kevin.austin@videotron.ca 
2. Ricardo dal Farra, Concordia Music Department Chair, (514) 848-2424x4705, 
rdalfarr@alcor. concordia. ca 
Other contacts: 
1. Eldad Tsabary, researcher, (514) 884-8902, etsabary@alcor.concordia.ca 
2. Dr. Jay Dorfman, faculty advisor at Boston University, (617) 353-8794, 
jdorfman@bu.edu 
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UNIVERSI'fY 
CERTIFICATION OF ETHICAL ACCEPT ABILITY 
FOR RESEARCH INVOLVING HUMAN SUBJECTS 
Name of Applicant: Prof. Eldad Tsabary 
Department: Music 
Agency: NA 
Title of Project: The aural skills of undergraduate 
electroacoustic (EA) music majors in the 
context of a new aural training method 
designed for EA 
Certification Number: UH2009-044 
Valid From: May 26th 2009 to: May 26th 2010 
The members of the University Human Research Ethics Committee have 
examined the application for a grant to support the above-named project, 
and consider the experimental procedures, as outlined by the applicant, 
to be acceptable on e ical grounds for research involving human 
subjects. 
r, University Human Research Ethics Committee 
01129/2009 
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